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Abstract

Vibration degrades the performance of many mechanical systems, reducing the quality
of manufactured products, producing noise, introducing fatigue in mechanical compo-
nents, and generating an uncomfortable environment for passengers. Vibration control
is categorized as: active, passive, semi-active or hybrid, based on the power consumption
of the control system and feedback or feedforward based on whether sensing is used to
control vibration. In this thesis, we study input shaping control of Distributed Parame-
ter Systems (DPS) and passive and semi-active vibration control using Fluidic Flexible
Matrix Composites (F2MC).

First, we extend input shaping control to one dimensional continua. Unlike discrete
systems where the input is shaped only in the temporal domain, temporal and spatial
input shaping can produce zero residual vibration in setpoint position control of distrib-
uted strings and beams. For collocated and noncollocated boundary control of strings
and domain control of strings and pinned beams, the response to step inputs is solved
in closed form using delays. For a clamped beam model, a closed form in�nite modal
series is used. The boundary controlled string can be setpoint regulated using two-pulse
Zero Vibration (ZV) and three-pulse Zero Vibration and Derivative (ZVD) shapers but
ZVD is not more robust to parameter variations than ZV, a unique characteristic of
second-order PDE systems. Noncollocated ZV and ZVD boundary control enables rigid
body translation of a string with zero residual vibration. Domain controlled strings and
pinned beams with spatial input distributions that satisfy certain orthogonality condi-
tions (e.g. midspan point load or uniformly distributed load) can be setpoint regulated
with shaped inputs. For the cantilevered beam, modal shaping of the input distribution
and ZV or ZVD temporal shaping drives the tip to the desired position with zero residual
vibration.

A command shaping approach in vibration control using F2MC tubes as variable
sti¤ness structures is studied in the third chapter. The apparent sti¤ness of F2MC tubes
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can be changed using a variable ori�ce valve. With �ber reinforcement, the volume inside
the tube may change with external load. With an open valve, the liquid is free to move
in or out of the tube, so the apparent sti¤ness does not change. When the valve is closed,
the high bulk modulus liquid is con�ned, which resists the volume change and causes the
apparent sti¤ness of the tube to increase. The equations of motion of an F2MC-mass
system is derived using a 3-D elasticity model and the energy method. A reduced order
model is then developed for fully-open and fully-closed valves. A Skyhook control that
cycles the valve between open and closed, asymptotically decays the vibration. A Zero
Vibration (ZV) Sti¤ness Shaping technique is introduced to suppress the vibration in
�nite time. A sensitivity analysis of the ZV Sti¤ness Shaper studies the robustness to
parametric uncertainties.

We also investigate passive and semi-active vibration control using F2MC tubes.
F2MC tubes �lled with �uid and connected to an accumulator through a �xed ori�ce
can provide damping forces in response to axial strain. If the ori�ce is actively con-
trolled, the sti¤ness of F2MC tubes can be dynamically switched from soft to sti¤. The
stability of the unforced dynamic system is proven using a Lyapunov approach. The
reduced-order model for operation with either a fully-open or fully-closed valve moti-
vates the development of a ZV feedback control law, that suppresses vibration in �nite
time. Coupling of a �uid-�lled F2MC tube to a pressurized accumulator through a �xed
ori�ce is shown to provide signi�cant passive damping. The open valve ori�ce size is op-
timized for optimal passive, Skyhook, and ZV controllers by minimizing the ITAE cost
function. Simulation results show that the optimal open valve ori�ce provides a damping
ratio of 0:35 compared to no damping in closed valve case. The optimal ZV controller
outperforms optimal passive and Skyhook controllers by 32:9% and 34:2% for impulse
and 34:7% and 60% for step response, respectively. Theoretical results are con�rmed
by experiments that demonstrate the improved damping provided by optimal passive
control F2MC and fast transient response provided by semi-active ZV control.

Finally, we develop a novel Tuned Vibration Absorber (TVA) using F2MC. Coupling
of a �uid-�lled F2MC tube through a �uid port to a pressurized air accumulator can
suppress primary mass forced vibration at the tuned absorber frequency. A 3-D elasticity
model for the tube and a lumped �uid mass produces a 4th order model of an F2MC-
mass system. The model provides a closed-form isolation frequency that depends mainly
on the port inertance, ori�ce �ow coe¢ cient, and the tube parameters. A small viscous
damping in the ori�ce increases the isolation bandwidth. With a fully closed ori�ce, the
zero disappears, and the system has a single resonant peak. Variations in the primary
mass do not change the isolation frequency, making the F2MC TVA robust to mass
variations. Experimental results validate the theoretical predictions in showing a tunable
isolation frequency that is insensitive to primary mass variations, and a 94% reduction
in forced vibration response relative to the closed valve case.
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Chapter1
Introduction

Vibration degrades the performance of many mechanical systems. The accuracy of tra-

jectory tracking and set-point regulation is often determined by structural vibration.

Vibration can cause instability in controlled systems, if critical modes are neglected or

frequencies vary over time. This chapter reviews methods of vibration control and their

applications in distributed parameter systems (DPS) and variable sti¤ness structures.

1.1 Vibration control methods

Vibration control is categorized as: active [1], passive [2], semi-active [3, 4] or hybrid

[5], based on the power consumption of the control system and feedback or feedforward

based on whether sensing is used to control vibration.

Active vibration control systems provide the best performance in suppressing struc-

tural vibration. The supplied energy from the control input gives the designer the re-

quired power to meet the control objectives and constraints. The energy consumption,

however, is a drawback of these methods because the control input is continuously ex-
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pending power. In addition, sensor and actuator dynamics and system variability may

introduce instability in these systems [6, 7].

Passive vibration isolators and absorbers are pre-con�gured structural elements that

do not consume power. Tuned vibration absorbers, for example, have been widely used

to reduce vibration for nearly one hundred years [8]. Winthrop et al. [9] describe

the shortcomings of passive vibration control systems, including inability to achieve

isolation at very low frequencies, trade-o¤ between resonant peak and high-frequency

attenuation, inability to adapt to variations in parameters and excitation frequencies.

Hybrid vibration control utilizes both active and passive methods to reduce the energy

consumption while improving the performance [5].

Semi-active or adaptive-passive control schemes substitute active force generators

with structural elements that have adjustable parameters. Actively tuning the damping

or sti¤ness can overcome the limitations of passive control and e¤ectively manage the

energy �ow in the system. Tuning the damping coe¢ cient of a �uid damper using a

variable ori�ce is an approach that has been used for many years [10]. Electro/magneto-

rheological (ER/MR) dampers, for example, are two semi-active elements in which the

damping is controlled by electric/magnetic �eld. Many researchers have studied the

performance of various control methods using MR �uid [11, 12, 13, 14]. Oh et al. [15]

develop a variable sti¤ness liquid-crystal ER �uid for vibration isolation. They derive

an equivalent mechanical system to model the ER isolator consisting of a parallel low

sti¤ness spring and a variable damper in series with a high sti¤ness spring.

In a feedback control system, the control input is based on the sensed error. Feedfor-

ward control does not use a sensor but requires an actual model of the dynamic system.
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The input shaping technique (IST), for example, uses a feedforward reference to regulate

the position of �exible systems to a desired setpoint position

1.2 Tuned vibration absorbers

Tuned Vibration Absorbers (TVAs) are e¤ective engineering devices for suppressing

vibrations in mechanical systems. Passive vibration isolators and absorbers are pre-

con�gured structural elements that do not require external power [8, 10]. TVAs without

damping consist of mass and spring elements tuned to exactly cancel a certain distur-

bance frequency [16]. Tuned mass dampers (TMDs) are damped TVAs used to achieve

damping over a narrow frequency range without the sharp peaks in the undamped ab-

sorber. Maximum amplitude reduction, however, is achieved if the absorber is lightly

damped and accurately tuned to the excitation frequency.

Recently, smart materials and structures have been used to design novel vibration

absorbers. Electro-mechanical coupling in piezoelectric materials makes them a candi-

date for suppressing vibration [17, 18]. Electrical boundary conditions of a piezoceramic

patch can be changed using electrical shunting to achieve variable sti¤ness and damping.

For example, the spring sti¤ness can be continuously adjusted from the piezoceramic

open-circuit elastic modulus to its short-circuit modulus by shunting through a variable

capacitor [19]. Rusovici et al. [20] design a TVA using a single-crystal piezoceramic that

provides fast response time and variable frequency tuning.

Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) are used in vibration suppression as well. Liang and

Rogers [21] demonstrate variable sti¤ness SMA springs that can change sti¤ness by 2.5
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times. Williams et al. [22] design an adaptive TVA that uses SMA variable sti¤ness

properties to achieve on-line adaptation.

Fluid motion can also suppress vibration by providing inertial and damping forces

[23]. A Tuned Liquid Column Damper (TLCD), proposed by Sakai et al. [24], eliminates

vibration in tall buildings by dissipating the energy via �uid �ow through an ori�ce

connecting two containers. Active, semi-active, and passive TLCDs have been studied

by many researchers [25, 26]. Recently, Shum [27] develops a closed form optimal solution

for a TLCD that minimizes vibration.

Halwes [28] introduces the Liquid Inertia Vibration Eliminator (LIVE) in which the

�uid inertia acts as the vibration absorber mass. du Plooy et al. [29] extend this idea to

accomplish a tunable LIVE system where a pressure control valve adjusts the isolation

frequency. Smith et al. [30] develop a lumped mass model to analytically calculate the

isolation frequency of the Fluidlastic LIVE used in a pylon isolation system for the Bell

Model 427 Helicopter.

1.3 Input shaping technique

Reference command is one of the essential parts of any control system. If the system

model is accurately known, then a purely feedforward command can eliminate the need

for measurement, reducing costs signi�cantly. Input shaping is an open loop, feedforward

technique for �exible systems that provides setpoint regulation [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].

The input to the system, typically a force, moment, or displacement, is shaped into a

prede�ned command typically consisting of a series of pulses or steps that move the
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output degree-of-freedom (dof) to a desired position without residual vibration. Figure

(1.1) shows the concept of input shaping technique in a harmonic system e.g. a classical

spring-mass system.
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Figure 1.1. A typical ZV input shaper for a harmonic system. By superposing the delayed
responses, ZV shaper regulates the position with zero residual vibration.

The idea of command �ltering in feedforward control is introduced by Gimple et al.

[38]. More than three decades later, Singer et al. [39] conduct a comprehensive study on

various approaches to input shaping, robustness. Pao et al. [40] prove the equivalence

of time-optimal zero vibration input shaping and the traditional time-optimal methods.

Hyde et al. [31], Singh [32], and Pao [35] further extend input shaping to multi-mode

systems. Shan et al. [37] modify the conventional representation of input shaping to

generalize and improve the suppression procedure for multi-mode systems. They show

that by using more steps in a modi�ed zero-vibration (ZV) and zero-vibration-and-

derivative (ZVD) shaper, better robustness is obtained.

Multi-mode input shaping design consists of simultaneously solving the equations

of motion for all modes or convolving shapers designed for each mode. For an in�nite

dimensional system, the �rst method is not feasible. In addition, according to [34], con-
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volution of designed shapers consists of a series of step inputs acting at all combinations

of modal delay times. This implies that the last step acts at the summation of all time

delays. In distributed parameter systems this summation does not converge, leading to

an in�nitely long settling time.

1.4 Vibration control of distributed parameter systems

The most common control approach in distributed parameter systems (DPSs) is dis-

cretizing the partial di¤erential equations (PDEs), controlling the dominant modes of

vibration, and neglecting the rest of the modes. Finite element analysis (FEA), modal

analysis [41], Galerkin [42] and assumed mode [43] methods are the most seen discretiza-

tion tools in literature. For instance, Kwak et al. [44] derive the state-space equations

for a cantilevered structure using �nite element method (FEM) and designs a full-state-

derivative feedback control law, state estimator and linear quadratic regulator (LQR) op-

timal controller. Another example of using FEM is the work by Pereira et al. [45] where

they compare the performance of negative-velocity feedback and Lyapunov method for

a cantilevered beam. The order of the reduced dynamics in a discretized model should

be chosen with caution. If the order is too small, there is a risk of instability in a

feedback system due to controller spill-over (caused by sensing and actuating neglected

higher modes) [46]. In feedforward control, there is no observation spill-over, but control

spill-over can cause residual vibration and maybe instability. In addition, it may lead to

inaccurate model prediction. On the other hand, choosing a large order, increases the

complexity and computation cost [47].
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Although, for most complex systems, discretization is the only feasible trend, con-

tinuous systems described by PDEs can be used to model a variety of geometrically

simple industrial, military and consumer products from nano-scale switches to large

space structures. The advantage of using the governing PDEs in control analysis rather

than discretized models is that none of the modes are neglected. Many researchers de-

velop control theory for distributed parameter models and demonstrate experimental

performance [6, 48, 49, 50, 51]. Spatial shaping of distributed actuation and sensing can

be used in the control of distributed systems [52, 53, 41]. Shaped piezoelectric laminates

provide sensing/actuation for speci�ed modes of distributed systems [54],[55]. Using �-

nite number of actuators on the boundary and/or domain is another way of controlling

these systems, seen in cables [51], strings [56], beams [57] and �exible arms [58]. Most

of these researchers have used Lyapunov-based feedback methods, in which stability is

guaranteed. However, the choice of Lyapunov functional is not a straightforward proce-

dure and the control law is complicated. Rahn [59] summarizes distributed parameter

model-based control, analysis and experimental implementation.

Command generation can be used in DPSs, if a proper knowledge of the system

is available. Simplicity of the control law and straightforward procedure, makes this

approach most suited for geometrically simple continuous systems like slender structures.

Unlike other vibration control methods, the input shaping technique in DPSs represented

by PDEs is not studied in more than a handful of publications. Singh and Alli [60] use

an optimization technique to develop a time-delay (bang-bang) controller to cancel the

residual vibration in the wave equation. Fortgang et al. [53] use a command shaping

method to suppress the vibration of a longitudinal beam under axial load. They do not
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discuss, however, cases with non-commensurate modes and higher order (e.g. bending

beam) PDEs.

The most commonly used and easiest to implement shapers use step and impulse in-

puts. Multi-mode input shaping design consists of simultaneously solving the equations

of motion for all modes or convolving shapers designed for each mode. For an in�nite

dimensional system the �rst method is not feasible. In addition, according to [34], con-

volution of designed shapers consists of a series of step inputs acting at all combinations

of modal delay times. This implies that the last step acts at the summation of all time

delays. In distributed parameter systems this summation does not converge leading to an

in�nitely long settling time. This problem and its solutions will be addressed in details

in Chapter 2.

1.5 Variable sti¤ness structures

Command shaping in vibration control, using smart materials is investigated in the

second phase of this research. To revolutionize smart structures applications requires

the development of materials with widely ranging mechanical properties (e.g. elasticity

and viscosity) [61]. Smart structures can then be tuned adaptively to adjust to varying

magnitude, type, and frequency of loading during operation. Some missions require a

morphing structure that is rigid in desired shapes and compliant during shape changes.

Piezoelectrics are the smart materials that elongate due to electric �eld (actuation)

and generate voltage under tension (sensing). They are widely used in structural ap-

plications because of their high frequency actuation, high sti¤ness and accurate sensing
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[62]. Piezoelectrics, however, su¤er from limited strain capabilities, a critical require-

ment in morphing structures. In addition, their sti¤ness variation is not su¢ cient for

many applications.

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) can achieve larger displacements up to 10% (~2% in

the elastic range) [61]. These materials undergo a phase transformation in response to

temperature changes. The modulus variation of SMAs is about 2-4 times [63], however,

because of thermal actuation, their frequency response is usually slow (less than 1 Hz)

depending on surface area over volume ratio.

Other common types of smart materials are shape memory polymers (SMPs), magne-

torheological (MR) �uids, electrorheological (ER) �uids, electro/magneto-strictive ma-

terials, ionic gels and so on. The Young�s modulus of SMPs is on the order of MPa and

it varies up to 1000 times [64]. MR and ER �uids are widely used in variable damping

structures. Oh et al. [15] develop a variable sti¤ness liquid-crystal type ER �uid for vi-

bration isolation. They derive an equivalent mechanical system to model the ER isolator

as a combination of high and low sti¤ness springs and a variable damper.

Smart materials are excellent candidates for semi-active control methods because one

can tune their mechanical properties with minimal energy. Switching between di¤erent

mechanical properties is called state-switching [65]. Clark [66] develops a state-switching

vibration controller using a piezoelectric actuator that stores energy in the high-sti¤ness

state and dissipates the stored energy in the low-sti¤ness state. This method, also called

the Skyhook control method, has better performance than traditional tuned damping

approaches. Cunefare et al. [67] propose a substitute for state-switching that avoids

instantaneous changes in potential energy by switching at zero strain.
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1.6 Fluidic �exible matrix composites

Fluidic Flexible Matrix Composites (F2MC) are variable sti¤ness structures consisting

of Flexible Matrix Composite (FMC) tube with two families of �bers wound at �� with

respect to the longitudinal axis (See Fig. 1.2), an inner liner, and working �uid. Philen et

al. [68] show that FMC tubes can elongate or contract in response to internal pressure.

Tubes with �ber angles greater than 54� extend due to pressurization, while smaller

�ber angles result in contractor tubes (e.g. Mckibben actuators [69, 70, 71]). Due to the

di¤erences in the elastic properties of the �bers and resin, FMC tubes have cylindrical

anisotropy. Figure (1.2) shows an FMC laminate and its �ber orientation.
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1 Fluidic �exible matrix composite (F2MC)
Flexible matrix composite (FMC) consists of high elastic

modulus �bers embedded in a �exible resin. Due to the dif-
ferences in the elastic properties of the �bers and resin, this
composite behaves differently to loading directions which is
called material anisotrpy. [we need applications and papers
and a photo for FMC materials here]. FMC tube is another
composite structure in which the �bers are winded around a
cylindrical mandrel. Winding process can be in two directions.
A unidirectional winding generates a tube that has cylindrical
anisotropy, while winding in both directions makes it an or-
thotropic tube. The �rst case has a coupling between axial
tension and twisting, but in the latter, the axial loads will not
cause any twisting in the tube.

F2MC tube [ref] is a variable stiffness structure that in-
cludes FMC tube and a working �uid inside it. In order to pre-
vent leakage, ususally there is soft resin layer between the �uid
and the FMC laminate. Two valves located at the ends of the
tube can control the �ow. When the tube is under axial loads,
the volume inside the tube changes based on the orthotropic
properties of the FMC layer. This means: if the valves are
open, �uid �ows in or out; however, if the valves are closed,
the �uid inside the tube is constrained by the FMC wall and
generates pressure. As a consequence, the tube shows more

X

Y

Z
1

2

FMC tube
illustrating fiber

orientation

α

Figure 1. Schematic plot of FMC laminate with �ber angles�α. The
axis 1 shows the �ber orientation and XYZ axes are the global coordi-
nate system.

stiffness with respect to the open-valve case. Shan et. al. [ref]
have developed a variable stiffness system with about 2 orders
of magnitude stiffness change in the axial direction. In this pa-
per, we will �nd a closed form solution for the strain energy of
the F2MC tube as a basis for our dynamics modeling.

1.1 Elasticity model of F2MC
An F2MC tube consists of three different parts: FMC lam-

inate, inner liner and �uid. For simplisity, we neglect the end-
�tting effects on the stress and strain.

Inner Liner - The inner liner is an isotropic material un-
der pressures P1and P from outside and inside respectively and

1 Copyright c 2006 by ASME

Figure 1.2. Schematic plot of FMC laminate with two-directional �ber angles. The axis 1 shows
the positive �ber orientation and XYZ axes are the global coordinate system.

Shan et al. [72] study the nonlinear-elastic axisymmetric deformation of FMC tubes

using large deformation theory. This model accounts for the end-�tting e¤ects that are

neglected in models with in�nitely-long tube assumptions. Philen et al. [73] develop

a variable sti¤ness adaptive structure using F2MC tubes with valve control. This shell

theory is used to derive the e¤ective elastic modulus of the tube for open (soft) and
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closed (sti¤) cases. Shan et al. [74] add the e¤ect of wall compliance by using a 3D

elasticity model of the laminate. The analytical model predicts that F2MC structures

are capable of changing sti¤ness by more than 3 orders of magnitude. By tailoring

material properties such as the Young�s modulus of the �bers and resin and �ber angle,

one can generate F2MC structures that outperform currently available variable sti¤ness

materials, including shape memory polymers and PZT. Other advantages of the F2MC

tubes are inexpensive and available materials, ease of integration into a structure, and

tunability of open-valve and closed-valve sti¤nesses.

1.7 Overview of the present work

This research investigates novel ideas in structural vibration control. Distributed pa-

rameter systems are the focus of the �rst part of this thesis. A two dimensional input

shaper is designed for vibration suppression of one dimensional continua. The second

part of the work introduces a ZV Sti¤ness Shaping controller, optimal passive controller,

ZV semi-active controller, and tuned vibration absorber using F2MC tubes.

Chapter 2 studies the position regulation of 2nd and 4th-order DPSs such as strings,

rods, acoustic waves, and beams with zero residual vibration. The e¤ects of di¤erent

boundary conditions including free, clamped and inertial boundary conditions are in-

vestigated. An input shaper is designed that temporally suppresses all the admissible

modes and spatially cancels out the remaining modes of vibration. This study proves

that the sensitivity of the input shapers in DPSs is di¤erent than discrete systems which

can only be observed by solving the PDE system.
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Dynamics analysis of F2MC tubes as variable sti¤ness structures are studied in chap-

ter 3. A 3-D elasticity model develops the closed-form equations of motion of an F2MC

tube. Then, a reduced order dynamic model based on the fully-open and fully-closed

valve motivates a ZV sti¤ness shaping technique that suppresses vibration in �nite time.

Chapter 4 extends this technique to a ZV feedback control law. A Lyapunov approach

proves the stability of the F2MC-mass system regardless of the valve condition. In this

chapter, a novel optimal passive controller is demonstrated that uses a �uid-�lled F2MC

tube coupled to a pressurized accumulator through a �xed ori�ce. The impulse and step

responses of the F2MC-mass system is simulated for optimal passive, ZV, and Skyhook

controllers. An experimental setup is designed and fabricated to validate the theory.

Chapter 5 introduces a new �uidic composite TVA. Coupling of a �uid-�lled F2MC

tube through a �uid port to a pressurized air accumulator can suppress primary mass

forced vibration at the tuned absorber frequency. 3-D elasticity model for the tube and

a lumped �uid mass develops a 4th-order model of an F2MC-mass system. Experimental

results validate the theoretical predictions showing tunable isolation frequency, insensi-

tivity to primary mass variations, and a great reduction in forced vibration relative to

the closed valve case.



Chapter2
Input Shaping Technique for
Distributed Parameter Systems

2.1 Introduction

This chapter extends input shaping technique to vibration suppression of one-dimensional

continuous systems. It is shown that temporally-shaped boundary and distributed inputs

can provide setpoint regulation of second order (string) systems. For fourth order systems

(beams), temporal and spatial (or 2-D) input shaping is introduced. The robustness of

the input shaping controllers to uncertainties in system parameters is quanti�ed. A

unique characteristic of continuous systems is demonstrated in which the sensitivity

curve does not match that of �nite dof systems.

The most commonly used and easiest to implement shapers use step and impulse

inputs. Multi-mode input shaping design consists of simultaneously solving the equa-

tions of motion for all modes or convolving shapers designed for each mode. For an

in�nite dimensional system the �rst method is not feasible. In addition, according to

[34], convolution of designed shapers consists of a series of step inputs acting at all com-
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binations of modal delay times. This implies that the last step acts at the summation

of all time delays. In distributed parameter systems this summation does not converge

leading to an in�nitely long settling time. In order to avoid this problem, researchers

design the shapers based on dominant modes of vibration and neglect higher mode ex-

citation. Therefore, this research designs an input shaper that temporally suppresses all

the admissible modes and spatially cancels out the remaining modes.

2.2 Strings

Figure (2.1) shows four example string models for which input shaping controllers are

developed. These examples can be used to model micro-switches, pneumatic servos,

�exible cable cranes, and �ber handling machinery [59]. Figure 2.1(a) shows a boundary

controlled string where the input force P (t) is used to move the end to a desired position

with no residual vibration. In Fig. 2.1(b), the left boundary displacement is shaped

to provide a desired right boundary displacement. The distributed force input P (x; t)

applied to the pinned string in Fig. 2.1(c) can be shaped in both space and time to

drive the mid-span displacement to a desired value. A string with a mass at the lower

boundary in Fig. 2.1(d) is controlled by a shaped input force at the upper end.

One can assume that the string is homogeneous and has constant tension in a small

deformation range. The �eld equation is simpli�ed to a standard wave equation form:

Tuxx + p(x; t) = �utt (2.1)

where, T and � are the tension and mass/length respectively, the transverse displacement
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tems. We show that temporally-shaped boundary and dis-
tributed inputs can provide setpoint regulation of second or-
der (string) systems. For fourth order systems (beams), tem-
poral and spatial (or 2D) input shaping is introduced. The
robustness of the input shaping controllers to uncertainties in
system parameters is quanti�ed. We demonstrate a unique
characteristic of continuous systems in which the sensitivity
curve does not match that of �nite dof systems.

2 INPUT SHAPING APPROACH
The most commonly used and easiest to implement

shapers use step and impulse inputs. Multi-mode input shap-
ing design consists of simultaneously solving the equations
of motion for all modes or convolving shapers designed for
each mode. For an in�nite dimensional system the �rst
method is not feasible. In addition, according to [6], convo-
lution of designed shapers consists of a series of step inputs
acting at all combinations of modal delay times. This implies
that the last step acts at the summation of all time delays. In
distributed parameter systems this summation does not con-
verge leading to an in�nitely long settling time. In order to
avoid this problem, researchers design the shapers based on
dominant modes of vibration and neglec higher mode exci-
tation. Therefore, in this research, we design an input shaper
that temporally suppresses all the admissible modes and spa-
tially cancels out the remaining modes.

3 STRINGS
Figure 1 shows four example string models for which in-

put shaping controllers are developed. These examples can
be used to model micro-switches, pneumatic servos, �exi-
ble cable cranes, and �ber handling machinery [19]. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows a boundary controlled string where the input
force P(t) is used to move the end to a desired position with
no residual vibration. In Fig. 1(b), the left boundary dis-
placement is shaped to provide a desired right boundary dis-
placement. The distributed force input P(x; t) applied to the
pinned string in Fig. 1(c) can be shaped in both space and
time to drive the mid-span displacement to a desired value.
A string with a mass at the lower boundary in Fig. 1(d) is
controlled by a shaped input force at the upper end.

We assume that the string is homogeneous and has con-
stant tension in a small deformation range. The �eld equation
is simpli�ed to a standard wave equation form:

Tuxx+ p(x; t) = ρutt (1)

where, T and ρ are the tension and mass/length respectively,
the transverse displacement u(x; t) depends on position x and
time t, p(x; t) is the distributed transverse force and sub-
scripts indicate partial differentiation. We nondimensional-
ize as follows:

u= u�L ; x= x�L ; t = t�L
r

ρ
T
; p�(x; t)=

L
T
P(x; t) (2)

P(x,t)

 L

P(t)

 L

u0  L

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

P(t)

g

m

L L

Fig. 1. Four typical string applications: (a) Boundary controlled
string, (b) Noncollocated boundary controlled string, (c) Domain con-
trolled string, (d) Noncollocated boundary controlled string with mass.

to produce

utt �uxx = P(x; t); (3)

where the superscript stars are eliminated for convenience.
It should be noted that the displacements are assumed small
and the response characteristics are independent of ampli-
tude for this linear model.

3.1 Boundary Controlled String
The right boundary solution to Eq. (3) with the bound-

ary conditions shown in Fig. 1(a),

u(0; t) = 0 ; ux(1; t) = P(t) , (4)

and for the step input P(t) = P0H(t� τ); is

u(1; t) =
∞

∑
n=1

8P0H(t� τ)
(2n�1)2π2

h
1� cos

�
(2n�1) π

2
(t� τ)

�i
;

(5)
where P0 is a constant, H(t) is the heaviside step function,
and τ is the delay time. The detailed solution is in [23].

The in�nite series (5) can be simpli�ed by Fourier series
analysis to the periodic sawtooth function with period 4;

u(1; t) = P0(�1) f loor(
t�τ
2 )
�
(t� τ)�2 f loor

�
t� τ
2

�
+(�1) f loor(

t�τ
2 )�1

i
H(t� τ); (6)

shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2.1. Four typical string applications: (a) Boundary controlled string, (b) Noncollocated
boundary controlled string, (c) Domain controlled string, (d) Noncollocated boundary controlled
string with mass.

u(x; t) depends on position x and time t, p(x; t) is the distributed transverse force and

subscripts indicate partial di¤erentiation. The nondimensional parameters are de�ned

as follows:

u = u�L ; x = x�L ; t = t�L

r
�

T
; p�(x; t) =

L

T
P (x; t) (2.2)

to produce

utt � uxx = P (x; t); (2.3)

where the superscript stars are eliminated for convenience. Note that the displacements

are assumed small and the response characteristics are independent of amplitude for this

linear model.
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2.2.1 Boundary controlled string

The right boundary solution to Eq. (2.3) with the boundary conditions shown in Fig.

2.1(a),

u(0; t) = 0 ; ux(1; t) = P (t) , (2.4)

and for the step input P (t) = P0H(t� �); is

u(1; t) =

1X
n=1

8P 0H(t� �)
(2n� 1)2 �2

h
1� cos

�
(2n� 1) �

2
(t� �)

�i
; (2.5)

where P0 is a constant, H(t) is the heaviside step function, and � is the delay time. The

detailed solution is in [41].

The in�nite series (2.5) can be simpli�ed by Fourier series analysis to the periodic

sawtooth function with period 4;

u(1; t) = P0(�1)floor(
t��
2 )
�
(t� �)� 2floor

�
t� �
2

�
+(�1)floor(

t��
2 ) � 1

i
H(t� �); (2.6)

shown in Fig. 2.2.

t
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P
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8

Fig. 2. Sawtooth function in Eq. (6) with τ= 0.

3.2 Input Shaping Design
The response of the string at a desired location l, to mul-

tiple step inputs P= ∑mi=1PiH(t� τi) is

u(l; t) = A0(l)
m

∑
i=1
PiH(t� τi)+

m

∑
i=1

∞

∑
n=1
An(l)Pi cos [nα(t� τi)]H(t� τi); (7)

where 0< l< 1 and Ai(l) are constantse. For a pinned-forced
string, α= π

2 , and from Eq. (5) only odd (n= 1;3; :::) mode
numbers appear in the response.

The purpose of input shaping is to suppress the vibration
after the last step has been applied. For suf�ciently large
times, we want the residual vibrations

V (l; t) =
m

∑
i=1

∞

∑
n=1
AnPi cos((2n�1)α(t� τi))� 0: (8)

To enforce the condition (8), we design Pi and τi to suppress
the vibration of all the modes as follows:

0� cos(2n�1)αt
m

∑
i=1
[Pi cos(2n�1)ατi]

+ sin(2n�1)αt
m

∑
i=1
[Pi sin(2n�1)ατi] : (9)

The coef�cients of the time-varying terms in Eq. (9) are

m

∑
i=1
Pi cos(2n�1)ατi � 0 8n 2 N;

m

∑
i=1
Pi sin(2n�1)ατi � 0 8n 2 N: (10)

The number of equations in (10) is in�nite but there are
�nite number of unknowns to be determined (e.g. for a two-
step input shaper P1, P2 and τ2 are the unknowns and τ1 = 0).
So the equations for n > 1, should be dependent on the �rst
set of Eqs. (10). If we constrain τ so that

cosατi = cos(2n�1)ατi 8n 2 N;
sinατi = sin(2n�1)ατi 8n 2 N; (11)

or

τ= k
π
α

k 2 f0;1;2; :::g; (12)

Eqs. (10) are satis�ed. Thus, the delay time has speci�c
values. Substituting Eq. (12) into Eqs. (10) we obtain

m

∑
i=1
Pi(�1)ki = 0 (13)

where ki is a nonnegative integer corresponding to the delays.
Finally, we normalize the pulse train to ensure that

m

∑
i=1
Pi = 1 . (14)

Solving Eqs. (13) and (14) we take τ1 = 0 and τ2 = π
α =

2 for the pinned-forced string. The ZV input shaper is

P(t) = 0:5H(t)+0:5H(t�2) (15)

Figure (3) shows the ZV input F(t) and output response
u(1; t). The output grows linearly with time in response to
the step inputs at t = 0 and 2. At t = 2, the output stops with
no residual vibration. The inset shows the time evolution of
the spatial wave propagating from right to left.

3.3 Robustness
Input shaping is sensitive to parameter uncertainties due

to the lack of feedback. To increase robustness a ZVD shaper
[3] ensures that

∂V
∂ω

= 0: (16)

This results in two equations, one of which is trivial and other

m

∑
i=1
Piτi(�1)ki = 0: (17)

By choosing the delay times to be the �rst three admis-
sible times from Eq. (12), we obtain the ZVD input shaper

P(t) = 0:25H(t)+0:5H(t�2)+0:25H(t�4) (18)

Figure 3 shows that the ZVD shaper also produces zero
residual vibration for the distributed boundary controlled
string model. The spatial response is different, however, set-
tling out in twice the time of ZV.

As has been shown in the literature for discrete sys-
tems [2, 5, 6], the ZV shaper is relatively sensitive to fre-
quency error and the ZVD shaper adds robustness. In single

Figure 2.2. Sawtooth function in Eq. (2.6) with � = 0.
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2.2.2 Input shaping design

The response of the string at a desired location l, to multiple step inputs

P =
mX
i=1

PiH(t� � i); (2.7)

is

u (l; t) = A0(l)
mX
i=1

PiH(t� � i)+

mX
i=1

1X
n=1

An(l)Pi cos [n�(t� � i)]H(t� � i); (2.8)

where 0 < l < 1 and Ai(l) are constants. For a pinned-forced string, � = �
2 , and from

Eq. (2.5) only odd (n = 1; 3; :::) mode numbers appear in the response.

The purpose of input shaping is to suppress the vibration after the last step has been

applied. For su¢ ciently large times, a zero residual vibrations is desired.

V (l; t) =
mX
i=1

1X
n=1

AnPi cos ((2n� 1)�(t� � i)) � 0: (2.9)

To enforce the condition (2.9), one can design Pi and � i to suppress the vibration of all

the modes as follows:

0 � cos (2n� 1)�t
mX
i=1

[Pi cos (2n� 1)�� i]

+ sin (2n� 1)�t
mX
i=1

[Pi sin (2n� 1)�� i] : (2.10)
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The coe¢ cients of the time-varying terms in Eq. (2.10) are

mX
i=1

Pi cos (2n� 1)�� i � 0 8n 2 N;

mX
i=1

Pi sin (2n� 1)�� i � 0 8n 2 N: (2.11)

The number of equations in (2.11) is in�nite but there are �nite number of unknowns

to be determined (e.g. for a two-step input shaper P1, P2 and �2 are the unknowns and

�1 = 0). So the equations for n > 1, should be dependent on the �rst set of Eqs. (2.11).

If � is constructed so that

cos�� i = cos (2n� 1)�� i 8n 2 N;

sin�� i = sin (2n� 1)�� i 8n 2 N; (2.12)

Eqs. (2.11) are satis�ed. So, the admissible time delays are

� = k
�

�
k 2 f0; 1; 2; :::g; (2.13)

Substituting Eq. (2.13) into Eqs. (2.11) one obtains

mX
i=1

Pi(�1)ki = 0 (2.14)

where ki is a nonnegative integer corresponding to the delays.
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Finally, normalization of the pulse train ensures that

mX
i=1

Pi = 1 . (2.15)

Solving Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) one takes �1 = 0 and �2 = �
� = 2 for the pinned-forced

string. The ZV input shaper is

P (t) = 0:5H(t) + 0:5H(t� 2) (2.16)

Figure (2.3) shows the ZV input F (t) and output response u(1; t). The output grows

linearly with time in response to the step inputs at t = 0 and 2. At t = 2, the output

stops with no residual vibration. The inset shows the time evolution of the spatial wave

propagating from right to left.

2.2.3 Robustness

Input shaping is sensitive to parameter uncertainties due to the lack of feedback. To

increase robustness a ZVD shaper [31] ensures that

@V

@!
= 0: (2.17)

This results in two equations, one of which is trivial and the other

mX
i=1

Pi� i(�1)ki = 0: (2.18)
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By choosing the delay times to be the �rst three admissible times from Eq. (2.13),

the ZVD input shaper is obtained

P (t) = 0:25H(t) + 0:5H(t� 2) + 0:25H(t� 4) (2.19)

Figure 2.3 shows that the ZVD shaper also produces zero residual vibration for the

distributed boundary controlled string model. The spatial response is di¤erent, however,

settling out in twice the time of ZV.
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Fig. 3. Boundary controlled string response to ZV (p(t) = dotted
and u(1; t) = solid) and ZVD (p(t) = dash-dotted and u(1; t) =
dashed) shapers. Inset shows displacement distribution response
u(x; ti) to the ZV input at times ti = i

2 .

or multi-DOF systems, the ZVD shaper has always shown
improved robustness. One criteria for robust performance is
the sensitivity curve [25] or plot of the percentage residual vi-
bration (%V = vibration amplitude with shaping divided by
vibration amplitude without shaping) versus the normalized
frequency (ωr = the actual frequency divided by the mod-
eling frequency). For instance, by introducing a frequency
error in the vibration term in Eq. (8), for a boundary con-
trolled string, we have

V (l; t)=
m

∑
i=1

∞

∑
n=1

2�
ωr(2n�1)π

2
�2Pi cos�ωr(2n�1)

π
2
(t� τi)

�
:

(19)
Fourier series analysis shows that the amplitude of vibration
for an unshaped input is

jV (l)j= 1
ω2r

for 0< ωr < 2; (20)

and the normalized vibration amplitude is obtained as

%V = j1�ωrj for 0< ωr < 2 (21)

for both the ZV and ZVD shapers, a result that appears to be
unique to distributed parameter systems. Figure 4(a) shows
the response to an input shaper designed with a 10% error

in natural frequencies or
q

ρL2
T . The ZV and ZVD shapers

produce different responses but have the same amplitude of
residual vibration. Figure 4(b) shows the sensitivity curves
for the �rst and second modes of vibration under ZV and
ZVD shapers. These curves show the characteristic ZV and

ZVD shapes. The ZV sensitivity curve has a slope discon-
tinuity at ωr = 1, resulting in a V-shaped curve. The con-
straint 16 ensures that the sensitivity curves have zero slope
at ωr = 1, resulting in a parabolic shape. These curves re-
peat the shape from ωr 2 [0;2) with increasing ωr. Fig. 4(c)
shows the normalized vibration of the distributed system (all
modes). The ZV and ZVD curves lie on top of each other,
predicting the same sensitivity for ZV and ZVD shapers. The
ZVD shaper does not appear to have a zero slope at ωr = 1,
an apparent contradiction. The individual modes of vibration
in Fig. 4(b), however, clari�es that each have zero-slope so
the summation of all modes must also have zero slope. Fig-
ure 4(b) also shows that the sensitivity is maximum at the
even multiples of the �rst mode and zero at the odd multi-
ples.

3.4 Noncollocated Boundary Controlled String
In Fig. 1(b) we control the right boundary using the non-

collocated left boundary displacement input. Thus, the entire
string can translate vertically. The �eld Eq. (3) applies with
pinned boundary conditions u�(0; t) = u�(1; t) = 0 and

u= Lu�0�Lu� ; P�(x; t) =�(u�0)tt (22)

where

u�0 =
u0
L
. (23)

Thus, the left boundary input acceleration acts as a uniformly
distributed input force to a pinned string. The shape of the
acceleration is designed to ensure bounded displacement.
Therefore, the acceleration and velocity of the left boundary
should vanish after the settling time leading to

m

∑
i=1
Pi = 0 (24)

and Eq. (17) which are solved simultaneously with Eq. (13)
to produce the ZVD acceleration input

P(t) =
1
8
H(t)� 1

8
H(t�2)� 1

8
H(t�4)+ 1

8
H(t�6): (25)

Equation (25) and the corresponding system response
are shown in Fig. 5. The boundary displacement is smooth
and the corresponding output shows an S-shaped curve. The
spatial response shows the left boundary displacement ini-
tially leading the right and then lagging as the vibration wave
moves right, bounces off the right boundary, and returns.

3.5 String With Boundary Dynamics
In Fig. 1(d) we control the lower boundary mass dis-

placement using the noncollocated upper boundary force in-
put. This model represents applications in distributed para-
meter systems such as gantry cranes that include boundary

Figure 2.3. Boundary controlled string response to ZV (p(t) = dotted and u(1; t) = solid) and
ZVD (p(t) = dash-dotted and u(1; t) = dashed) shapers. Inset shows displacement distribution
response u(x; ti) to the ZV input at times ti = i

2 .

As has been shown in the literature for discrete systems [39, 33, 34], the ZV shaper

is relatively sensitive to frequency error and the ZVD shaper adds robustness. In single

or multi-DOF systems, the ZVD shaper has always shown improved robustness. One

criteria for robust performance is the sensitivity curve [75] or plot of the percentage resid-
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ual vibration (%V = vibration amplitude with shaping divided by vibration amplitude

without shaping) versus the normalized frequency (!r = the actual frequency divided by

the modeling frequency). For instance, by introducing a frequency error in the vibration

term in Eq. (2.9), for a boundary controlled string,

V (l; t) =
mX
i=1

1X
n=1

2�
!r(2n� 1)�2

�2Pi cos�!r(2n� 1)�2 (t� � i)� : (2.20)

Fourier series analysis shows that the amplitude of vibration for an unshaped input is

jV (l)j = 1

!2r
for 0 < !r < 2; (2.21)

and the normalized vibration amplitude is obtained as

%V = j1� !rj for 0 < !r < 2 (2.22)

for both the ZV and ZVD shapers, a result that appears to be unique to distributed

parameter systems. Figure 2.4(a) shows the response to an input shaper designed with

a 10% error in natural frequencies or
q

�L2

T . The ZV and ZVD shapers produce di¤erent

responses but have the same amplitude of residual vibration. Figure 2.4(b) shows the

sensitivity curves for the �rst and second modes of vibration under ZV and ZVD shapers.

These curves show the characteristic ZV and ZVD shapes. The ZV sensitivity curve has a

slope discontinuity at !r = 1, resulting in a V-shaped curve. The constraint 2.17 ensures

that the sensitivity curves have zero slope at !r = 1, resulting in a parabolic shape.

These curves repeat the shape from !r 2 [0; 2) with increasing !r. Fig. 2.4(c) shows the
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normalized vibration of the distributed system (all modes). The ZV and ZVD curves lie

on top of each other, predicting the same sensitivity for ZV and ZVD shapers. The ZVD

shaper does not appear to have a zero slope at !r = 1, an apparent contradiction. The

individual modes of vibration in Fig. 2.4(b), however, clari�es that each has zero-slope

so the summation of all modes must also have zero slope. Figure 2.4(c) also shows that

the sensitivity is maximum at the even multiples of the �rst mode and zero at the odd

multiples.

2.2.4 Noncollocated boundary controlled string

In Fig. 2.1(b) the right boundary is controled using the noncollocated left boundary

displacement input. Thus, the entire string can translate vertically. The �eld Eq. (2.3)

applies with pinned boundary conditions u�(0; t) = u�(1; t) = 0 and

u = Lu�0 � Lu� ; P �(x; t) = �(u�0)tt (2.23)

where

u�0 =
u0
L
. (2.24)

Thus, the left boundary input acceleration acts as a uniformly distributed input force to a

pinned string. The shape of the acceleration is designed to ensure bounded displacement.

Therefore, the acceleration and velocity of the left boundary should vanish after the

settling time leading to
mX
i=1

Pi = 0 (2.25)
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Fig. 4. Boundary controlled string robustness (a) Response to ZV
(solid) and ZVD (dotted) shapers with a 10% error in the natural fre-
quencies and (b) Sensitivity curve for the �rst mode under ZV (solid)
and ZVD (dashed) and the second mode under ZV (dotted) and ZVD
(dash-dotted) shapers. (c) Sensitivity curve for the string under ZV
and ZVD shapers (same curve).

dynamics. For simplicity, we assume that the string weight
is negligable, so the tension is constant and the load swing
angle is small.

The characteristic equation is obtained considering the
unforced system with mass m at the boundary.

mωn cos(ωn)+ sin(ωn) = 0; (26)

which shows that the �rst modal frequency is zero and the
modes are not commensurate. The response of this system
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Fig. 5. Noncollocated boundary controlled string: Input u0(t) (dot-
ted), acceleration (u0)tt (dashed) and response u(1; t) (solid). Inset
shows displacement distribution u(x; ti) in response to the ZVD input
at times ti = 0;2;3;4;6.

to a force at the left boundary is

u(x; t) =
Z t

0

Z t

0
F(τ)dτ

+
∞

∑
n=2

1
ωnm2nn

cos(ωnx)
Z t

0
F(τ)sinωn(t� τ)dτ: (27)

where, mnn is the mode normalization factor.
In Eq. (27), the �rst term corresponds to the rigid body

motion and the remaining terms deal with the modal vibra-
tion. In order to suppress the vibration after some time t0, we
need to �nd F(t) such that

Z t

0
F(τ)sinωn(t� τ)dτ� 0 8t > t0: (28)

As we discussed in section (2.4), a series of step input forces
can control the position and suppress the vibration of a non-
collocated boundary controlled string. On the other hand, to
control the mass, a series of impulses is required. Using this
intuition, we seek an input force in the form of

F(t) = m [p1δ(t)+ p2δ(t� τ)+ p3δ(t�2τ)]
+[q1H(t)+q2H(t� τ)+q3H(t�2τ)] ; (29)

where τ = 2 is twice the time delay required for a wave to
travel between the boundaries. Since the trajectory involves
a rigid body motion, the input force should vanish after t0 for
bounded displacement. This implies

p1+ p2+ p3 = 0 and q1+q2+q3 = 0: (30)

Figure 2.4. Boundary controlled string robustness (a) Response to ZV (solid) and ZVD (dotted)
shapers with a 10% error in the natural frequencies and (b) Sensitivity curve for the �rst mode
under ZV (solid) and ZVD (dashed) and the second mode under ZV (dotted) and ZVD (dash-
dotted) shapers. (c) Sensitivity curve for the string under ZV and ZVD shapers (same curve).
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and Eq. (2.18) which are solved simultaneously with Eq. (2.14) to produce the ZVD

acceleration input

P (t) =
1

8
H(t)� 1

8
H(t� 2)� 1

8
H(t� 4) + 1

8
H(t� 6): (2.26)

Equation (2.26) and the corresponding system response are shown in Fig. 2.5. The

boundary displacement is smooth and the corresponding output shows an S-shaped

curve. The spatial response shows the left boundary displacement initially leading the

right and then lagging as the vibration wave moves right, bounces o¤ the right boundary,

and returns.
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Fig. 4. Boundary controlled string robustness (a) Response to ZV
(solid) and ZVD (dotted) shapers with a 10% error in the natural fre-
quencies and (b) Sensitivity curve for the �rst mode under ZV (solid)
and ZVD (dashed) and the second mode under ZV (dotted) and ZVD
(dash-dotted) shapers. (c) Sensitivity curve for the string under ZV
and ZVD shapers (same curve).

dynamics. For simplicity, we assume that the string weight
is negligable, so the tension is constant and the load swing
angle is small.

The characteristic equation is obtained considering the
unforced system with mass m at the boundary.

mωn cos(ωn)+ sin(ωn) = 0; (26)

which shows that the �rst modal frequency is zero and the
modes are not commensurate. The response of this system
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Fig. 5. Noncollocated boundary controlled string: Input u0(t) (dot-
ted), acceleration (u0)tt (dashed) and response u(1; t) (solid). Inset
shows displacement distribution u(x; ti) in response to the ZVD input
at times ti = 0;2;3;4;6.

to a force at the left boundary is

u(x; t) =
Z t

0

Z t

0
F(τ)dτ

+
∞

∑
n=2

1
ωnm2nn

cos(ωnx)
Z t

0
F(τ)sinωn(t� τ)dτ: (27)

where, mnn is the mode normalization factor.
In Eq. (27), the �rst term corresponds to the rigid body

motion and the remaining terms deal with the modal vibra-
tion. In order to suppress the vibration after some time t0, we
need to �nd F(t) such that

Z t

0
F(τ)sinωn(t� τ)dτ� 0 8t > t0: (28)

As we discussed in section (2.4), a series of step input forces
can control the position and suppress the vibration of a non-
collocated boundary controlled string. On the other hand, to
control the mass, a series of impulses is required. Using this
intuition, we seek an input force in the form of

F(t) = m [p1δ(t)+ p2δ(t� τ)+ p3δ(t�2τ)]
+[q1H(t)+q2H(t� τ)+q3H(t�2τ)] ; (29)

where τ = 2 is twice the time delay required for a wave to
travel between the boundaries. Since the trajectory involves
a rigid body motion, the input force should vanish after t0 for
bounded displacement. This implies

p1+ p2+ p3 = 0 and q1+q2+q3 = 0: (30)

Figure 2.5. Noncollocated boundary controlled string: Input u0(t) (dotted), acceleration (u0)tt
(dashed) and response u(1; t) (solid). Inset shows displacement distribution u(x; ti) in response
to the ZVD input at times ti = 0; 2; 3; 4; 6.
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2.2.5 String with boundary dynamics

In Fig. 2.1(d) the lower boundary mass displacement is controled using the noncollocated

upper boundary force input. This model represents applications in distributed parameter

systems such as gantry cranes that include boundary dynamics. For simplicity, it is

assume that the string weight is negligible, so the tension is constant and the load swing

angle is small.

The characteristic equation is obtained considering the unforced system with mass

m at the boundary.

m!n cos(!n) + sin(!n) = 0; (2.27)

which shows that the �rst modal frequency is zero and the modes are not commensurate.

The response of this system to a force at the left boundary is

u(x; t) =

Z t

0

Z t

0
F (�)d� +

1X
n=2

1

!nm2
nn

cos(!nx)

Z t

0
F (�) sin!n(t� �)d� : (2.28)

where, mnn is the mode normalization factor.

In Eq. (2.28), the �rst term corresponds to the rigid body motion and the remaining

terms deal with the modal vibration. In order to suppress the vibration after some time

t0, one needs to �nd F (t) such that

Z t

0
F (�) sin!n(t� �)d� � 0 8t > t0: (2.29)

As discussed in section (2.4), a series of step input forces can control the position and

suppress the vibration of a noncollocated boundary controlled string. On the other hand,
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to control the mass, a series of impulses is required. Using this intuition, one seeks an

input force in the form of

F (t) = m [p1�(t) + p2�(t� �) + p3�(t� 2�)]

+ [q1H(t) + q2H(t� �) + q3H(t� 2�)] ; (2.30)

where � = 2 is twice the time delay required for a wave to travel between the boundaries.

Since the trajectory involves a rigid body motion, the input force should vanish after t0

for bounded displacement. This implies

p1 + p2 + p3 = 0 and q1 + q2 + q3 = 0: (2.31)

Substituting Eqs. (2.30-2.31) to Eq. (2.29) and simplifying, for t > t0

0 � m!n [p1 cos!n(t� 1)� p3 cos!n(t� 3)] + [q1 sin!n(t� 1)� q3 sin!n(t� 3)] :

(2.32)

Equation (2.32) can be converted to the characteristic equation, Eq. (2.27), by

choosing p1 = �p3 = 1
4 and q1 = q3 =

1
4 (consequently p2 = 0 and q2 = -

1
2), or

0 � (m!n cos(!n) + sin(!n)) cos!n(t� 2) 8t > t0: (2.33)

Hence, the input shaper for this system is

F (t) =
m

4
[�(t)� �(t� 4)] + 1

4
[H(t)� 2H(t� 2) +H(t� 4)] :
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Figure (2.6) shows the shaped response of the noncollocated boundary controlled string

with mass. After a delay of one, the output grows linearly and stops at t = 3. The

spatial response is complex, showing multiple waves re�ecting o¤ the mass.
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Fig. 6. Noncollocated boundary controlled string with mass: Input
F(t) (dotted) and response u(1; t) (solid). Inset shows displace-
ment distribution u(x; ti) at times ti = i.

Substituting Eqs. (29-30) to Eq. (28) and simplifying,
for t > t0 we have

0� mωn [p1 cosωn(t�1)� p3 cosωn(t�3)]
+ [q1 sinωn(t�1)�q3 sinωn(t�3)] : (31)

Equation (31) can be converted to the characteristic
equation, Eq. (26), by choosing p1=�p3= 1

4 and q1= q3=
1
4 (consequently p2 = 0 and q2 = -

1
2 ), or

0� (mωn cos(ωn)+ sin(ωn))cosωn(t�2) 8t > t0: (32)

Hence, the input shaper for this system is

F(t)=
m
4
[δ(t)�δ(t�4)]+ 1

4
[H(t)�2H(t�2)+H(t�4)] :

Figure (6) shows the shaped response of the noncollocated
boundary controlled string with mass. After a delay of one,
the output grows linearly and stops at t = 3. The spatial re-
sponse is complex, showing multiple waves re�ecting off the
mass.

3.6 Domain Controlled String
The response of the pinned-pinned string in Fig. 1(c) to

a set of distributed step loads p(x; t) = ∑mi=1Pi q(x)Hi(t� τi)
is

u(x; t) =
m

∑
i=1

∞

∑
n=1

��
2
n2π2

�
sin(nπx) [1� cos(nπ(t� τi))]

PiH(t� τi)
Z 1

0
sin(nπx) p(x)dx

�
. (33)

In Eq. (33) we are free to shape the spatial input distribu-
tion p(x). This spatial shaping can be achieved by patterning
a variable-width electrode under an electrostatic bridge, for
example. The residual vibration is

V (x; t)=
m

∑
i=1

∞

∑
n=1
An
�Z 1

0
sin(nπx) p(x)dx

�
cos(nπ(t� τi))� 0:

(34)
Expanding the time dependent terms results in

m

∑
i=1

�Z 1

0
sin(nπx) p(x)dx

�
Pi cos(nπτi) � 0 8n 2 N;

m

∑
i=1

�Z 1

0
sin(nπx) p(x)dx

�
Pi sin(nπτi) � 0 8n 2 N.(35)

These equations hold for all the modes, so we obtain

cosπτi = cosnπτi , sinπτi = sinnπτi 8n 2 N; (36)

which can be satis�ed if τ = k. We choose the step am-
plitudes Pi and distribution p(x) such that the odd terms
(n= 1;3;5; :::) cancel and for the even terms

Z 1

0
sin(nπx)

 
m

∑
i=1
pi(x)

!
dx= 0 n= 2;4;6; ::: (37)

Thus, the distribution must be orthogonal to the even modes.
Example of distributions that satisfy Eq. (37) are a uniform
load and a point force at x= 1

2 .
The ZV and ZVD input shaper for these cases are:

P(t) = 0:5H(t)+0:5H(t�1);
P(t) = 0:25H(t)+0:5H(t�1)+0:25H(t�2); (38)

respectively. Figure 7 shows the response of the pinned
string to a point force at x = 1

2 (Fig. 7(a)) and a uniformly
distributed force (Fig. 7(b)) under ZV and ZVD control.
The point force produces linear spatial and time distribu-
tions that correspond to wave propagation and boundary re-
�ection. The uniformly distributed forced response shows
smooth time and space trajectories. In both cases, there is no
residual vibration. The ZV and ZVD shaped responses come
to steady-state at t = 1 and 2, respectively.

4 BEAMS
The equation of motion for an Euler-Bernoulli beam is:

ρutt +EIuxxxx = p(x; t) , (39)

where EI and ρ are the bending stiffness and mass/length,

Figure 2.6. Noncollocated boundary controlled string with mass: Input F (t) (dotted) and
response u(1; t) (solid). Inset shows displacement distribution u(x; ti) at times ti = i.

2.2.6 Domain controlled string

The response of the pinned-pinned string in Fig. 2.1(c) to a set of distributed step loads

p(x; t) =
Pm
i=1 Pi q(x)Hi(t� � i) is

u(x; t) =

mX
i=1

1X
n=1

��
2

n2�2

�
sin (n�x) [1� cos (n�(t� � i))]

PiH(t� � i)
Z 1

0
sin (n�x) p(x)dx

�
. (2.34)

In Eq. (2.34) one can shape the spatial input distribution p(x). This spatial shaping
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can be achieved by patterning a variable-width electrode under an electrostatic bridge,

for example. The residual vibration is

V (x; t) =
mX
i=1

1X
n=1

An

�Z 1

0
sin (n�x) p(x)dx

�
cos (n�(t� � i)) � 0: (2.35)

Expanding the time dependent terms results in

mX
i=1

�Z 1

0
sin (n�x) p(x)dx

�
Pi cos (n�� i) � 0 8n 2 N;

mX
i=1

�Z 1

0
sin (n�x) p(x)dx

�
Pi sin (n�� i) � 0 8n 2 N. (2.36)

These equations hold for all the modes, so

cos�� i = cosn�� i , sin�� i = sinn�� i 8n 2 N; (2.37)

which can be satis�ed if � = k. One can choose the step amplitudes Pi and distribution

p(x) such that the odd terms (n = 1; 3; 5; :::) cancel and for the even terms

Z 1

0
sin (n�x)

 
mX
i=1

pi(x)

!
dx = 0 n = 2; 4; 6; ::: (2.38)

Thus, the distribution must be orthogonal to the even modes. Example of distributions

that satisfy Eq. (2.38) are a uniform load and a point force at x = 1
2 .

The ZV and ZVD input shaper for these cases are:

P (t) = 0:5H(t) + 0:5H(t� 1);
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P (t) = 0:25H(t) + 0:5H(t� 1) + 0:25H(t� 2); (2.39)

respectively. Figure 2.7 shows the response of the pinned string to a point force at x = 1
2

(Fig. 2.7(a)) and a uniformly distributed force (Fig. 2.7(b)) under ZV and ZVD control.

The point force produces linear spatial and time distributions that correspond to wave

propagation and boundary re�ection. The uniformly distributed forced response shows

smooth time and space trajectories. In both cases, there is no residual vibration. The

ZV and ZVD shaped responses come to steady-state at t = 1 and 2, respectively.

2.3 Beams

The equation of motion for an Euler-Bernoulli beam (Fig. 2.8) is:

�utt + EIuxxxx = p(x; t) , (2.40)

where EI and � are the bending sti¤ness and mass/length, respectively, and p(x; t) is

the distributed force acting transversely on the beam. Introducing the nondimensional

u� =
u

L
; x� =

x

L
; t� =

t

L2
q

�
EI

; p�(x; t) =
L3

EI
p(x; t) , (2.41)

the following is obtained

utt + uxxxx = p(x; t) (2.42)

where the stars are omitted for convenience.
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Fig. 7. ZV (p(t) = dotted and u( 12 ; t) = solid) and ZVD (p(t) =
dash-dotted and u( 12 ; t) = dashed) shaped domain controlled string
responses to (a) Point force at x= 1

2 and (b) Distributed force. Insets
show displacement distribution u(x; ti) at times ti = i
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respectively, and p(x; t) is the distributed force acting trans-
versely on the beam. Introducing the nondimensional

u� =
u
L
; x� =

x
L
; t� =

t

L2
q

ρ
EI

; p�(x; t) =
L3

EI
p(x; t) , (40)

we obtain

utt +uxxxx = p(x; t) (41)

where we omit the stars for convenience.
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Fig. 8. Two typical beam applications; (a) Pinned-pinned beam, (b)
Cantilevered beam.

4.1 Pinned-Pinned Beam
The response of a pinned-pinned beam to a set of dis-

tributed step loads p(x; t) = ∑mi=1Pi p(x)Hi(t� τ) is

u(x; t) =
m

∑
i=1

∞

∑
n=1

��
2
n4π4

��
1� cos

�
n2π2(t� τi)

��
sin(nπx)

H(t� τi)
Z 1

0
sin(nπx) pi(x)dx

�
. (42)

As with the pinned string, the odd terms (n = 1;3;5; :::) are
cancelled in the residual vibration through proper selection
of the step amplitudes and the even terms are cancelled by
ensuring

Z 1

0
sin(nπx) p(x)dx= 0 8n= 2;4; ::: (43)

Midspan point loads and uniformly distributed forces, for ex-
ample, satisfy the orthogonality condition (43).

Thus, the ZV and ZVD input shapers are

P(t) = 0:5H(t)+0:5H(t� 1
π
);

P(t) = 0:25H(t)+0:5H(t� 1
π
)+0:25H(t� 2

π
); (44)

respectively with orthogonal input distributions satisfying
Eq. (43). Figure 9 shows the response of the pinned beam to
ZV and ZVD midspan inputs. The spatial response in the in-
set of Fig. 9 looks similar to the pinned string under uniform
load. The midspan displacement converges smoothly to the
desired position without residual vibration for both the ZV
and ZVD shapers.

Figure 10(a) shows the time response of the ZV and
ZVD shaped responses with 10% error. Unlike the pinned
string case, however, the pinned beam has less residual vi-
bration with the ZVD shaper. The sensitivity curve in Fig.
10(b) shows the residual vibration as a function of error for
the ZV and ZVD shapers.

Figure 2.7. ZV (p(t) = dotted and u( 12 ; t) = solid) and ZVD (p(t) = dash-dotted and u(
1
2 ; t) =

dashed) shaped domain controlled string responses to (a) Point force at x = 1
2 and (b) Distributed

force. Insets show displacement distribution u(x; ti) at times ti = i
4 .

2.3.1 Pinned-pinned beam

The response of a pinned-pinned beam to a set of distributed step loads p(x; t) =
Pm
i=1 Pi

p(x)Hi(t� �) is

u(x; t) =

mX
i=1

1X
n=1

��
2

n4�4

��
1� cos

�
n2�2(t� � i)

��
sin (n�x)
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responses to (a) Point force at x= 1

2 and (b) Distributed force. Insets
show displacement distribution u(x; ti) at times ti = i
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respectively, and p(x; t) is the distributed force acting trans-
versely on the beam. Introducing the nondimensional

u� =
u
L
; x� =

x
L
; t� =

t

L2
q

ρ
EI

; p�(x; t) =
L3

EI
p(x; t) , (40)

we obtain

utt +uxxxx = p(x; t) (41)

where we omit the stars for convenience.
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Fig. 8. Two typical beam applications; (a) Pinned-pinned beam, (b)
Cantilevered beam.

4.1 Pinned-Pinned Beam
The response of a pinned-pinned beam to a set of dis-

tributed step loads p(x; t) = ∑mi=1Pi p(x)Hi(t� τ) is

u(x; t) =
m

∑
i=1

∞

∑
n=1

��
2
n4π4

��
1� cos

�
n2π2(t� τi)

��
sin(nπx)

H(t� τi)
Z 1

0
sin(nπx) pi(x)dx

�
. (42)

As with the pinned string, the odd terms (n = 1;3;5; :::) are
cancelled in the residual vibration through proper selection
of the step amplitudes and the even terms are cancelled by
ensuring

Z 1

0
sin(nπx) p(x)dx= 0 8n= 2;4; ::: (43)

Midspan point loads and uniformly distributed forces, for ex-
ample, satisfy the orthogonality condition (43).

Thus, the ZV and ZVD input shapers are

P(t) = 0:5H(t)+0:5H(t� 1
π
);

P(t) = 0:25H(t)+0:5H(t� 1
π
)+0:25H(t� 2

π
); (44)

respectively with orthogonal input distributions satisfying
Eq. (43). Figure 9 shows the response of the pinned beam to
ZV and ZVD midspan inputs. The spatial response in the in-
set of Fig. 9 looks similar to the pinned string under uniform
load. The midspan displacement converges smoothly to the
desired position without residual vibration for both the ZV
and ZVD shapers.

Figure 10(a) shows the time response of the ZV and
ZVD shaped responses with 10% error. Unlike the pinned
string case, however, the pinned beam has less residual vi-
bration with the ZVD shaper. The sensitivity curve in Fig.
10(b) shows the residual vibration as a function of error for
the ZV and ZVD shapers.

Figure 2.8. Two typical beam applications: (a) Pinned-pinned beam, (b) Cantilevered beam.

H(t� � i)
Z 1

0
sin (n�x) pi(x)dx

�
. (2.43)

As with the pinned string, the odd terms (n = 1; 3; 5; :::) are cancelled in the residual vi-

bration through proper selection of the step amplitudes and the even terms are cancelled

by ensuring Z 1

0
sin (n�x) p(x)dx = 0 8n = 2; 4; ::: (2.44)

Midspan point loads and uniformly distributed forces, for example, satisfy the orthogo-

nality condition (2.44).

Thus, the ZV and ZVD input shapers are

P (t) = 0:5H(t) + 0:5H(t� 1

�
);

P (t) = 0:25H(t) + 0:5H(t� 1

�
) + 0:25H(t� 2

�
); (2.45)

respectively with orthogonal input distributions satisfying Eq. (2.44). Figure 2.9 shows
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the response of the pinned beam to ZV and ZVD midspan inputs. The spatial response in

the inset of Fig. 2.9 looks similar to the pinned string under uniform load. The midspan

displacement converges smoothly to the desired position without residual vibration for

both the ZV and ZVD shapers.
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Fig. 9. ZV (p(t) = dotted and u( 12 ; t) = solid) and ZVD (p(t) =
dash-dotted and u( 12 ; t) = dashed) domain control pinned beam re-
sponse to a midspan point load. Inset shows displacement response
to ZV inputs u(x; ti) at times ti = i

4π .

4.2 Cantilevered Beam
For most continuous systems there are no closed form

solutions. In many cases, we can express the response in an
in�nite modal series

u(x; t) =
∞

∑
n=1

ηn(t)Un(x) , (45)

where ηn(t) are the modal coordinates and Un(x) are the
mode shapes. The modal response to a step input is

::
ηn(t)+ω2nηn(t) = H(t� τ)

Z 1

0
p(x)Un(x)dx (46)

where ωn are the natural frequencies [20]. If we choose to
shape the time response to cancel residual vibration in the
�rst mode, then we can spatially shape the input to cancel all
the other modes.

Z 1

0
p(x)Un(x)dx= 0 n 2 N ; n 6= 1: (47)

From the orthogonality of mode shapes we have

Z 1

0
U1(x)Un(x)dx= 0 n 2 N ; n 6= 1: (48)

Therefore, if we spatially shape the input force according to
the �rst mode shape, then only this mode will be excited. For
the cantilevered beam, we choose

p(x; t) = P0U1(x)
m

∑
i=1
PiH(t� τi) (49)
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Fig. 10. Pinned-pinned beam robustness (a) Response to ZV (solid)
and ZVD (dotted) shapers with 10% error in the �rst natural frequency
and (b) Sensitivity curves for ZV (solid) and ZVD (dotted) shapers.

where P0 is the orthonormality constant and

U1(x) = sin(β1x)+
cos(β1)+ cosh(β1)
sin(β1)� sinh(β1)

cos(β1x)

�sinh(β1x)�
cos(β1)+ cosh(β1)
sin(β1)� sinh(β1)

cosh(β1x)(50)

with β1 =
p

ω1.
The input shaper design follows that of a second order

system with the natural frequency equal to ω1. Thus, the ZV
and ZVD shapers are

ZV : P(t) = 0:5
�
H(t)+H(t� π

ω1
)

�
;

ZVD : P(t) = 0:25
�
H(t)+2H(t� π

ω1
)+H(t� 2π

ω1
)

�
;

(51)

respectively. Figure 11 shows the spatial and temporal re-
sponse of the cantilevered beam to the spatially and ZV
and ZVD temporally shaped inputs. The endpoint position
smoothly converges to the desired setpoint.

5 CONCLUSION
Spatial and temporal input shaping can produce zero

residual vibration in setpoint position control of one dimen-
sional continua. For strings and pinned beam models, the

Figure 2.9. ZV (p(t) = dotted and u( 12 ; t) = solid) and ZVD (p(t) = dash-dotted and u(
1
2 ; t) =

dashed) domain control pinned beam response to a midspan point load. Inset shows displacement
response to ZV inputs u(x; ti) at times ti = i

4� .

Figure 2.10(a) shows the time response of the ZV and ZVD shaped responses with

10% error. Unlike the pinned string case, however, the pinned beam has less residual

vibration with the ZVD shaper. The sensitivity curve in Fig. 2.10(b) shows the residual

vibration as a function of error for the ZV and ZVD shapers.
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Fig. 9. ZV (p(t) = dotted and u( 12 ; t) = solid) and ZVD (p(t) =
dash-dotted and u( 12 ; t) = dashed) domain control pinned beam re-
sponse to a midspan point load. Inset shows displacement response
to ZV inputs u(x; ti) at times ti = i

4π .

4.2 Cantilevered Beam
For most continuous systems there are no closed form

solutions. In many cases, we can express the response in an
in�nite modal series

u(x; t) =
∞

∑
n=1

ηn(t)Un(x) , (45)

where ηn(t) are the modal coordinates and Un(x) are the
mode shapes. The modal response to a step input is

::
ηn(t)+ω2nηn(t) = H(t� τ)

Z 1

0
p(x)Un(x)dx (46)

where ωn are the natural frequencies [20]. If we choose to
shape the time response to cancel residual vibration in the
�rst mode, then we can spatially shape the input to cancel all
the other modes.

Z 1

0
p(x)Un(x)dx= 0 n 2 N ; n 6= 1: (47)

From the orthogonality of mode shapes we have

Z 1

0
U1(x)Un(x)dx= 0 n 2 N ; n 6= 1: (48)

Therefore, if we spatially shape the input force according to
the �rst mode shape, then only this mode will be excited. For
the cantilevered beam, we choose

p(x; t) = P0U1(x)
m

∑
i=1
PiH(t� τi) (49)
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Fig. 10. Pinned-pinned beam robustness (a) Response to ZV (solid)
and ZVD (dotted) shapers with 10% error in the �rst natural frequency
and (b) Sensitivity curves for ZV (solid) and ZVD (dotted) shapers.

where P0 is the orthonormality constant and

U1(x) = sin(β1x)+
cos(β1)+ cosh(β1)
sin(β1)� sinh(β1)

cos(β1x)

�sinh(β1x)�
cos(β1)+ cosh(β1)
sin(β1)� sinh(β1)

cosh(β1x)(50)

with β1 =
p

ω1.
The input shaper design follows that of a second order

system with the natural frequency equal to ω1. Thus, the ZV
and ZVD shapers are

ZV : P(t) = 0:5
�
H(t)+H(t� π

ω1
)

�
;

ZVD : P(t) = 0:25
�
H(t)+2H(t� π

ω1
)+H(t� 2π

ω1
)

�
;

(51)

respectively. Figure 11 shows the spatial and temporal re-
sponse of the cantilevered beam to the spatially and ZV
and ZVD temporally shaped inputs. The endpoint position
smoothly converges to the desired setpoint.

5 CONCLUSION
Spatial and temporal input shaping can produce zero

residual vibration in setpoint position control of one dimen-
sional continua. For strings and pinned beam models, the

Figure 2.10. Pinned-pinned beam robustness (a) Response to ZV (solid) and ZVD (dotted)
shapers with 10% error in the �rst natural frequency and (b) Sensitivity curves for ZV (solid)
and ZVD (dotted) shapers.

2.3.2 Cantilevered beam

For most continuous systems there are no closed form solutions. In many cases, the

response can be expressed in an in�nite modal series

u(x; t) =
1X
n=1

�n(t)Un(x) , (2.46)
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where �n(t) are the modal coordinates and Un(x) are the mode shapes. The modal

response to a step input is

::
�n(t) + !

2
n�n(t) = H(t� �)

Z 1

0
p(x)Un(x)dx (2.47)

where !n are the natural frequencies [41]. If one chooses to shape the time response to

cancel residual vibration in the �rst mode, then one can spatially shape the input to

cancel all the other modes.

Z 1

0
p(x)Un(x)dx = 0 n 2 N ; n 6= 1: (2.48)

From the orthogonality of mode shapes,

Z 1

0
U1(x)Un(x)dx = 0 n 2 N ; n 6= 1: (2.49)

Therefore, if the input force is spatially shaped according to the �rst mode shape, then

only this mode will be excited. For the cantilevered beam, one can choose

p(x; t) = P0U1(x)

mX
i=1

PiH(t� � i) (2.50)

where P0 is the orthonormality constant and

U1(x) = sin(�1x) +
cos(�1) + cosh(�1)

sin(�1)� sinh(�1)
cos(�1x)

� sinh(�1x)�
cos(�1) + cosh(�1)

sin(�1)� sinh(�1)
cosh(�1x) (2.51)
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with �1 =
p
!1.

The input shaper design follows that of a second order system with the natural

frequency equal to !1. Thus, the ZV and ZVD shapers are

ZV : P (t) = 0:5

�
H(t) +H(t� �

!1
)

�
;

ZV D : P (t) = 0:25

�
H(t) + 2H(t� �

!1
) +H(t� 2�

!1
)

�
; (2.52)

respectively. Figure 2.11 shows the spatial and temporal response of the cantilevered

beam to the spatially and ZV and ZVD temporally shaped inputs. The endpoint position

smoothly converges to the desired setpoint.
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Fig. 11. Cantilevered beam response to ZV (p(t) = dotted and
u(1; t) = solid) and ZVD (p(t) = dash-dotted and u(1; t) = dashed)
shapers. Inset shows the displacement distribution u(x; ti) at times
ti = i
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response to step inputs is solved in closed form using delays.
For more complicated (e.g. clamped beam) models, a closed
form in�nite modal series is the solution. The boundary con-
trolled string can be setpoint regulated using two-pulse ZV
and three-pulse ZVD shapers but, unlike discrete systems,
ZVD is not more robust than ZV. Noncollocated ZV and
ZVD boundary control enables translation of a string with
zero residual vibration. Domain controlled strings and beams
with spatial input distributions that satisfy certain orthogo-
nality conditions (e.g. midspan point load and uniformly dis-
tributed load) can be setpoint regulated with shaped inputs.
The pinned beam with ZVD shaped inputs is shown to have
less sensitivity to parameter variations than with ZV. For sys-
tems with known eigenfunctions, modal shaping of the input
distribution and ZV or ZVD temporal shaping drives the out-
put to the desired position with zero residual vibration. Using
a force distribution shaped according to the �rst mode, the tip
position of a cantilevered beam, for example, is driven to the
desired setpoint without residual vibration.
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2.4 Conclusion

Spatial and temporal input shaping can produce zero residual vibration in setpoint po-

sition control of one dimensional continua. For strings and pinned beam models, the

response to step inputs is solved in closed form using delays. For more complicated (e.g.

clamped beam) models, a closed form in�nite modal series is the solution. The bound-

ary controlled string can be setpoint regulated using two-pulse ZV and three-pulse ZVD

shapers but, unlike discrete systems, ZVD is not more robust than ZV. Noncollocated ZV

and ZVD boundary control enables translation of a string with zero residual vibration.

Domain controlled strings and beams with spatial input distributions that satisfy certain

orthogonality conditions (e.g. midspan point load and uniformly distributed load) can

be setpoint regulated with shaped inputs. The pinned beam with ZVD shaped inputs is

shown to have less sensitivity to parameter variations than with ZV. For systems with

known eigenfunctions, modal shaping of the input distribution and ZV or ZVD temporal

shaping drives the output to the desired position with zero residual vibration. Using a

force distribution shaped according to the �rst mode, the tip position of a cantilevered

beam, for example, is driven to the desired setpoint without residual vibration.



Chapter3
Feedforward Vibration Control of
Fluidic Flexible Matrix Composites

This chapter extends the static analysis of F2MC tubes by Shan et al. [74] and derive

the closed form equations of motion of an F2MC tube attached to a mass. Then, the

order of the dynamic system is reduced. A Skyhook feedback control scheme [66] is

then developed. Finally, a novel sti¤ness shaping technique is introduced to suppress the

residual vibration in �nite time and is compared with Skyhook method.

3.1 Elasticity model of the F2MC tubes

F2MCs are FMC tubes consisting of high elastic modulus �bers embedded in a �exible

resin and �lled with high bulk modulus �uid (e.g. water). Due to the di¤erences in

the elastic properties of the �bers and resin, the composite tube is anisotropic. The

composite structure is formed by winding the �bers around a cylindrical mandrel. A

soft resin layer between the �uid and the FMC laminate prevents leakage. A valve

controls the �uid �ow in and out of the tube. When the tube is axially loaded, the

volume inside the tube changes based on the orthotropic properties of the composite. If
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the valve is open, then �uid �ows in or out freely. If the valve is closed, then the inside

�uid is constrained by the composite wall and generates pressure. As a consequence, the

apparent sti¤ness of the tube increases relative to the open-valve case.

The F2MC tube elasticity model consists of three interacting components: the FMC

laminate, inner liner and �uid (See Fig. (3.1)). For simplicity, the end-�tting e¤ects are

neglected and the FMC tube is assumed to be in�nitely long.

Inner Liner z

r θo

+α

FMC fiber
pattern

Fluid

FMC

Fext

r θo

Fluid Inner Liner FMC

P

r0

r1

r2

Top View

Separate View

3 D View

P P1

P1

−α

Figure 2. Schematic plot of F2MC tube with the associated dimen-
sions and loadings on all the layers.

an axial force F1. The stress �eld is

σir =
Pr20�P1r21
r21� r20

� r20r21
r
�
r21� r20

� (P�P1) ;
σiθ =

Pr20�P1r21
r21� r20

+
r20r21

r
�
r21� r20

� (P�P1) ;
σiz =

F1
π
�
r21� r20

� : (1)

where, r0 and r1 are the inner and outer radius of the liner and
r is the radial position of any point. Sperscripts i refers to the
inner liner. Using Hook's law, one can �nd the strains εir;εiθ
and εiz.

FMC Laminate - To obtain the stress and strain in the
FMC layer, we use the Lekhnitskii's solution for tubes with
cylindrical anisotry under axial loads and internal end external
pressures [ref]. Since the �bers in the FMC tube are winded in
both directions, it has orthotropic properties. Thus, the com-
plience matrix A = [ai j]6�6 consists of 12 non-zero elements
and 24 zeros.

σFr = S1P1rk�1�S2P1r�k�1+C(1+C1rk�1+C2r�k�1);
σFθ = S1P1kr

k�1+S2P1kr�k�1+C(1+C1krk�1�C2kr�k�1);

σFz = C�
1
a33
�
a13σFr +a23σFθ

�
: (2)

where, S1;S2;C1;C2 and k are constants in terms of elements

of complience matrix, ai j.

S1 =
rk+11

r2k2 � r2k1
; S2 = S1rk+12 rk+11 ;

C1 = �
rk+12 � rk+11
r2k2 � r2k1

; C2 =C1rk+12 rk+11 ;

k =

s
β11
β22
; where, βi j = ai j�

a2i3
a33

in which, r0 and r1 are the inner and outer radius of the liner.
Superscripts F refers to FMC laminate. The variable C is ob-
tained from the force balance in the axial direction.

r2Z
r1

�
rσFz
�
dr = F2: (3)

F2 is the axial force exerting only on the FMC layer. The
strains εFr ;εFθ and εFz are also determined using the complience
matrix and the Hook's law [ref]. Note that the tube is assumed
to be in�nitely long or end-�tting effects are negligible on the
overall stress �eld. For more details about the constants and
Lekhnitskii's solution, readers may refer to [ref] and [ref].

By writing the total axial force balance, we �nd the
stress/strains in terms of the external force F and �uid pressure
P. Therefore, the total strain energy of the F2MC structure is
derived by integration over the volume of both sections.

UFMC =
ZZZ  

∑
j=r;θ;z

σijε
i
j

!
dV i+

ZZZ �
σFj ε

F
j
�
dVF

= a1P2+a2PF+a3F2: (4)

where, a1;a2 and a3 are complicated and lengthy constants in
terms of material properties, �ber angle and tube geometry.
Equation (above) shows how we can tailor the effects of in-
ternal pressure and axial force to the elastic energy of F2MC
tube. Using Castigliano's second theorem, we �nd the rela-
tions between the axial displacement, x; or volume change, V;
and the loads.

∂UFMC
∂F

= x;
∂UFMC

∂P
=V: (5)

We substitute the loads with the displacements to �nd the strain
energy.

UFMC =
1
∆
�
a1x2�a2xV +a3V 2

�
: (6)
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Figure 3.1. Schematic plot of F2MC tube with the associated dimensions and loadings on the
layers.

Inner Liner - The inner liner is an isotropic material under external pressure P1and

internal pressure P carrying part of the axial force F1. The stress �eld in the radial,

circumfrential, and axial directions is

�ir =
Pr20 � P1r21
r21 � r20

� r20r
2
1

r
�
r21 � r20

� (P � P1) ;
�i� =

Pr20 � P1r21
r21 � r20

+
r20r

2
1

r
�
r21 � r20

� (P � P1) ;
�iz =

F1

�
�
r21 � r20

� ; (3.1)
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where, r0 and r1 are the inner and outer radii of the liner, respectively and r is the

radial position. Using Hooke�s law, f"ig = [Ai]f�ig; one can �nd the strains "ir; "i� and

"iz. Compliance matrix [A
i] is a 3� 3 diagonal matrix.

FMC Laminate - To obtain the stress and strain in the FMC layer, Lekhnitskii�s

solution is used for tubes with cylindrical anisotropy under axial loads and internal end

external pressures [76]. The �bers in the FMC tube are wound in both directions. So

it has orthotropic properties. Thus, the compliance matrix AF = [aij ]6�6 consists of

12 non-zero elements faij : i = 1::3; j = 1::3g ; a44; a55; a66 and 24 zeros [76]. The matlab

code for calculating the compliance matrix is in Appendix A. The FMC is stressed by

the internal pressure P1 and the axial force F2 as follows

�Fr = S1P1r
k�1 � S2P1r�k�1 + CX(1 + C1rk�1 + C2r�k�1);

�F� = S1P1kr
k�1 + S2P1kr

�k�1 + CX(1 + C1kr
k�1 � C2kr�k�1);

�Fz = C � 1

a33

�
a13�

F
r + a23�

F
�

�
; (3.2)

where

X =
(a13 � a23)�44

�22�44 � �224 � �11�44 + �214
;

S1 =
rk+11

r2k2 � r2k1
; S2 = S1r

k+1
2 rk+11 ;

C1 = �r
k+1
2 � rk+11

r2k2 � r2k1
; C2 = C1r

k+1
2 rk+11 ;

k =

s
�11
�22

; where, �ij = aij �
a2i3
a33

with, r1 and r2 equal to the inner and outer radii of the laminate, respectively. The
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variable C is obtained from the force balance in the axial direction,

r2Z
r1

�
r�Fz

�
dr = F2: (3.3)

The strains "Fr ; "
F
� and "

F
z are again determined using the compliance matrix of Hooke�s

law, f"F g = [AF ]f�F g.

FMC Laminate + Inner Liner - From the total axial force balance, the stresses

and strains are found in terms of the external force F and �uid pressure P . Therefore,

the total strain energy of the FMC laminate and inner liner is derived by integration

over the volume of both sections.

UFMC =

ZZZ 0@ X
j=r;�;z

�ij"
i
j

1A dV i + ZZZ ��Fj "Fj � dV F
= a1P

2 + a2PF + a3F
2; (3.4)

where, a1; a2 and a3 are complicated and lengthy constants in terms of the material prop-

erties, �ber angle, and tube geometry. The matlab code for calculating these constants

is in Appendix B. Castigliano�s second theorem [77] produces the relationships between

the axial displacement, x; and volume change, V; and the loads, P and F;

@UFMC

@F
= x;

@UFMC

@P
= V: (3.5)

Solution of Eq. (3.5) for the loads and substitution in Eq. (3.4) yields the structural

strain energy

UFMC =
1

�

�
a1x

2 � a2xV + a3V 2
�
: (3.6)
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where,

� = 4a1a3 � a22:

Fluid - For the open valve case, the �uid is assumed not to contribute to the strain

energy of the system. Pressure waves and �uid dynamics are neglected so the pressure is

zero. Using Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) the F2MC acts as a spring with sti¤nessKo = 1
2a3
. When

the valves are closed, however, the �uid volume remains �xed. Under axial loads the

FMC wall tries to expand or contract but the �uid resists this volume change. Assuming

a linearly compressible �uid results

V = ��r
2
0

B
P: (3.7)

where, B is the bulk modulus. The higher the bulk modulus, the more the �uid resists

volume change. The stored potential energy of the �uid is

Uw =
BV 2w
2�r20

=
�r20P

2

2B
: (3.8)

Substitution of Eq. (3.7) into Eqs. (3.5), one �nds the equivalent axial sti¤ness of the

F2MC tube in the closed-valve condition,

Kc =
2a1B + �r

2
0

B�+ 2a3�r20
: (3.9)
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The sti¤ness ratio is derived as

R =
Kc
Ko

=
4a1a3B + 2a3�r

2
0

B�+ 2a3�r20
: (3.10)

3.2 Dynamic model of the F2MC - mass system

3.2.1 Equations of motion

F2MC tubes can be used as variable sti¤ness elements of many smart structures. Figure

(3.2) shows the schematic diagram of a simple structure where the tube is connected to

a mass, m. The variable ori�ce valve at the end of the F2MC tube controls the �uid

�ow. The FMC wall is assumed to have negligible mass relative to the lumped mass at

the end and that the �uid pressure is constant inside the tube. Thus, both the F2MC

structure and �uid dynamics are neglected.

F(t)

Valve

F2MC Tube
m

x

Figure 3.2. The schematic plot of the dynamic system. F (t) is the external force and x is the
displacement of the mass.

Based on these assumptions, the kinetic energy

T =
1

2
m
�
x
2
: (3.11)
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Substitution of Eqs. (3.6), (3.8) and (3.11) into Hamilton�s principle yields.

m
��
x+

2a1
�
x� a2

�
V = F (t): (3.12)

The volume dynamics come from conservation of mass over the �uid control volume,

�
V =

�
Vw �Q: (3.13)

whereVw is the �uid volume change, and Q is the �uid �ow through the valve. Various

models are available for the �uid �ow through a valve or an ori�ce. The most common

model in the literature, Q = hCd
p
P , gives a good approximation for most applications

[78]. Cd is the valve constant and h is the percentage of valve opening. This model,

however, is not valid for small pressures, because the derivative of the �ow with respect

to pressure goes to in�nity. Using a linear model avoids this problem. It will be shown

that the pressure remains small during the operation justifying the use of the linear

model,

Q = hCdP: (3.14)

Substitution of the Eqs. (3.7) and (3.14) into Eq. (3.13) yields

�
V =

1

B�+ 2a3�r20

�
a2�r

2
0
�
x+ hCdB (a2x� 2a3V )

�
: (3.15)

Equations (3.12) and (3.15) are a 3rd order state space model of the F2MC with

valve control, where the axial displacement, velocity and volume change are the states.
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The control input for this system is the valve �ow parameter h which goes from 0 in

closed-valve to 1 in open-valve.

3.2.2 Reduced-order dynamics

Figure (3.3) shows the root-locus plot of the system as h varies from 0 to 1 for two sti¤ness

ratios. The sti¤ness ratio R can be observed from this plot by dividing the square of the

branches crossing the imaginary axis. In addition, it provides an understanding about

the dynamic behavior of the system due to valve variations. In the closed-valve case, 2

poles lie on the imaginary axis and one pole appears on the origin which means the system

can be reduced to second-order. On the other hand, there are 2 poles on the imaginary

and one pole on the negative real axis in the open-valve scenario. The negative real pole

introduces damping which translates as the energy dissipation in the valve. When the

valve is gradually opened, this pole moves away from the origin reducing its e¤ects on

the dynamics. Table 3.1 shows the parameters used in the root-locus analysis with �ber

angles of 42 and 52 degrees corresponding to sti¤ness ratios of 15 and 4, respectively.

Table 3.1. F2MC parameters used in the model analysis.
Property Value
E1 115GPa
E2 1:5MPa

FMC Lamina G12 1:5GPa
�12; �13 0:33
�23 0:93

E 0:1GPa
Inner Liner � 0:497

Fluid B 2:0GPa

r0 4:5mm
Geometry r1 5mm

r2 5:5mm
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Figure 3.3. Root locus plot of the dynamic system for changes in valve position. The arrows
show the direction of the poles movement when the valve is gradually opened. � respresents the
eigenvalues of the system.

The root-locus analysis shows that if Cd is su¢ ciently large, the volume dynamics

in open-valve can be neglected. With a fast acting on/o¤ valve (at least 10 times faster

than the closed-valve dynamics), the dynamics can be switched between two states: fully

open and fully closed valve.

Open-valve Model - In this case, the �uid is free to move in or out of the tube and

the pressure is zero. A quasistatic solution in Eqs. (3.15) (
�
V =

�
x = 0) obtains

V =
a2
2a3

x (3.16)

Closed-valve Model - In this case, h = 0 in Eq. (3.15) and

V =
a2�r

2
0

B�+ 2a3�r20
(x� xc) +

a2
2a3

xc (3.17)
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where xc is the position at the time of switching from open to closed valve, simpli�ed

using Eq. (3.16).

Combining the equations obtained from the two cases, an equivalent second order

equation is derived as

m
��
x+Kc (1� h�)x = F (t) +Kc� (1� h)xc; (3.18)

where, parameter � is de�ned as

� = 1� 1

R
: (3.19)

3.3 Switched sti¤ness for vibration control

Sti¤ness shaping involves the speci�cation of the sti¤ness switching time history to ensure

that system response decays to zero in minimum time. The sti¤ness is switched using

an on-o¤ valve that cycles between open and closed at predetermined times based on

the assumed known initial condition, and model parameters. If the initial condition is

not known, then the response must be sensed to determine a rate or position crossing

to initialize the feedforward control sequence. If the model parameters are not known,

then the performance will be degraded.

One way to shape the on-o¤ sti¤ness trajectory is to switch between on-o¤ using the

Skyhook scheme [66] as follows

8>><>>:
if x:

�
x > 0 then h = 0

if x:
�
x � 0 then h = 1

: (3.20)
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The phase portrait in Fig. (3.4) shows that valve opens when the mass is approaching

zero and closes when it is moving away from the origin. As implemented in Eq. (4.13),

this method requires position and velocity sensing. If the initial velocity is zero, the

sti¤ness is simply cycled between low for � = �
2

q
m
Ko
and high for � = �

2

q
m
Kc
. The rate

of approach to the origin increases for higher sti¤ness ratios. Figure (3.4) shows that the

response decays asymptotically as t!1.By taking the derivative of this Lyapunov functional with re-
spect to time, substituting the equations (11),(12) and (10), we
have:

�
E = �x

�
F(t)� 2a1

∆
x+

a2
∆
V
�
+
BVw

�
Vw

πr20
+

1
∆

0@2a1x �x�a2 �xV +
0@�πr20

�
P
B

�hCdP

1A(2a3V �a2x)
1A

= �hCd
�
2a3V �a2x

∆

�2
+
�xF(t) (20)

which is non-positive for an unforced system. Equation (20)
shows that the F2MC structure is stable if the external force is
zero, without concerning about the valve condition.

2.2 Skyhook control law
One of the most common methods of semi-active control

is a heuristic control law called skyhook control. [References
for this method, applications and bene�ts]. This method is
used for second order systems in which position and velocity
are the only states.

F2MC tubes are shown to work as a second order system
with two distinct stiffnesses. If we de�ne a Lyapunov function
as

Eo =
1
2
m �x

2
+
1
2
Kx2;

then by plugging the state equation (17) into the derivative of
the Lyapunov function, we �nd

�
Eo = hαKx

�x:

Hence, the derivative is positive if x and �x have the same sign.
In order to insure this rate is non-positive, we have to de�ne
the control law as(

if x: �x> 0 then h= 0
if x: �x� 0 then h= 1

: (21)

In fact, to regulate the position of the mass in Fig (), we
open the valve when the mass is approaching zero and close
it when it is incresing distance from origin. As it is seen in
Eq. (21), this method requires position and velocity feedbacks.
The phase portrait in Fig. () shows how the control law is
applied for F2MC dynamic system. The rate of approaching
to the origin increases for higher stiffness ratios. The phase
plane clears that no dynamic curve passes through origin, so
the control scheme brings the states to zero as time goes to
in�nity. [talk about how the energy is going away from the
system]
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Figure 5. The phase portrait of a typical skyhook control method. The
solid and dashed lines are open-valve and closed-valve trajectories,
respectivly.

2.3 Zero-vibration stiffness shaping
As we discussed in the previous section, skyhook control

method cannot suppress the vibration in �nite time. Moreover,
the arbitrary choice of Lyapunov function does not guarrantee
the best solution for vibration control of this variable stiffness
structure. Overshoot may also be an important performance
criteria that is not considered in skyhook.

Input shaping technique (IST) is a feedforward control
scheme that has been of interest for the last three decades.
Simplicity is the success key for this method. IST has been
applied to single-dof [ref], multi-dof [ref] and distributed para-
meter systems [ref]. Inspite of its feedforward characteristics,
IST has been recognized as a fairly robust system as well. The
most common shapers are series of step and impulse inputs
applied with different delays. Amplitudes and time delays are
designed in a way that the vibrations generated by these inputs
eventually cancel out with each other. Pao et. al [ref] proves
that this technique provides the optimal control for linear sys-
tems (???).

In this paper, we apply IST to suppress the vibration of
the dynamic system in Fig (). There is a difference between
traditional application of input shaping and F2MC structure.
In this system, position control by an external force is not de-
sired, since switching is the control input. In fact, we do not
utilize external energy for vibration suppression here. One of
the unique characteristics of F2MC structure (and maybe all
volume containing variable stiffness systems) is shifting the
equilibrium state by the second term in the right hand side
of Eq. (17): Kα(1�h)x0. This extra term determines that
the trajectories in the phase portrait can shift by switching at
nonzero positions. Moreover, for the open-valve case, h = 1,
and this term vanishes. It means, all the open-valve trajectories
oscillate around origin, while the closed-valve trajectories can
be shifted by swithing at nonzero positions.

5 Copyright c 2006 by ASME

Figure 3.4. The phase portrait of a typical skyhook control method. The solid and dashed lines
are open-valve and closed-valve trajectories, respectivly.

In F2MC tubes, the energy is conserved between any two consecutive switches and

the energy drops during the switch to open. With a closed valve, the pressure increases

as the mass moves away from the origin. The FMC wall is squeezed in response to this

pressure and stores strain energy. When the valve opens, this stored energy dissipates

suddenly in the form of �uid �ow through the ori�ce.

One of the characteristics of F2MC structures is the ability to shift the equilibrium

state using the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.18). For the open-valve
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case, h = 1, and this term vanishes, so open-valve trajectories oscillate around the

origin. Closed-valve trajectories, on the other hand, can be shifted by switching at

nonzero positions.

By combining the input shaping concept and shifting properties of F2MC structures,

the switching times is shaped in a way that a closed-valve trajectory passes through the

origin. This has the potential to bring the response to zero in �nite time. Based on the

reduced-order Eq. (3.18), closed-valve trajectories that pass through the origin have the

following homoclinic orbits

 �
x

!c

!2
+ (x� �xc)2 = (�xc)2 ; (3.21)

where, !c =
p
K=m and !o =

p
K(1� �)=m are de�ned as closed and open-valve

frequencies, respectively. If the valve is switched to closed at

�
xc = �!cxc

p
2�� 1; (3.22)

then the orbits in Eq. (3.21) intersects the origin. Switching to an open valve when

x = 0 brings the system to rest with zero residual vibration.

Figure (3.5) clari�es this control method. The initial condition is not necessarily on

the desired closed-valve trajectories in (3.21). However, if the initial velocity is zero, an

open valve trajectory brings the states to the crossing point of a branch of Eq. (3.22).

Since this point lies on trajectories (3.21), switching to a closed valve at this point

guarantees vibration suppression in �nite time. To stop the motion at the origin, the
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valve is switched back to open. This controller suppresses the vibration in �nite time

and is called Zero-Vibration (ZV) Sti¤ness Shaper to follow the convention used in IST.

By combining the input shaping idea and shifting proper-
ties of F2MC structure, we shape the switching times in a way
that a closed-valve trajectory passes through origin. Based on
the reduced-order equations, all the closed-valve trajectories
that pass the point (0;0) is found to be:

 �x
ωc

!2
+(x�αxc)2 = (αxc)2 (22)

where, we de�ne ωc =
p
K=m and ωo =

p
K(1�α)=m as

closed and open-valve frequencies. The point that we close the
valve should also be on the trajectories (22), so the relation be-
tween the position and velocity at switching point is obtained
as

�xc =�ωcxc
p
2α�1 (23)

which gives two solutions for each xc. Since the trajectories
are in clock-wise direction, the negative sign reaches faster to
the origin.

Figure () clari�es this control method. The initial condi-
tion is not neccessarily on the desired closed-valve trajectories
in (22). However, if we start from an arbiterary position with
zero initial velocity, and use the open-valve trajectory, we may
cross the portrait of Eq. (22). At this crossing point, the valve
needs to be closed to guarrantee vibration suppression in �nite
time. To stop the motion at the origin, we switch the valve to
open.

To �nd the time delay for switch shaping, the �rst step
is to equate the last point the open-valve trajectory with the
admissible switching line in Eq. (23). After simplifying, we
derive the �rst switching time. For the second time delay, we
solve the equations of motion for closed-valve case and �nd
the time difference between (xc;

�xc) and (0;0). Consequently,
the control law is

8>><>>:
t0 = 0 Start with open-valve

t1 = 1
ω0
arccos

�q
1
α �1

�
Switch to closed-valve

t2 = t1+ 1
ωc arccos

�
1� 1

α
�

Switch to open-valve
(24)

Figure () shows how stiffness shaping is applied to the
F2MC tube. Since the objective of this controller is to suppress
the vibration in fnite time, we call it Zero-Vibration (ZV) stiff-
ness shaping to follow the convention used in IST. The time
delays in Eq. (24) are independent of initial condition.

Figure () compares the results of skyhook method with
the new ZV stiffness shaping technique. [talk about overshoot,
and settling]

It should be noted that the time delays exist if the squared-
root argument inside the inverse cosine in Eq (24) is in [0;1].
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Figure 6. Phase plane plot of zero-vibration stiffness shaping tech-
nique. t1 and t2 are the times to close and open the valve, respectively.
Bold lines are the controlled trajectories and normal lines are trjectories
without swithings.
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Therefore, the criteria for ZV stiffness shaping to exist is:

1
2
� α< 1 or 2� R: (25)

Hence, the solution exists for all the variable stiffness systems
with stiffness ratio greater than or equal to 2.

2.4 Robustness and sensitivity
As a challanging issue in input shaping techniques and

more generally all feedforward control methods, the control
system is expected to be robust to parameter uncertainty. In the
regular IST, the uncertainty is introduced in the modeling of
the natural frequency. However, in a variable stiffness system,

6 Copyright c 2006 by ASME

Figure 3.5. Phase plane plot of zero-vibration sti¤ness shaping technique. t1 and t2 are the
times to close and open the valve, respectively. Bold lines are the controlled trajectories and
normal lines are trjectories without swithings.

As with IST, Sti¤ness Shaping requires precalculation of the time delays. The �rst

switching time is derived using the solution to Eq. (3.18) with h = 1 and initial and

�nal conditions of (x0; 0) and (xc;
�
xc), respectively. The second time delay is obtained

by solving Eq. (3.18) with h = 0 and initial and �nal conditions of (xc;
�
xc) and (0; 0),

respectively. Consequently, the control law is

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

t0 = 0 Start with open-valve

t1 =
1
!0
arccos

�q
1
� � 1

�
Switch to closed-valve

t2 = t1 +
1
!c
arccos

�
1� 1

�

�
Switch to open-valve

(3.23)
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The time delays in Eq. (3.23) are independent of initial position but require zero initial

velocity.

Figure (3.6) compares the results of Skyhook method with the new ZV Sti¤ness

Shaping technique using the full order model Eqs. (3.12) and (3.15). The sti¤ness

shaping trajectory stops at zero in �nite time with less than 0.81% residual vibration.
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of skyhook (solid) and ZV sti¤ness shaping (dashed) techniques.

Note that the time delays exist if the argument of the square root function inside the

inverse cosine in Eq. (3.23) is positive and less than 1. Therefore, the existence criteria

for ZV Sti¤ness Shapers is:

1

2
� � < 1 or 2 � R: (3.24)

and the solution exists for all the variable sti¤ness systems with sti¤ness ratios greater

than or equal to 2.



Chapter4
Passive and Switched Sti¤ness
Vibration Controllers Using Fluidic
Flexible Matrix Composites

In the previous chapter, a feedforward ZV sti¤ness shaper is developed for an F2MC-

mass system. This chapter extends this work by introducing a novel ZV feedback control

law. The optimal valve �ow coe¢ cient for passive, ZV, and Skyhook control is calcu-

lated based on the ITAE performance index. The performance of these controllers are

compared for impulse and step loads. Finally, the experimental results validate the

theory.

4.1 F2MC equations of motion

Following the dynamics modeling section in chapter 3, the equations of motion for the

F2MC-mass system is derived using Hamilton�s principle and conservation of mass.

m
��
x+

2a1
�
x� a2

�
V = F (t); (4.1)
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�
V =

1

B�+ 2a3�r20L

�
a2�r

2
0L

�
x+ hcdB (a2x� 2a3V )

�
: (4.2)

where F (t) is the applied load and a1; a2; and a3 are complicated and lengthy constants in

terms of the material properties, �ber angle, and tube geometry. B is the bulk modulus

of the �uid, and r0 and L are the inner radius and length of the tube and � = 4a1a3�a22.

Equations (4.1) and (5.4) are a 3rd-order model of the F2MC-mass system with valve

control. The control input for this system is the valve �ow parameter h which goes from

0 for a closed valve to 1 for an open valve.

4.2 Stability analysis

Before introducing the control laws for the F2MC-mass system, the stability of the

unforced dynamic system is studied. The Lyapunov functional is de�ned as the total

energy of the system.

E = T + UF+L + Uw > 0: (4.3)

Substituting the equations of motion (3.8), (4.1), and (5.4) into the time derivative of

the Lyapunov functional results

�
E =

�
x

�
2a1
�
x+

a2
�
V

�
+
�r20LP

�
P

B
+

1

�

�
2a1x

�
x� a2

�
xV +

�
V (2a3V � a2x)

�
= �hcd

�
2a3V � a2x

�

�2
� 0: (4.4)
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which guarantees the stability of the unforced system for any time-varying valve opening

(h > 0).

4.3 Nondimensionalized equations of motion

In order to reduce the number of variables involved in the F2MC-mass analysis, the

nondimensional variables are de�ned as

y = 2

r
�a3
a2
x; w =

r
�a2a3
a21

V; � = t

r
2a1
m�

;
�
F =

F�

a1

r
�a3
a2
: (4.5)

Substitution in Eqs. (4.1) and (5.4) produces

��
y = �y + w +

�
F (�); (4.6)

�
w = (1�Kc)

�
y + hCd ((1�Ko)y � w) ;

where the nondimensional closed-valve and open-valve sti¤nesses and equivalent �ow

coe¢ cient of the valve are

Kc = 1� a22�r
2
0L

2a1
�
B�+ 2a3�r20L

� ;
Ko =

�

4a1a3
; (4.7)

Cd =
2a3Bcd�

B�+ 2a3�r20L
�p

2a1=m�
;

respectively.
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4.4 Reduced-order dynamics

In the nondimensional equations of motion (4.6), the �uid dynamics appear in the second

equation with the time constant hCd. The third-order model can be reduced to a second

order model if the �uid and valve dynamics are su¢ ciently fast.

Open-Valve Model - In this case, the �uid is free to move in or out of the tube,

and no pressure is generated if the valve opening is su¢ ciently large. For Cd !1, Eq.

(4.6) reduces to

w = �(1�Ko)y: (4.8)

Closed-Valve Model - In this case, h = 0 and the nondimensional volume change

is found by integration of Eq. (4.6) to be

w = (Kc � 1)y + C: (4.9)

The volume and displacement are continuous at the switching time, so the constant C

can be determined from

w� = �(1�Ko)yc = w+ = (Kc � 1)yc + C; (4.10)

where w� and w+ are the volumes before and after the switch, yc is the position at the

switch, and C is an integration constant. Solving Eq. (4.10) for C and substituting into

(4.9) gives the closed valve volume change

w = (Kc � 1)(y � yc)� (1�Ko)yc: (4.11)
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Combining Eqs. (4.6), (4.8), and (4.11), results an equivalent second order equation,

��
y + (Kc (1� h) +Koh) y = (Kc �Ko)(1� h)yc +

�
F (�): (4.12)

Equation (4.12) is a second-order dynamic system that switches between high and low

frequency when the valve opening, h, switches 0 and 1.

4.5 Passive and semi-active vibration control

4.5.1 Optimal passive control

For passive damping, one can use root-locus analysis to �nd the optimal �xed ori�ce

opening. Figure 4.1 shows the location of the poles for an example F2MC-mass system

described by Eqs. (4.6) with nondimensional parameters Kc = 1 and Ko = 0:35 as

the ori�ce varies from closed to fully open. The closed valve system has 2 poles on the

imaginary axis and one at the origin as expected from the reduced order model in Eq.

(4.12). As the valve opens more, damping increases. The minimum settling time (ST)

occurs where the imeginary part of the complex poles is minimum, corresponding to an

optimal ori�ce with Cd = 1:1. With a large ori�ce, one of the poles moves away from

the origin and the 2 other poles approach the imaginary axis.
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Figure 4.1. Root Locus analysis of an example F2MC-mass system for changes in valve opening.

4.5.2 Skyhook control approach

The Skyhook scheme [66] is

8>><>>:
if y

�
y > 0 then h = 0:

if y
�
y � 0 then h = 1:

(4.13)

The phase portrait in Fig. 4.2 shows that the valve opens when the position moves

toward zero and closes when the position moves away from zero. With a closed valve,

the pressure increases as the mass moves away from zero. The FMC wall is squeezed

in response to this pressure and stores strain energy. When the valve opens, this stored

energy dissipates suddenly in the form of �uid �ow through the ori�ce.

Due to the fully open and closed valve assumption in the reduced order model (4.12),

the energy is conserved between any two consecutive switches and drops only during the
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By taking the derivative of this Lyapunov functional with re-
spect to time, substituting the equations (11),(12) and (10), we
have:

�
E = �x

�
F(t)� 2a1

∆
x+

a2
∆
V
�
+
BVw

�
Vw

πr20
+

1
∆

0@2a1x �x�a2 �xV +
0@�πr20

�
P
B

�hCdP

1A(2a3V �a2x)
1A

= �hCd
�
2a3V �a2x

∆

�2
+
�xF(t) (20)

which is non-positive for an unforced system. Equation (20)
shows that the F2MC structure is stable if the external force is
zero, without concerning about the valve condition.

2.2 Skyhook control law
One of the most common methods of semi-active control

is a heuristic control law called skyhook control. [References
for this method, applications and bene�ts]. This method is
used for second order systems in which position and velocity
are the only states.

F2MC tubes are shown to work as a second order system
with two distinct stiffnesses. If we de�ne a Lyapunov function
as

Eo =
1
2
m �x

2
+
1
2
Kx2;

then by plugging the state equation (17) into the derivative of
the Lyapunov function, we �nd

�
Eo = hαKx

�x:

Hence, the derivative is positive if x and �x have the same sign.
In order to insure this rate is non-positive, we have to de�ne
the control law as(

if x: �x> 0 then h= 0
if x: �x� 0 then h= 1

: (21)

In fact, to regulate the position of the mass in Fig (), we
open the valve when the mass is approaching zero and close
it when it is incresing distance from origin. As it is seen in
Eq. (21), this method requires position and velocity feedbacks.
The phase portrait in Fig. () shows how the control law is
applied for F2MC dynamic system. The rate of approaching
to the origin increases for higher stiffness ratios. The phase
plane clears that no dynamic curve passes through origin, so
the control scheme brings the states to zero as time goes to
in�nity. [talk about how the energy is going away from the
system]
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Figure 5. The phase portrait of a typical skyhook control method. The
solid and dashed lines are open-valve and closed-valve trajectories,
respectivly.

2.3 Zero-vibration stiffness shaping
As we discussed in the previous section, skyhook control

method cannot suppress the vibration in �nite time. Moreover,
the arbitrary choice of Lyapunov function does not guarrantee
the best solution for vibration control of this variable stiffness
structure. Overshoot may also be an important performance
criteria that is not considered in skyhook.

Input shaping technique (IST) is a feedforward control
scheme that has been of interest for the last three decades.
Simplicity is the success key for this method. IST has been
applied to single-dof [ref], multi-dof [ref] and distributed para-
meter systems [ref]. Inspite of its feedforward characteristics,
IST has been recognized as a fairly robust system as well. The
most common shapers are series of step and impulse inputs
applied with different delays. Amplitudes and time delays are
designed in a way that the vibrations generated by these inputs
eventually cancel out with each other. Pao et. al [ref] proves
that this technique provides the optimal control for linear sys-
tems (???).

In this paper, we apply IST to suppress the vibration of
the dynamic system in Fig (). There is a difference between
traditional application of input shaping and F2MC structure.
In this system, position control by an external force is not de-
sired, since switching is the control input. In fact, we do not
utilize external energy for vibration suppression here. One of
the unique characteristics of F2MC structure (and maybe all
volume containing variable stiffness systems) is shifting the
equilibrium state by the second term in the right hand side
of Eq. (17): Kα(1�h)x0. This extra term determines that
the trajectories in the phase portrait can shift by switching at
nonzero positions. Moreover, for the open-valve case, h = 1,
and this term vanishes. It means, all the open-valve trajectories
oscillate around origin, while the closed-valve trajectories can
be shifted by swithing at nonzero positions.

5 Copyright c 2006 by ASME

Figure 4.2. Phase portrait of the example F2MC-mass system under Skyhook control: Open
valve (solid) and closed valve (dashed) trajectories. Solid circles are the switching points. The
thin lines indicate continuously open or closed valve trajectories and the heavy lines are the
response under skyhook control.

switch opening. In order to optimize the performance of the Skyhook controller, the

ITAE performance index is de�ned as

J =

Z �

0
jy � ydesiredj �d� (4.14)

to �nd the optimal, open valve �ow coe¢ cient Cd.

4.5.3 Zero vibration (ZV) control approach

One of the characteristics of F2MC structures and other switched sti¤ness systems is

their ability to shift the equilibrium state using the �rst term on the right hand side of

Eq. (4.12). For the open-valve case, h = 1, this term vanishes, so open-valve trajectories

oscillate around the origin. Closed-valve trajectories, on the other hand, can be shifted
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by switching at non-zero positions. This characteristic has the potential to bring the

response to zero in a �nite time. Based on the reduced-order Eq. (4.12), closed-valve

trajectories that pass through the origin have the following homoclinic orbits

�
y
2

Kc
+

�
y �

�
1� Ko

Kc

�
yc

�2
=

�
1� Ko

Kc

�2
y2c ; (4.15)

Eq. (4.15) is used to de�ne the closed valve condition

�
yc = �yc

p
Kc � 2Ko; (4.16)

The switching line de�ned by Eq. (4.16) determines when to close the valve. Opening

the valve when the closed valve trajectory intersects the origin brings the system to rest

with zero residual vibration. Therefore, the ZV controller is de�ned

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

��� �y��� > jyjpKc � 2Ko then h = 0

��� �y��� � jyjpKc � 2Ko then h = 1

(4.17)

The control law (4.17) is realizable if the argument of the square root in Eq. (4.16)

is positive. Therefore, the existence criteria for ZV control is

Kc
Ko

� 2; (4.18)

meaning that the F2MC tube should have a sti¤ness ratio greater than or equal to 2.
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4.5 Simulations and discussion 4 STATE-SWITCHING VIBRATION CONTROL
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Fig. 6. Phase portrait of the example F2MC-mass system under ZV control: open valve (solid) and closed valve (dashed) trajectories. Solid
circles are the switching points.

The control law (24) is realizable if the argument of the square root is positive. Therefore, the existence criteria for ZV
control is

Kc
Ko
� 2; (25)

meaning that the F2MC tube should have a stiffness ratio greater than or equal to 2. Figure 6 shows the ZV controlled
response from an initial condition y(0) = 1; �y(0) = 0: The system starts out with an open valve that closes when the trajectory
crosses the switching line (23). The valve then opens again, bringing the system to rest with zero vibration. Similar to the
Skyhook control, we calculate the optimal �ow coef�cient,Cd , using the performance index (21).

4.5 Simulations and discussion
To compare the performance of the passive, Skyhook, and ZV controllers, we simulate the impulse and step responses

for an example F2MC-mass system with the nondimensional parameters Kc = 1 and Ko = 0:35: The state-switch control
laws turn the linear Eqs. (14a) into nonlinear equations of motion, so we cannot derive the optimal �ow coef�cients using
root locus or other linear control methods. We therefore simulate the system for a range of �ow coef�cients and calculate
the performance index.

Figure 7 shows the performance indices for impulse and step responses using Skyhook, ZV, and optimal passive con-
trollers. The ITAE index is calculated based on nondimensional time of τ = 30. The �gures show that F2MC tubes with
a �xed ori�ce (passive case) can provide signi�cant damping. The optimal Cd = 1:1 provides a damping ratio of 0:35 that
agrees with the root Locus analysis. The controllers perform better under impulse inputs than step inputs, with the Skyhook
yielding a minimum J = 15:8 atCd = 2:2 and the ZV controller approaching to the minimum value of 10:4 asymptotically as
Cd increases. The impulse response of the ZV controller withCd = 10 outperforms Skyhook and optimal passive controllers
by 34:2% and 32:9%, respectively. Figure 7(b) shows that the Skyhook technique is not as good at suppressing the step
response. The ZV controller has a minimum value of J = 11:5 atCd = 1:2, 60% and 34:7% lower than the optimal Skyhook
and passive controllers, respectively.

The optimal time response of the controllers for impulse and step inputs are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The settling time
for impulse loads is the time when the response becomes less than 2% of the maximum uncontrolled closed valve amplitude.
The settling time for a step input is the time elapsed when the response remains within 2% of the equilibrium position. Rise
time is the amount of time required to go from 10% to 90% of the equilibrium value. Figure 8 shows that the ZV controller
achieves 3:3 and 2:8 times faster settling time in response to an impulse input than Skyhook and optimal passive controllers,
respectively. Moreover, for a step input (Fig. 9), the ZV controller settling time and rise time are 2:5 and 1:6 times faster
than the Skyhook technique, respectively. The optimal passive controller, however, has 1:7 times faster rise time but 1:6

VIB-09-1111 8

Figure 4.3. Phase portrait of the example F2MC-mass system under ZV control: Open valve
(solid) and closed valve (dashed) trajectories. Solid circles are the switching points. The thin
lines indicate continuously open or closed valve trajectories and the heavy lines are the response
under ZV control.

Figure 4.3 shows the ZV controlled response from an initial condition y(0) = 1;
�
y(0) = 0:

The system starts out with an open valve that closes when the trajectory crosses the

switching line (4.16). The valve then opens again at the origin, bringing the system to

rest with zero vibration. As with Skyhook control, the �ow coe¢ cient, Cd, is optimized

using the performance index (4.14).

4.5.4 Simulations and discussion

Simulation of the impulse and step responses for an example F2MC-mass system with

the nondimensional parameters Kc = 1 and Ko = 0:35 compares the performance of

the passive, Skyhook, and ZV controllers. Under state-switch control the linear Eqs.

(4.6) become nonlinear, so the optimal �ow coe¢ cients cannot be derived using root

locus as with the passive case. Therefore, the performance index is calculated using the
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simulation of the system for a range of �ow coe¢ cients .

Figure 4.4 shows the performance indices for impulse and step responses using Sky-

hook, ZV, and passive controllers. The ITAE index is calculated based on nondimen-

sional time of � = 30. The �gures show that F2MC tubes with a �xed ori�ce (passive

case) can provide signi�cant damping. As predicted by root locus analysis, the opti-

mal Cd = 1:1 provides a damping ratio of 0:35. The state switch controllers perform

better under impulse inputs than step inputs, with the Skyhook yielding a minimum

J = 15:8 at Cd = 2:2 and the ZV controller approaching to the minimum value of 10:4

asymptotically as Cd increases. The impulse response of the ZV controller with Cd = 10

outperforms Skyhook and optimal passive controllers by 34:2% and 32:9%, respectively.

The step input changes the equilibrium by an unknown amount but the switching lines

for both semi-active controllers are based at the origin. Thus, switches may not occur

because the response orbits around the non-zero equilibrium. The open valve ori�ce

opening (Cd) can be optimized, however, to improve the step response. Figure 4.4(b)

shows that the Skyhook technique is not as good at suppressing the step response. The

ZV controller has a minimum value of J = 11:5 at Cd = 1:2, 60% and 34:7% lower than

the optimal Skyhook and passive controllers, respectively.

The optimal time response of the controllers for impulse and step inputs are shown

in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The settling time for impulse loads is de�ned as the time when

the response becomes less than 2% of the maximum uncontrolled closed valve response.

The settling time for a step input is de�ned as the time elapsed when the response

remains within 2% of the equilibrium position. Table 4.1 summarizes the simulation

results for the three controllers under impulse and step inputs. Figure 4.5 shows that
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Fig. 7. The ITAE performance index versus �ow coef�cient: impulse (a) and Step (b) responses using Skyhook (solid), ZV (dashed), and
optimal passive (dotted) controllers.

times slower settling time, than the ZV controller. Table 1 summarizes the simulation results for the three controllers under
impulse and step inputs.

Table 1. Theoretical results.

Controller ITAE 2% settling time

Impulse

Optimal passive

Skyhook

ZV

15:5

15:8

10:4

14:9

17:9

5:4

Step

Optimal passive

Skyhook

ZV

17:6

28:8

11:5

9:9

10:9

6:3

Sensitivity Analysis - The stability analysis in section 2 proves that the transient response is stable regardless of the
control law. So, stability robustness is not an issue. The optimal ZV, Skyhook, and passive controllers, however, have a tuned
valve coef�cient that minimizes the ITAE as shown in Fig. 7. This �gure can be used to assess the performance sensitivity of
these three methods to changes in �ow coef�cient. The nondimensional model (14a) also has the parameters Kc and Ko, so it
is instructive to analyze the performance sensitivity to variations in these parameters as well. For high bulk modulus �uids,
Kc � 1, so only the response sensitivity to variations in Ko is of interest. Figure 10 compares the performance robustness
of the three controllers to changes in the nondimensional open valve stiffness for impulse and step responses. Neither the
Skyhook nor passive controller are explicitly based on Ko. The performance of these systems does depend on the model

VIB-09-1111 9

Figure 4.4. The ITAE performance index versus �ow coe¢ cient: impulse (a) and Step (b)
responses using Skyhook (solid), ZV (dashed), and optimal passive (dotted) controllers.

the ZV controller achieves 3:3 and 2:8 times faster settling time in response to an impulse

input than Skyhook and optimal passive controllers, respectively. Moreover, for a step

input (Fig. 4.6), the ZV controller settling time is 2:5 times faster than the Skyhook

technique. The optimal passive controller, however, is only slightly slower than the ZV

controller.

Sensitivity Analysis - The stability analysis in section 2 proves that the transient

response is stable regardless of the control law, so stability robustness is not an issue. The

optimal ZV, Skyhook, and passive controllers, however, have a tuned valve coe¢ cient

that minimizes the ITAE as shown in Fig. 4.4. This �gure can be used to assess
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Table 4.1. Theoretical results.

Controller ITAE 2% settling time

Impulse
Optimal passive
Skyhook
ZV

15:5
15:8
10:4

14:9
17:9
5:4

Step
Optimal passive
Skyhook
ZV

17:6
28:8
11:5

9:9
10:9
6:35 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
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Fig. 8. Impulse response of the example F2MC-mass system with optimal Skyhook (solid), ZV (dashed), and passive (dotted) controllers.
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Fig. 9. Step response of the example F2MC-mass system with optimal Skyhook (solid), ZV (dashed), and passive (dotted) controllers.

parameters, speci�cally becauseCd is tuned for a speci�c Ko. The ZV controller explicitly depends on Ko in Eq. (24), so we
expect more performance sensitivity. The sensitivity curves in Fig. 10 Show that the ZV controller has more and sometimes
less performance sensitivity than passive and Skyhook controllers. For small positive changes in Ko, the ZV impulse response
is the least sensitive. For negative changes in Ko, Skyhook and passive performance improves while ZV degrades. For step
inputs, ZV sensitivity outperforms passive and Skyhook for small positive changes in Ko. For small negative changes in Ko,
passive control is lease sensitive (performance improves) but ZV is better than Skyhook. The ZV controller remains a better
approach than Skyhook technique for up to 17% and 19% stiffness changes under impulse and step forces, respectively.

5 Experimental validation
Figure 11 shows the test setup to validate the theoretical results. The F2MC tube consists of a soft rubber inner liner

inside a braided mesh sleeve, while this is not a composite structure, the mechanics are suf�ciently equivalent for this study.
Pre-pressurization of the tube to 27psi ensures that the �uid (water) does not experience negative pressures during the tests,
guarantees tight coupling between the mesh and tube, and minimizes the effects of trapped air. Table 2 lists the material
properties and geometry of the F2MC-mass system.

One end of the F2MC tube is attached to a solid frame. The other end is connected to a mass. The mass is attached
to a Ling LMT100 shaker. A high-speed Omega SV126 solenoid valve with a 5� 14ms response time permits �uid to
�ow back and forth between the F2MC tube and a solid, clear tube. A PCB-208C02 PZT force transducer, with a sensitiv-
ity of 100mV=Kg, inserted between the mass and the stinger, measures the input force provided by the shaker. A Polytec
OFV5000 laser vibrometer measures the velocity and displacement of the mass with 125mm=s=V and 1:280mm=V sensitivi-
ties, respectively. A low-pass �lter cleans the signals and a fast-tracking �lter stabilizes the displacement signal. In addition,
we incorporate a second order low-pass �lter with cut-off frequency of 300Hz to avoid excessive valve chatter. A dSpace
data acquisition system generates control signals for the valve and the shaker in addition to capturing the signals from the
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Figure 4.5. Impulse response of the example F2MC-mass system with optimal Skyhook (solid),
ZV (dashed), and passive (dotted) controllers.

the performance sensitivity of these three methods to changes in �ow coe¢ cient. The

nondimensional model (4.6) also has the parameters Kc and Ko, so it is instructive

to analyze the performance sensitivity to variations in these parameters as well. For

high bulk modulus �uids, Kc � 1, so only the response sensitivity to variations in Ko

is of interest. Figure 4.7 compares the performance robustness of the three controllers

to changes in the nondimensional open valve sti¤ness for impulse and step responses.

Neither the Skyhook nor passive controller are explicitly based on Ko. The performance

of these systems does depend on the model parameters, speci�cally because Cd is tuned

for a speci�c Ko. The ZV controller explicitly depends on Ko in Eq. (4.17), so we
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5 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
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Fig. 8. Impulse response of the example F2MC-mass system with optimal Skyhook (solid), ZV (dashed), and passive (dotted) controllers.
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Fig. 9. Step response of the example F2MC-mass system with optimal Skyhook (solid), ZV (dashed), and passive (dotted) controllers.

parameters, speci�cally becauseCd is tuned for a speci�c Ko. The ZV controller explicitly depends on Ko in Eq. (24), so we
expect more performance sensitivity. The sensitivity curves in Fig. 10 Show that the ZV controller has more and sometimes
less performance sensitivity than passive and Skyhook controllers. For small positive changes in Ko, the ZV impulse response
is the least sensitive. For negative changes in Ko, Skyhook and passive performance improves while ZV degrades. For step
inputs, ZV sensitivity outperforms passive and Skyhook for small positive changes in Ko. For small negative changes in Ko,
passive control is lease sensitive (performance improves) but ZV is better than Skyhook. The ZV controller remains a better
approach than Skyhook technique for up to 17% and 19% stiffness changes under impulse and step forces, respectively.

5 Experimental validation
Figure 11 shows the test setup to validate the theoretical results. The F2MC tube consists of a soft rubber inner liner

inside a braided mesh sleeve, while this is not a composite structure, the mechanics are suf�ciently equivalent for this study.
Pre-pressurization of the tube to 27psi ensures that the �uid (water) does not experience negative pressures during the tests,
guarantees tight coupling between the mesh and tube, and minimizes the effects of trapped air. Table 2 lists the material
properties and geometry of the F2MC-mass system.

One end of the F2MC tube is attached to a solid frame. The other end is connected to a mass. The mass is attached
to a Ling LMT100 shaker. A high-speed Omega SV126 solenoid valve with a 5� 14ms response time permits �uid to
�ow back and forth between the F2MC tube and a solid, clear tube. A PCB-208C02 PZT force transducer, with a sensitiv-
ity of 100mV=Kg, inserted between the mass and the stinger, measures the input force provided by the shaker. A Polytec
OFV5000 laser vibrometer measures the velocity and displacement of the mass with 125mm=s=V and 1:280mm=V sensitivi-
ties, respectively. A low-pass �lter cleans the signals and a fast-tracking �lter stabilizes the displacement signal. In addition,
we incorporate a second order low-pass �lter with cut-off frequency of 300Hz to avoid excessive valve chatter. A dSpace
data acquisition system generates control signals for the valve and the shaker in addition to capturing the signals from the
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Figure 4.6. Step response of the example F2MC-mass system with optimal Skyhook (solid),
ZV (dashed), and passive (dotted) controllers.

expect more performance sensitivity to variations in Ko. The sensitivity curves in Fig.

4.7, however, show that the ZV controller has more and sometimes less performance

sensitivity than passive and Skyhook controllers. For small positive changes in Ko,

the ZV impulse response is the least sensitive. For negative changes in Ko, Skyhook

and passive performance improves while ZV degrades. For step inputs, ZV sensitivity

outperforms passive and Skyhook for small positive changes in Ko. For small negative

changes in Ko, passive control is lease sensitive (performance improves) but ZV is better

than Skyhook. The ZV controller remains a better approach than Skyhook technique for

up to 17% and 19% sti¤ness changes under impulse and step forces, respectively.

4.6 Experimental validation

Figure 4.8 shows the test setup used to validate the theoretical results. The F2MC

tube consists of a 7:6mm diameter and 1:6mm thick soft rubber inner liner inside a

Flexo 9:5mm diameter PET braided mesh sleeve. Pre-pressurization of the tube to
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Fig. 10. ITAE performance indices for Skyhook (solid), ZV (dashed), and optimal passive (dotted) controllers versus changes in Ko : (a)
impulse and (b) Step responses.

force transducer and laser vibrometer.
To obtain the frequency response of the system, we send a chirp signal to the shaker, ranging from 0�25Hz, and

then measure the response. As seen in Fig.12, the closed-valve frequency response contains a single peak at 13Hz. The
open-valve frequency response contains two peaks, and the frequency of each peak depends on the level of the water in the
clear tube. To lessen the effects of �uid dynamics in the frequency response, we only partially �ll the F2MC tube with water.
Thus, air, not water, �ows through the valve. With this con�guration, we observe a single peak at 8Hz for the open-valve
frequency response. Figure 12 shows that the theoretical frequency responses for the open and closed-valve cases match the
experimental peaks but the model lacks the experimental damping. The small peak around 17Hz corresponds to the support
structure modes.

Optimal passive control - The experimental results show that F2MC tubes with a �xed ori�ce can provide substantial
structural damping. Compared to the closed valve ζ = 0:09, optimal passive control increases damping to ζ = 0:20, an
increase of 122%. Passive F2MC control is simple to implement and requires no electronics or power supply.

Semi-Active Control - Skyhook and ZV controllers provide semi-active vibration reduction using F2MC tubes and
an on/off valve. The experiments corroborate the simulation results showing better performance for impulse response than
step response. The step input changes the equilibrium by an unknown amount but the switching lines for both semi-active
controllers are based at the origin. Thus, switches may not occur because the response orbits around the non-zero equilibrium.
The open valve ori�ce opening (Cd) can be optimized, however, to improve the step response. The semi-active controllers do
not signi�cantly outperform the optimal passive control in this case. ZV control does perform better than Skyhook or closed
valve. Table 3 summarizes the simulation results for the three controllers under impulse and step inputs.

6 Conclusion
This study shows that F2MC tubes can be used for passive and semi-active vibration control. Based on a third-order

model, Lyapunov theory proves the stability of the unforced dynamic system for any valve control law. A reduced-order
model for operation with either a fully-open or fully-closed valve motivates the development of a ZV controller that sup-
presses vibration in �nite time. Optimization of the valve �ow coef�cient for passive, Skyhook, and ZV control minimizes
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Figure 4.7. ITAE performance indices for Skyhook (solid), ZV (dashed), and optimal passive
(dotted) controllers versus changes in Ko : (a) impulse and (b) Step responses.

27psi ensures that the �uid (water) does not experience negative pressures during the

tests, guarantees tight coupling between the mesh and tube, and minimizes the e¤ects

of trapped air. Table 4.2 lists the material properties and other relevant parameters of

the F2MC-mass system.

One end of the F2MC tube is attached to a solid frame. The other end is connected

to a mass that is excited by a Ling LMT100 shaker. A high-speed Omega SV126 solenoid

valve with a 5 � 14ms response time permits �uid to �ow back and forth between the

F2MC tube and a 12:7mm diameter solid, clear tube that acts as pressurized air over wa-
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Fig. 11. Experimental setup.
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Fig. 12. Experimental frequency response of the velocity to the force for experimental open (solid) and closed (dashed) valve and theoritical
open (dash-dotted) and closed (dotted) valve.

the ITAE performance index. Coupling of a �uid-�lled F2MC tube to a pressurized accumulator through a �xed ori�ce can
provide signi�cant passive damping. The experimental results show an increase in damping of 122% compared to the closed
valve case for an optimal ori�ce size. The performance of semi-active control is substantially better for impulse inputs than
step inputs. The experiments also show that ZV controller brings the impulse response to zero much more quickly than
passive and Skyhook control, reducing settling time by 2.2 and 2.1 times, respectively. With optimal valve �ow coef�cient,
ZV control performs as well as passive control (and much better than optimal Skyhook control) in response to step inputs.
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Figure 4.8. Experimental setup

ter accumulator. A PCB-208C02 PZT force transducer, with a sensitivity of 100mV=Kg,

inserted on the stinger that connects the mass and the shaker, measures the input force.

A Polytec OFV5000 laser vibrometer measures the velocity and displacement of the mass

with 125mm=s=V and 1:280mm=V sensitivities, respectively. A low-pass �lter cleans the

signals and a fast-tracking �lter stabilizes the displacement signal. In addition, a second

order low-pass �lter with cut-o¤ frequency of 300Hz is incorporated to avoid excessive
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Table 4.2. Parameters of the experimental F2MC-mass system.

Parameters Values

a1 9:0� 10�12m5

N

a2 �2:6� 10�8m3

N
FMC a3 2:1� 10�5mN

L 0:101m
r0 3:8mm

Fluid B 2� 109GPa
Valve cd 0:011 m3

hr:bar

Mass m 11:8kg

Kc 0:991
Nondimensional parameters Ko 0:275

Cd 3:1� 108

valve chatter. A dSpace data acquisition system generates control signals for the valve

and the shaker in addition to capturing the signals from the force transducer and laser

vibrometer.

To obtain the frequency response of the system, a chirp signal is sent to the

shaker, ranging from 0 � 25Hz, and then measure the response. As seen in Fig.4.9,

the closed-valve frequency response has a single peak at 13Hz. Since the e¤ect of �uid

dynamics is assumed to be negligible, the F2MC tube is only partially �lled with water.

Thus, air, not water, �ows through the valve. With this con�guration, a single peak

at 8Hz is observed for the open-valve frequency response. Figure 4.9 shows that the

theoretical frequency responses for the open and closed-valve cases match the experi-

mental peaks but the model lacks the structural damping. The small peak around 17Hz

corresponds to a support structure mode.

Optimal passive control - The experimental results show that F2MC tubes with a

�xed ori�ce can provide substantial structural damping. The variable ori�ce is manually
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Figure 4.9. Frequency response of the velocity to the force for experimental open (solid) and
closed (dashed) valve and theoretical open (dash-dotted) and closed (dotted) valve.

adjusted to maximize damping. Compared to the closed valve � = 0:09, Figs. 4.10

and 4.11 show that optimal passive control increases damping to � = 0:20 for step

and impulse responses as measured by the log decrement method, an increase of 122%.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the improved impulse and step responses provided by passive

F2MC damping relative to the closed valve case.

Semi-Active Control - Skyhook and ZV controllers provide semi-active vibration

reduction using F2MC tubes and an on/o¤ valve. The ITAE and 8% settling time re-

sults for closed valve, passive, and semi-active control are tabulated in Table 4.3. The

settling time criteria is increased to 8% (compared to 2% in the simulations) due to

noise and unmodeled dynamics that cause residual oscillations in the response. Figures

4.10 and 4.11 show the experimental impulse and step responses for the four cases. The

experiments corroborate the simulation results showing better performance for impulse
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response than step response. For step response, the semi-active controllers do not sig-

ni�cantly outperform the optimal passive control. ZV control does perform better than

Skyhook or closed valve, settling almost twice as fast as Skyhook and three times faster

than the closed valve case. The ZV impulse response settles twice as fast as optimal

passive and Skyhook.
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Table 2. Material properties and geometry of the F2MC-mass system.

Parameters Values

a1 6:9�10�13 m5N
a2 �6:0�10�9 m3N

FMC a3 1:8�10�5 mN
L 0:101m

r0 4:2mm

Fluid B 2�109GPa

Valve cd 0:011 m3
hr:bar

Mass m 11:8kg

Kc 0:991

Nondimensional parameters Ko 0:275

Cd 3:1�108
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Fig. 13. Experimental impulse response of the F2MC-mass system for optimal passive (dotted), skyhook (solid), and ZV (dashed) controllers
and closed valve case (dash-dotted).
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Chapter5
Fluidic Composite Tuned Vibration

Absorbers

This Chapter investigates the application of F2MC tubes as TVAs by coupling them

to a �uid port and a pressurized air chamber. A 3-D elasticity model for the tube

and a lumped-mass model for the �uid results a 4th order system with two poles and

one zero. The vibration absorber frequency depends on the �uid port inertance, ori�ce

�ow coe¢ cient and the material properties of the F2MC tube. The e¤ects of these

parameters on the isolation frequency are studied by simulating the frequency response

and experimentally validating the performance.

5.1 F2MC modeling

F2MC tubes can be used as a TVA element in many structures. Figure 5.1 shows the

schematic diagram of a simple structure where the tube is connected to a mass, m. The
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tunable ori�ce at the end of the F2MC tube controls the �uid �ow into an air over water

accumulator. A classic mechanical system analogy of the F2MC TVA is shown in Fig.

5.1. The mass m corresponds to the primary mass and the mass mf is related to the

inertance of the �uid. The ori�ce e¤ect appears as a damper, c, and the tube and air

equivalent sti¤nesses appear in k1; k2; and k3. The objective of the F2MC TVA is to

reduce the response x(t) to the applied force F (t) at a speci�c frequency.

In this paper, we investigate the application of F2MC tubes

as TVAs by coupling them to a �uid port and a pressurized air

chamber. A 3-D elasticity model for the tube and a lumped-

mass model for the �uid results a 4th order system with two

poles and one zero. The vibration absorber frequency depends

on the �uid port inertance, ori�ce �ow coef�cient and the ma-

terial properties of the F2MC tube. We study the effects of

these parameters on the isolation frequency by simulating the

frequency response and experimentally validating the perfor-

mance.

1 F2MC modeling

The construction of an FMC composite tube involves

winding �bers around a cylindrical mandrel. A soft inner liner

between the �uid and the FMC laminate prevents leakage. A

valve or a �xed ori�ce controls the �uid �ow in and out of

the tube. Axially loading of the tube causes the volume inside

the tube to change with axial loading based on the orthotropic

properties of the composite. If the valve is open, then �uid

can �ow in or out, dissipating energy due to viscous effects at

the ori�ce. If the valve is closed, then the composite wall con-

strains the �uid, generating pressure. As a consequence, the

stiffness of the tube increases relative to the open-valve case.

F2MC tubes can be used as a TVA element in many struc-

tures. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of a simple struc-

ture where the tube is connected to a mass, m. The tunable

ori�ce at the end of the F2MC tube controls the �uid �ow into

an air over water accumulator. A classic mechanical system

analogy of the F2MC TVA is shown in Fig. 2. Mass m1 cor-

responds to the primary mass and mass m2 is related to the

inertance of the �uid. The ori�ce effect appears as a damper c,

and the tube and air equivalent stiffnesses appear in k1;k2; and

k3. The objective of the F2MC TVA is to reduce the response

F(t)
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x
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m
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Figure 2. Schematic (left) and equivalent mechanical model (right) of
the F2MC-mass dynamic system.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the F2MC tube model.

x(t) to the applied force F(t) at a speci�c frequency.

The F2MC tube elasticity model consists of three inter-

acting components: the FMC laminate, inner liner, and �uid.

(See Fig. 3.) For simplicity, we assume that the tube is in�-

nitely long and the deformation is small.

Potential Energy of FMC Laminate and Inner Liner -

We use an energy approach to �nd the equations of motion of

the prototypical example system shown in Fig. 2. The lami-

nate is an orthotropic material, so we use Lekhnitskii's solu-

tion to obtain the stress-strain �eld [26]. The inner liner is an

isotropic material that is in contact with the laminate. In [27],

3

Figure 5.1. Schematic (left) and equivalent mechanical model (right) of the F2MC-mass dy-
namic system.

Using Hamilton�s principle, the equations of motion for mass, m, is obtained.

m
��
x+

2a1
�
x� a2

�
V = F (t): (5.1)
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where F (t) is the applied load.

Fluid Dynamics - the �uid is assumed to be incompressible, so the tube volume

change,
�
V = �Q, is equal to the �uid �ow, Q, with positive �ow from the F2MC tube

to the port. The pressure di¤erence between the tube inner liner and the air chamber

accelerates the �uid in the port. The �ow resistance in the tube can be modeled assuming

a laminar �ow,

P � Pair = I
�
Q+

Q

cd
= �I

��
V �

�
V

cd
; (5.2)

where, I is the port inertance. For a circular tube, the inertance is I = �l
A with �; l;

and A equal to the density, �uid length, and tube cross-sectional area, respectively. The

pressure in the air chamber is assumed to be uniform and equal to the gauge pressure,

Pair. cd is the �ow coe¢ cient of the ori�ce. The equivalent air sti¤ness is calculated

using the ideal gas model
�
P air

�
V air = nRT . Superscripts ~ represent the absolute values.

For small volume changes, this model is linearized to �nd the equivalent air sti¤ness.

kair =
Pair
Vair

= �nRT
V 2i

; (5.3)

where Vair is the volume change of the air (
�
Vair = �Q) and Vi is the initial air volume.

The negative sign in Eq. (5.3) shows that increasing pressure contracts the air volume.

By substituting Eq. (5.3) into Eq. (5.2), the �uid governing equation is derived,

I
��
V +

�
V

cd
+ (
2a3
�
� kair)V �

a2
�
x = 0: (5.4)

The 4th order F2MC TVA Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4) are analogous to the classic mechanical
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system in Fig. 5.1. If one de�nes xf = ÂV , where Â is the accumulator cross-sectional

area, the parameters in the mechanical system in Fig. 5.1 can be de�ned as

mf = IÂ2; c =
Â

cd
;

k1 =
2a1 � Âa2

�
; k2 =

Âa2
�
; k3 = Â

 
2a3Â� a2

�
� Âkair

!
:

5.2 Tuned vibration absorption

The F2MC-mass system represented by Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4) can be used as a TVA

element. The transfer function of the velocity, v, to the external force, F is derived as

���� v(s)F (s)

���� = s
�
Is2 + 1

cd
s+ 2a3

� � kair
�

�
Is2 + 1

cd
s+ 2a3

� � kair
� �
ms2 + 2a1

�

�
� a22

�2

: (5.5)

The transfer function in Eq. (5.5) has four poles and two zeros. Vibration suppression

occurs at the frequency where the numerator is zero or the zero frequency. This frequency

depends on the port inertance, ori�ce �ow coe¢ cient, air equivalent sti¤ness, and tube

parameters. For a su¢ ciently large air reservoir or small pressures, the e¤ect of air

sti¤ness is negligible.

Figure 5.2 shows the frequency response of the F2MC-mass system for several port

inertances. The baseline parameters used for simulation are in Table 5.1. Without �uid

in the tube (I = 0), the frequency response has only one peak corresponding to the tube

open-valve sti¤ness Ko = 1
2a3

[79]. As the port inertance is increased by either decreasing

the port diameter or increasing the �uid level in the port, the second peak and a zero

appear in the frequency response. As I ! 1, the �uid inertia is much greater than
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Table 5.1. Baseline parameters of the F2MC-mass system.

Parameters Values

a1 9:0� 10�12m5

N

a2 �2:6� 10�8m3

N
FMC a3 2:1� 10�5mN

L 0:101m
r0 3:8mm

Ori�ce cd 0:011 m3

hr:bar

Mass m 11:8kg

� 1000 kg
m3

Fluid Port l 17:8cm
A 3:17� 10�6m2

Air
Vi
kair
Â

9:6� 10�5m3

3� 109 N
m5

1:2� 10�5m2

the primary mass inertia and the response is similar to the closed-valve case. Figure 5.2

also shows the minimum amplitude envelope that can be obtained by varying the port

inertance.

The �ow coe¢ cient cd introduces damping into the system. Figure 5.3 shows the

frequency response of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.4) for di¤erent �ow coe¢ cients. When the

resistance is very small (Resistance = 1
cd
/ 1

orifice size), due to a large ori�ce with cd

!1, there are two undamped peaks and one zero. As cd decreases (smaller ori�ce), the

frequency response becomes more damped until the poles and zero disappear. Further

decrease in the ori�ce size (cd ! 0) prevents the �uid from �owing. In this case, Eqs.

(5.1) and (5.4) reduce to a 2nd order system with closed-valve sti¤nessKc = 2a1
� , yielding

the single peak in Fig. 5.3.

The frequency of isolation in a TVA is independent of the primary mass, making

it robust to mass variations. Figure 5.4 shows the frequency response of the system
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Figure 5.2. Magnitude of the velocity over force transfer function for parameters in Tab. 5.1
and I = 0 (dash-dotted), 8� 106; 1:6� 107; 5:6� 107; 2:4� 108; and 1 kg

m4 (dashed).

for variations in the primary mass. The frequency of the second peak decreases as the

mass is increased, but the �rst peak and the zero do not shift. Thus, the F2MC TVA is

insensitive to the primary mass.

5.3 Experimental validation

Figure 5.5 shows the test setup used to validate the theoretical results. The F2MC tube

consists of a 7:6mm diameter and 1:6mm thick soft rubber liner inside a Flexo 9:5mm

diameter PET braided mesh sleeve. Pre-pressurization of the tube to 28psi ensures that

the �uid (water) does not experience negative pressures during the tests, guarantees tight

coupling between the mesh and the tube, and minimizes the e¤ects of trapped air.

One end of the F2MC tube is attached to a solid frame. The other end is connected

to a mass that is excited by a Ling LMT100 shaker. A manual valve permits �uid to �ow
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Figure 5.3. Magnitude of the velocity over force transfer function for cd = 0 (solid), 0:040
(dashed), 0:132 (dash-dotted), and 6:588 m3

bar:hr (dotted), and other parameters in Tab. 5.1.

back and forth between the F2MC tube and a 4:3mm diameter clear tube that provides

both inertance and a pressurized air over water accumulator. A PCB-208C02 PZT force

transducer, with a sensitivity of 10mV=N , inserted on the stinger that connects the

mass and the shaker, measures the input force. A Polytec OFV5000 laser vibrometer

measures the velocity of the mass with 25mm=s=V sensitivity. A low-pass �lter reduces

high frequency noise. A LabView data acquisition system generates control signals for the

shaker in addition to capturing the signals from the force transducer and laser vibrometer.

To obtain the frequency response of the system, a chirp signal is sent to the shaker,

ranging from 0�40Hz, and then measure the response. To demonstrate the capability of

the F2MC TVA in shifting the isolation frequency by changing the port inertance, a small

diameter clear tube is chosen so that a small change in the amount of water results in

a noticeable shift in the water level and the port inertance. The boundary layer e¤ects
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Figure 5.4. Magnitude of the velocity over force transfer function for m = 7:2kg (dashed),
11:8kg (solid), and 16:3kg (dotted).

of the small diameter tube, however, reduce the e¤ective cross-sectional area for the

�uid �ow. To calibrate the e¤ective port cross-sectional area in the model, two tests are

performed by setting the water level in the clear tube to 7:6cm and 11:4cm. Then, the

inertances are calculated in the model that match the experiment. Since the inertance

depends linearly on the water level, the slope of the �tted line to these two points

determines the e¤ective cross-sectional area A = 3:17 � 10�6m2. In addition, the zero

crossing of the �tted line is very small, meaning that the inertance of the F2MC tube is

negligible compared to the port inertance. Figure 5.6 shows the frequency response of the

F2MC TVA with water levels of 7:6cm, 17:8cm, and 38:1cm. The theoretical responses,

shown by dotted lines, agree well with the experiment, except for the structural damping

that has been neglected in the modeling. The experiment shows that by adding only

4:5g of water to the clear tube, the isolation frequency decreases from 20Hz to 9Hz.
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Figure 7. Experimental setup.

ative pressures during the tests, guarantees tight coupling be-

tween the mesh and tube, and minimizes the effects of trapped

air.

One end of the F2MC tube is attached to a solid frame.

The other end is connected to a mass that is excited by a Ling

LMT100 shaker. A manual valve permits �uid to �ow back

and forth between the F2MC tube and a 4:3mm diameter clear

tube that provides both inertance and a pressurized air over wa-

ter accumulator. A PCB-208C02 PZT force transducer, with a

sensitivity of 100mV=kg, inserted on the stinger that connects

the mass and the shaker, measures the input force. A Polytec

OFV5000 laser vibrometer measures the velocity of the mass

with 125mm=s=V sensitivity. A low-pass �lter reduces high

frequency noise. A LabView data acquisition system gener-

ates control signals for the shaker in addition to capturing the

signals from the force transducer and laser vibrometer.

To obtain the frequency response of the system, we

send a chirp signal to the shaker, ranging from 0� 40Hz, and

then measure the response. To demonstrate the capability of

the F2MC TVA in shifting the isolation frequency by chang-

ing the port inertance, we choose a small diameter clear tube,

so that a small change in the amount of water results a no-

ticeable shift in the water level and the port inertance. The

boundary layer effects of the small diameter tubes, however,

reduce the effective cross-sectional area for the �uid �ow. To

calibrate the effective port cross-sectional area in the model,

we perform two tests by setting the water level in the clear

tube to 7:6cm and 11:4cm. Then, we calculate the inertances

in the model that match the experiment. Since the inertance de-

pends linearly on the water level, the slope of the �tted line to

these two points determines the effective cross-sectional area

A= 3:17�10�6m2. In addition, the zero crossing of the �tted

line is very small meaning that the inertance of the F2MC tube

is negligible compared to the port inertance. Figure 8 shows

the frequency response of the F2MC TVA with water levels of

7:6cm, 17:8cm, and 38:1cm. The theoretical responses, shown

by dotted lines, agree well with the experiment except for the

structural damping that has been neglected in the modeling.

The experiment shows that by adding only 4:5g of water to

the clear tube, the isolation frequency decreases from 20Hz to

9Hz.

The effect of ori�ce size on the frequency response is stud-

ied in Fig. 9. A manual ball-valve is used to control the �ow

coef�cient of the ori�ce. The four solid curves in Fig. 9 show

how the peaks and zero shift as the valve closes. The model

prediction for the fully open and closed valve cases have good

agreement with the experimental frequency responses. The

experimental results show that vibration amplitude can be re-

duced by 94% from the closed valve case to open valve case at

7

Figure 5.5. Experimental setup.

The e¤ect of ori�ce size on the frequency response is studied in Fig. 5.7. A manual

ball-valve is used to control the �ow coe¢ cient of the ori�ce. The four solid curves in Fig.

5.7 show how the peaks and zero shift as the valve closes. The model predictions for the

fully open and closed valve cases agree well with the experimental frequency responses.

The experimental results show that the vibration amplitude can be reduced by 94% from

the closed valve case to the open valve case at the isolation frequency of 13:4Hz.

The weight of the mass is equal to the pre-tension in the tube. By changing the
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�� v
F

�� with water lev-
els of 7:6cm (dashed), 17:8cm (solid), and 38:1cm (dash-dotted). The dotted curves are the
corresponding theoretical responses.

mass, the tube length and �ber angle changes. The tube parameters a1; a2; and a3 are

functions of the �ber angle so the frequency response is somewhat sensitive to changes

in weight. To study only the e¤ect of mass changes, the tube length is kept constant

by adjusting the pressure for each mass case. The frequency response of the system to

variations in the primary mass is shown in Fig. 5.8. The baseline mass of 11:8kg is

reduced by 40% and the experiment shows the same isolation frequency, agreeing with

theory. The theory over estimates the second peak for the smaller mass by 1:3Hz. This

di¤erence is due to nonlinear e¤ects associated with re-pressurizing the tube.
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�� with 17:8cm water
level for 7:2kg (dashed) and 11:8kg (solid) primary mass. The corresponding theoretical responses
are shown by dash-dotted and dotted lines, respectively.



Chapter6
Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

This study shows that spatial and temporal input shaping can produce zero residual vi-

bration in setpoint position control of one dimensional continua. For strings and pinned

beam models, the response to step inputs is solved in closed form using delays. For

more complicated (e.g. clamped beam) models, a closed form in�nite modal series is

the solution. The boundary controlled string can be setpoint regulated using two-pulse

ZV and three-pulse ZVD shapers but, unlike discrete systems, ZVD is not more robust

than ZV. Noncollocated ZV and ZVD boundary control enables translation of a string

with zero residual vibration. Domain controlled strings and beams with spatial input

distributions that satisfy certain orthogonality conditions (e.g. midspan point load and

uniformly distributed load) can be setpoint regulated with shaped inputs. The pinned

beam with ZVD shaped inputs is shown to have less sensitivity to parameter variations

than with ZV. For systems with known eigenfunctions, modal shaping of the input distri-
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bution and ZV or ZVD temporal shaping drives the output to the desired position with

zero residual vibration. Using a force distribution shaped according to the �rst mode,

the tip position of a cantilevered beam, for example, is driven to the desired setpoint

without residual vibration.

Chapter 3 demonstrates that F2MC tubes can be used as variable sti¤ness structures

for vibration suppression. A closed form 3rd-order equations of motion is derived using

3-D elasticity model and energy method. A reduced order model is developed based

on operating in fully-open and fully-closed valve cases. A conventional Skyhook control

method is applied which settles the vibration asymptotically. Then, a Zero Vibration

Sti¤ness Shaping technique is introduced that suppresses the vibration in �nite time and

outperforms the Skyhook method.

In addition, F2MC tubes can be used for passive and semi-active vibration control.

Based on a 3rd-order model, Lyapunov theory proves the stability of the unforced dy-

namic system for any valve control law. A reduced-order model for operation with either

a fully-open or fully-closed valve motivates the development of a ZV controller that sup-

presses vibration in �nite time. Optimization of the valve �ow coe¢ cient for passive,

Skyhook, and ZV control minimizes the ITAE performance index. Coupling of a �uid-

�lled F2MC tube to a pressurized accumulator through a �xed ori�ce with optimal ori�ce

size is experimentally shown to increase damping by 122% compared to the closed valve

case. The performance of semi-active control is substantially better for impulse inputs

than step inputs. The experimental ZV controller brings the impulse response to zero

twice as fast as passive and Skyhook control. With optimal valve �ow coe¢ cient, ZV

control performs as well as passive control (and almost twice as fast as optimal Skyhook
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control) in response to step inputs.

Finally, this study shows that F2MC tubes coupled with a �uid port and an air ac-

cumulator can be used as tuned vibration absorbers. Using a 3-D elasticity for the tube

and a lumped mass for the �uid, a 4th-order model is developed. The transfer function

of this system contains four poles and two zeros. The isolation (zero) frequency depends

mainly on the port inertance, ori�ce �ow coe¢ cient, and tube parameters. The port in-

ertance is the most e¤ective way of tuning the isolation frequency. Decreasing the ori�ce

�ow coe¢ cient dampens the frequency response as long as the ori�ce is not too small.

A fully-closed-valve results in an undamped 2nd-order system with no �uid dynamics.

Variations in the primary mass do not appreciably change the isolation frequency. Exper-

imental results validate the theoretical predictions, showing tunable isolation frequency,

insensitivity to primary mass variations, and 94% reduction in forced vibration response

relative to the closed valve case.

6.2 Future work

6.2.1 Semi-active position regulation

The equilibrium position in F2MC tubes can shift by switching from open to closed

valve at nonzero positions. The trapped �uid in the tube in this case determines the

new equilibrium. Hence, a semi-active position regulator can be proposed that follows a

setpoint or a trajectory using the ambient disturbances. Figure (6.1) shows an example of

such a performance. The solid and dashed lines are the open and closed valve trajectories,

respectively. With no controller, the system oscillates around zero in response to a
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harmonic excitation. If the switching law is de�ned as

8>><>>:
�
V > 0; switch to closed valve

�
V � 0; switch to open valve

(6.1)

the volume gradually increases, moving the output degree-of-freedom to a new setpoint

(the dotted line in Fig. 6.1). This control technique has potentials to improve.
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Figure 1: Mass displacement in open valve (solid), closed valve (dashed) and semi-active position regulator
(dotted) cases. The disturbance frequency is 200 rad/s, 1.3 times more than the closed-valve frequency.

5 Dual-action Vibration Absorber

In chapter 3, we studied the vibration suppression of unforced systems using F2MC structures. We showed
that by switching at the right time delays, the total energy of the system decreases as it converts to the �uid
�ow kinetic energy and passes through the valve.
Variable sti¤ness materials are also used in forced vibration isolation. [works by cunefare and french

papers goes here ...]
F2MC tubes can be produced with a desired lower and higher modulus within the admissible range

[?]. By selecting the proper design parameters such as �ber angle, tube diameter, and wall thickness, the
frequency range is designed for vibration suppression. In this research, we propose a state-switch technique
to minimize the e¤ect of the disturbances on the base, and at the same time maximize the energy absorption.
Since the energy is absorbed in the form of �uid �ow, the controller maximizes the �ow and pumps the �uid.
For example, this structure can be applied in the engin mounts where the engin should be isolated from the
rest of the systems to decrease the vibration on the body. On the other hand, the F2MC pumps the coolant
�uid.

2

Figure 6.1. Mass displacement in open valve (solid), closed valve (dashed) and semi-active
position regulator (dotted) cases. The disturbance frequency is 200 rad/s, 1.3 times more than
the closed-valve frequency.

6.2.2 Semi-active vibration isolation

Variable sti¤ness structures have been used in forced vibration isolation. Cunefare et

al. [67] develop a state-switch technique that outperforms tuned vibration absorbers

for variable forcing frequencies. In this method, switching is done at zero positions to

avoid instantaneous change in potential energy and transient response. Richard et al.
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[80] introduce the Synchronized Switch Damping (SSD) technique using a piezoelectric

insert and a small inductor that creates a phase shift between strain and voltage. They

show that SSD can achieve a high vibration dissipation under harmonic excitation, as

well as transient vibration.

F2MC tubes are potential candidates for semi-active vibration isolation. The ZV

control law (4.17) can be investigated for forced vibration. In addition, by maximizing

the dissipated energy in a cycle, one can develop an optimal vibration isolator with

possible applications in engine mounts, helicopter seats, and so on. The dissipated

energy in F2MC tubes appears in the �uid �ow that can also be harvested as a �uid

pump in a hydraulic system. The preliminary study on the new F2MC semi-active

vibration isolator shows promising results compared to available control methods.
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Appendix A: F2MC Compliance
Matrix - MATLAB Code

The following function receives the �ber angle and the material properties of the laminate
and outputs the compliance matrix.

function Amatrix = ComplianceMatrixGenerator2(angle,v12,v23,E11,E22,G12,G23)
% E11 = Fiber elastic modulus
% E22 = Resin elastic modulus
% G12 = Shear modulus in 1-2 plane
% G23 = Shear modulus in 2-3 plane
% v12 = Poisson ratio in 1-2 plane
% v23 = Poisson ratio in 2-3 plane
FiberAngle=[angle,-angle,-angle,+angle];
PlyNum=length(FiberAngle);
Layer_Thickness=[1,1,1,1];
Total_Thickness=sum(Layer_Thickness);
V=((1+v23)*(1-v23-2*v12^2*E22/E11));
c11=(1-v23^2)*E11/V;
c12=v12*(1+v23)*E22/V;
c13=c12;
c23=(v23+v12^2*E22/E11)*E22/V;
c22=(1-v12^2*E22/E11)*E22/V;
c33=c22;
c44=G23;
c55=G12;
c66=c55;
C0=[c11,c12,c13,0,0,0;
c12,c22,c23,0,0,0;
c13,c23,c33,0,0,0;
0,0,0,c44,0,0;
0,0,0,0,c55,0;
0,0,0,0,0,c66];
a=0;b=0;c=0;
for k=1:PlyNum
theta=FiberAngle(k)*pi/180;
vk=Layer_Thickness(k)/Total_Thickness;
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m=cos(theta);
n=sin(theta);
T_s=[m^2, n^2, 0,0,0,2*m*n;
n^2,m^2,0,0,0,-2*m*n;
0,0,1,0,0,0;
0,0,0,m,-n,0;
0,0,0,n,m,0;
-m*n,m*n,0,0,0,(m^2-n^2)];
T_e=[m^2,n^2,0,0,0,m*n; % w.r.t. engineering strain
n^2,m^2,0,0,0,-m*n;
0,0,1,0,0,0;
0,0,0,m,-n,0;
0,0,0,n,m,0;
-2*m*n,2*m*n,0,0,0,(m^2-n^2)];
C=inv(T_s)*C0*T_e;
delta_k=C(4,4)*C(5,5)-(C(4,5))^2;
a=a+vk*C(4,4)/delta_k;
b=b+vk*C(5,5)/delta_k;
c=c+vk*C(4,5)/delta_k;
end %Just for calculation of delta
delta=a*b-c^2;
%The following is for the calculation of Cij
C_bar=[0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0];
for k=1:PlyNum
theta=FiberAngle(k)*pi/180;
vk=Layer_Thickness(k)/Total_Thickness;
m=cos(theta);
n=sin(theta);
T_s=[m^2, n^2, 0,0,0,2*m*n;
n^2,m^2,0,0,0,-2*m*n;
0,0,1,0,0,0;
0,0,0,m,-n,0;
0,0,0,n,m,0;
-m*n,m*n,0,0,0,(m^2-n^2)];
T_e=[m^2,n^2,0,0,0,m*n;
n^2,m^2,0,0,0,-m*n;
0,0,1,0,0,0;
0,0,0,m,-n,0;
0,0,0,n,m,0;
-2*m*n,2*m*n,0,0,0,(m^2-n^2)];
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C=inv(T_s)*C0*T_e;
delta_k=C(4,4)*C(5,5)-(C(4,5))^2;
C_bar(1,1)=C_bar(1,1)+vk*C(1,1);
C_bar(1,2)=C_bar(1,2)+vk*C(1,2);
C_bar(1,3)=C_bar(1,3)+vk*C(1,3);
C_bar(1,6)=C_bar(1,6)+vk*C(1,6);
C_bar(2,1)=C_bar(1,2);
C_bar(2,2)=C_bar(2,2)+vk*C(2,2);
C_bar(2,3)=C_bar(2,3)+vk*C(2,3);
C_bar(2,6)=C_bar(2,6)+vk*C(2,6);
C_bar(3,1)=C_bar(1,3);
C_bar(3,2)=C_bar(2,3);
C_bar(3,3)=C_bar(3,3)+vk*C(3,3);
C_bar(3,6)=C_bar(3,6)+vk*C(3,6);
C_bar(6,1)=C_bar(1,6);
C_bar(6,2)=C_bar(2,6);
C_bar(6,3)=C_bar(3,6);
C_bar(6,6)=C_bar(6,6)+vk*C(6,6);
C_bar(4,4)=C_bar(4,4)+vk*C(4,4)/delta_k/delta;
C_bar(4,5)=C_bar(4,5)+vk*C(4,5)/delta_k/delta;
C_bar(5,4)=C_bar(4,5);
C_bar(5,5)=C_bar(5,5)+vk*C(5,5)/delta_k/delta;
end
S_bar=inv(C_bar);
%The following follows Lekniskii�s Elastic Solution for Cylindrically Orthotropic

Tubes
%In the following, 1 refers to the radial direction
%2 refers to the hoop direction, 3 refers to the axial direction
a11=S_bar(3,3);
a12=S_bar(2,3);
a13=S_bar(1,3);
a22=S_bar(2,2);
a23=S_bar(1,2);
a33=S_bar(1,1);
a66=S_bar(4,4);
a55=S_bar(5,5);
a44=S_bar(6,6);
Amatrix = [a11 a12 a13 0 0 0;
a12 a22 a23 0 0 0;
a13 a23 a33 0 0 0;
0 0 0 a44 0 0;
0 0 0 0 a55 0;
0 0 0 0 0 a66];



Appendix B: F2MC Elastic Energy-
MATLAB Code

The following function generates the parameters a1; a2 and a3 from the given compliance
matrix, A.

function U = Ugenerator_closedForm2(A)
a11 = A(1,1);
a12 = A(1,2);
a13 = A(1,3);
a22 = A(2,2);
a23 = A(2,3);
a33 = A(3,3);
a44 = A(4,4);
beta11=a11-a13*a13/a33;
beta22=a22-a23*a23/a33;
beta44=a44;
beta14=0; beta24=0;
k =sqrt((beta11*beta44-beta14^2)/(beta22*beta44-beta24^2));
x1 = ((a13-a23)*beta44)/(beta22*beta44-beta24^2-(beta11*beta44-beta14^2));
nu=v;
C1 = -(a2^(k+1)-a1^(k+1))/(a2^(2*k)-a1^(2*k));
C2 = -(a2^(k-1)-a1^(k-1))/(a2^(k*2)-a1^(k*2))*a1^(k+1)*a2^(k+1);
H1 = (a1^(k+1))/(a2^(2*k)-a1^(2*k));
H2 = (a2^(k-1))/(a2^(k*2)-a1^(k*2))*a1^(k+1)*a2^(k+1);
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coef_CC_FF1 = (-(-a33*a2^k*a1^k*k^2+a33*a2^k*a1^k)/pi/(a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a23*x1*k^2-

2*a1^k*a2^(2*k+1)*x1*k^2*C1*a23+a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a33*k^2-

2*a2^k*a1^(2*k+1)*x1*k*C1*a23+2*a1^k*a2^(2*k+1)*a13*x1*C1-

a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a23*x1+2*a1^k*a2^(2*k+1)*x1*k*C1*a23-

a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a33*k^2+2*a2^k*a1^(2*k+1)*x1*k^2*C1*a23+a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a13*x1*k^2+2*a2^k*a1^

(2*k+1)*a13*x1*C1*k+2*a2^k*x1*k*C2*a23*a1+2*a2^k*x1*k^2*C2*a23*a1-

2*a2^k*a13*x1*C2*k*a1+2*a1^k*a13*x1*C2*k*a2-2*a1^k*x1*k^2*C2*a23*a2-

2*a2^k*a13*x1*C2*a1+2*a1^k*a13*x1*C2*a2-2*a1^k*x1*k*C2*a23*a2+a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a33-

a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a33+a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a13*x1+a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a23*x1-

2*a1^k*a2^(2*k+1)*a13*x1*C1*k-a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a13*x1-2*a2^k*a1^(2*k+1)*a13*x1*C1-

a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a23*x1*k^2-a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a13*x1*k^2)); 

 

coef_CC_PP1 = (-(-2*a2*pi*a1^k*a13*H2+2*a2^(2*k+1)*pi*a1^k*H1*k*a23-

2*a2^(2*k+1)*pi*a1^k*H1*k^2*a23-

2*a2^(2*k+1)*pi*a1^k*a13*H1*k+2*a2^(2*k+1)*pi*a1^k*a13*H1-

2*a2*pi*a1^k*a13*H2*k+2*a1*pi*a2^k*a13*H2+2*a2*pi*a1^k*H2*k*a23+2*a2*pi*a1^k*H2*k^2*a23-

2*a1*pi*a2^k*H2*k*a23+2*a1^(2*k+1)*pi*a2^k*a13*H1*k+2*a1^(2*k+1)*pi*a2^k*H1*k^2*a23-

2*a1^(2*k+1)*pi*a2^k*H1*k*a23-2*a1*pi*a2^k*H2*k^2*a23-

2*a1^(2*k+1)*pi*a2^k*a13*H1+2*a1*pi*a2^k*a13*H2*k)/pi/(a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a23*x1*k^2-

2*a1^k*a2^(2*k+1)*x1*k^2*C1*a23+a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a33*k^2-

2*a2^k*a1^(2*k+1)*x1*k*C1*a23+2*a1^k*a2^(2*k+1)*a13*x1*C1-

a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a23*x1+2*a1^k*a2^(2*k+1)*x1*k*C1*a23-

a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a33*k^2+2*a2^k*a1^(2*k+1)*x1*k^2*C1*a23+a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a13*x1*k^2+2*a2^k*a1^

(2*k+1)*a13*x1*C1*k+2*a2^k*x1*k*C2*a23*a1+2*a2^k*x1*k^2*C2*a23*a1-

2*a2^k*a13*x1*C2*k*a1+2*a1^k*a13*x1*C2*k*a2-2*a1^k*x1*k^2*C2*a23*a2-

2*a2^k*a13*x1*C2*a1+2*a1^k*a13*x1*C2*a2-2*a1^k*x1*k*C2*a23*a2+a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a33-

a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a33+a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a13*x1+a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a23*x1-

2*a1^k*a2^(2*k+1)*a13*x1*C1*k-a1^(k+2)*a2^k*a13*x1-2*a2^k*a1^(2*k+1)*a13*x1*C1-

a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a23*x1*k^2-a2^(k+2)*a1^k*a13*x1*k^2)); 

 

coef_PP1_CC = (-E*(a1^2*a12*a33*x1*k*C2+a1^(2+2*k)*a13^2*x1*C1-a1^2*a13*a23*x1*k*C2-

a1^(3+k)*a33^2*nu+a1^(3+k)*a13^2*x1-a1^(3+k)*a13*a33-

a1^(2+2*k)*a12*a33*x1*k*C1+a1^(2*k)*a12*a33*x1*k*C1*a0^2-

a1^(2*k)*a13*a23*x1*k*C1*a0^2+a1^(1+k)*a12*a33*x1*a0^2+a1^(3+k)*a13*a23*x1+a11*a33*x1*C2*

a0^2-a1^(3+k)*a12*a33*x1-a12*a33*x1*k*C2*a0^2-

a1^(2*k)*a13^2*x1*C1*a0^2+a1^(1+k)*a11*a33*x1*a0^2+a1^(2*k)*a11*a33*x1*C1*a0^2+a1^(2+2*k)

*a13*a23*x1*k*C1-a1^(2+2*k)*a11*a33*x1*C1-a1^(3+k)*a11*a33*x1-a1^(1+k)*a13^2*x1*a0^2-

a1^(1+k)*a13*a23*x1*a0^2+a13*a23*x1*k*C2*a0^2+a1^(1+k)*a13*a33*a0^2+a1^(1+k)*a33^2*nu*a0^

2-a1^2*a11*a33*x1*C2-

a13^2*x1*C2*a0^2+a1^2*a13^2*x1*C2)/(E*a13^2*H1*a1^(2+2*k)+E*a13^2*H2*a0^2-

E*a13^2*H2*a1^2-E*a13^2*H1*a1^(2*k)*a0^2-E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(2+2*k)+E*a12*a33*H2*k*a0^2-

E*a12*a33*H2*k*a1^2+E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(2*k)*a0^2+E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^(2+2*k)-

E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^(2*k)*a0^2+E*a13*a23*H2*k*a1^2-

E*a13*a23*H2*k*a0^2+E*a11*a33*H2*a1^2+E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(2*k)*a0^2-E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(2+2*k)-

E*a11*a33*H2*a0^2-

a33*a1^(3+k)+a33*a0^2*a1^(1+k)+a33*nu*a0^2*a1^(1+k)+a33*nu*a1^(3+k)+2*a33*nu^2*a1^(3+k)))

; 

 

coef_PP1_P = (-2*a33*nu*a0^2*(1+nu)*a1/(-E*a13^2*H1*a1^(k+2)-E*a13^2*H2*a1^(-

k)*a0^2+E*a13^2*H2*a1^(2-k)+E*a13^2*H1*a1^k*a0^2+E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(k+2)-

E*a12*a33*H2*k*a1^(-k)*a0^2+E*a12*a33*H2*k*a1^(2-k)-E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^k*a0^2-

E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^(k+2)+E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^k*a0^2-E*a13*a23*H2*k*a1^(2-

k)+E*a13*a23*H2*k*a1^(-k)*a0^2-E*a11*a33*H2*a1^(2-k)-

E*a11*a33*H1*a1^k*a0^2+E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(k+2)+E*a11*a33*H2*a1^(-k)*a0^2+a33*a1^3-

a33*a0^2*a1-a33*nu*a0^2*a1-a33*nu*a1^3-2*a33*nu^2*a1^3)); 

coef_FF1_CC = (pi*E*(2*a1^2*nu*a12*a33*x1*k*C2*a0^2-2*a1^4*nu*a13^2*x1*C2-

2*a1^2*nu*a13*a23*x1*k*C2*a0^2-2*a1^2*a33*E*a13^2*H2*a0^2+2*a1^2*a33*E*a13*a23*H2*k*a0^2-

a1^4*a33^2*E*a11*H2+a1^(1+k)*a33^2*a0^4-

a1^4*a33*E*a13*a23*H2*k+a1^4*a33*E*a13^2*H2+a1^4*a33^2*E*a12*H2*k-
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a33*E*a0^4*a13*a23*H2*k+2*a1^4*nu*a11*a33*x1*C2+2*a1^2*nu*a13^2*x1*C2*a0^2+2*a1^2*a33^2*E

*a11*H2*a0^2-a1^(5+k)*a33^2*nu-

2*a1^(3+k)*a33^2*a0^2+2*a1^4*nu*a13*a23*x1*k*C2+2*a1^(5+k)*nu*a13*a33+a1^(1+k)*a33^2*a0^4

*nu-2*a1^(5+k)*nu*a13^2*x1-2*a1^(4+2*k)*nu*a13^2*x1*C1+2*a1^(4+2*k)*nu*a11*a33*x1*C1-

a1^(2*k)*a33*E*a0^4*a13^2*H1+2*a1^(3+k)*nu*a13*a23*x1*a0^2+a1^(2*k)*a33^2*E*a0^4*a11*H1-

2*a1^(2+2*k)*a33^2*E*a11*H1*a0^2+2*a1^(2+2*k)*a33*E*a13^2*H1*a0^2-

2*a1^(3+k)*nu*a13*a33*a0^2+a1^(5+k)*a33^2-

2*a1^(2+2*k)*a33^2*E*a12*H1*k*a0^2+2*a1^(3+k)*nu*a13^2*x1*a0^2-

2*a1^(2+2*k)*nu*a11*a33*x1*C1*a0^2+a1^(4+2*k)*a33^2*E*a11*H1-

2*a1^(3+k)*nu*a12*a33*x1*a0^2+a1^(2*k)*a33^2*E*a0^4*a12*H1*k-

2*a1^(3+k)*nu*a11*a33*x1*a0^2-2*a1^(5+k)*nu*a13*a23*x1+a1^(4+2*k)*a33^2*E*a12*H1*k-

a1^(4+2*k)*a33*E*a13^2*H1+2*a1^(5+k)*nu*a11*a33*x1+2*a1^(5+k)*nu*a12*a33*x1-

a1^(4+2*k)*a33*E*a13*a23*H1*k+2*a1^(4+2*k)*nu*a12*a33*x1*k*C1-

2*a1^(4+2*k)*nu*a13*a23*x1*k*C1+2*a1^(2+2*k)*a33*E*a13*a23*H1*k*a0^2-

a1^(2*k)*a33*E*a0^4*a13*a23*H1*k+2*a1^(2+2*k)*nu*a13*a23*x1*k*C1*a0^2-

2*a1^(2+2*k)*nu*a12*a33*x1*k*C1*a0^2+2*a1^(2+2*k)*nu*a13^2*x1*C1*a0^2-

2*a1^2*a33^2*E*a12*H2*k*a0^2-

2*a1^4*nu*a12*a33*x1*k*C2+a33*E*a0^4*a13^2*H2+a33^2*E*a0^4*a12*H2*k-a33^2*E*a0^4*a11*H2-

2*a1^2*nu*a11*a33*x1*C2*a0^2)/(E*a13^2*H1*a1^(2+2*k)+E*a13^2*H2*a0^2-E*a13^2*H2*a1^2-

E*a13^2*H1*a1^(2*k)*a0^2-E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(2+2*k)+E*a12*a33*H2*k*a0^2-

E*a12*a33*H2*k*a1^2+E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(2*k)*a0^2+E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^(2+2*k)-

E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^(2*k)*a0^2+E*a13*a23*H2*k*a1^2-

E*a13*a23*H2*k*a0^2+E*a11*a33*H2*a1^2+E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(2*k)*a0^2-E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(2+2*k)-

E*a11*a33*H2*a0^2-

a33*a1^(3+k)+a33*a0^2*a1^(1+k)+a33*nu*a0^2*a1^(1+k)+a33*nu*a1^(3+k)+2*a33*nu^2*a1^(3+k)))

; 

 

coef_FF1_P = (-pi*a0^2*(-

4*a33*nu^2*a1^(3+k)+E*a13*a23*H2*k*a0^2+E*a11*a33*H2*a0^2+E*a13^2*H2*a1^2+E*a12*a33*H2*k*

a1^2-E*a13*a23*H2*k*a1^2-E*a11*a33*H2*a1^2+2*a1^2*nu*E*a11*a33*H2+2*nu*a0^2*E*a13^2*H2-

2*a1^2*nu*E*a13^2*H2-2*nu*a0^2*E*a13*a23*H2*k+E*a13^2*H1*a1^(2*k)*a0^2-

E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(2*k)*a0^2+E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(2+2*k)+a33*nu*a0^2*a1^(1+k)+a33*a1^(3+k)-

E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^(2+2*k)-

E*a13^2*H1*a1^(2+2*k)+2*a1^(2+2*k)*nu*E*a13^2*H1+E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(2+2*k)-E*a13^2*H2*a0^2-

E*a12*a33*H2*k*a0^2+2*a1^(1+k)*nu^2*a0^2*a33-2*a1^2*nu*E*a12*a33*H2*k-

2*nu*a0^2*E*a11*a33*H2+2*nu*a0^2*E*a12*a33*H2*k+2*a1^2*nu*E*a13*a23*H2*k+E*a13*a23*H1*k*a

1^(2*k)*a0^2-E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(2*k)*a0^2-2*a1^(2*k)*nu*a0^2*E*a13^2*H1-

2*a1^(2*k)*nu*a0^2*E*a13*a23*H1*k+2*a1^(2*k)*nu*a0^2*E*a12*a33*H1*k-

2*a1^(2+2*k)*nu*E*a12*a33*H1*k-

2*a1^(2+2*k)*nu*E*a11*a33*H1+2*a1^(2*k)*nu*a0^2*E*a11*a33*H1+2*a1^(2+2*k)*nu*E*a13*a23*H1

*k-a33*a0^2*a1^(1+k)-3*a33*nu*a1^(3+k))/(E*a13^2*H1*a1^(2+2*k)+E*a13^2*H2*a0^2-

E*a13^2*H2*a1^2-E*a13^2*H1*a1^(2*k)*a0^2-E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(2+2*k)+E*a12*a33*H2*k*a0^2-

E*a12*a33*H2*k*a1^2+E*a12*a33*H1*k*a1^(2*k)*a0^2+E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^(2+2*k)-

E*a13*a23*H1*k*a1^(2*k)*a0^2+E*a13*a23*H2*k*a1^2-

E*a13*a23*H2*k*a0^2+E*a11*a33*H2*a1^2+E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(2*k)*a0^2-E*a11*a33*H1*a1^(2+2*k)-

E*a11*a33*H2*a0^2-

a33*a1^(3+k)+a33*a0^2*a1^(1+k)+a33*nu*a0^2*a1^(1+k)+a33*nu*a1^(3+k)+2*a33*nu^2*a1^(3+k)))

; 

 

coef_C_P = (coef_CC_FF1*coef_FF1_P+coef_CC_PP1*coef_PP1_P)/(1-

(coef_CC_FF1*coef_FF1_CC+coef_CC_PP1*coef_PP1_CC)); 

coef_C_F = (coef_CC_FF1)/(1-(coef_CC_FF1*coef_FF1_CC+coef_CC_PP1*coef_PP1_CC)); 

coef_P1_P = (coef_PP1_CC*coef_C_P+coef_PP1_P); 

coef_P1_F = coef_PP1_CC*coef_C_F; 

coef_F1_P = (coef_FF1_CC*coef_C_P+coef_FF1_P); 

coef_F1_F = coef_FF1_CC*coef_C_F+1; 

 

Ur1_PP = 0.5*(-pi*L*(2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*k*x1*C2*a13*a33+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13^2*k-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13^2*k^3-4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k-a1^(-
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2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13^2+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2-

2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1*C2*a13*a33+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k*x1^2*C2*a13*a23-

4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k*x1^2*a11*a33*C2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a33+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k^3*x1^2*a12*a33*C2-2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*x1^2*a13*a23*C2-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2+4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1^2*a13^2*C2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13^2*k^2+4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*k*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a12*a33*x1+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a23*x1-4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*k*x1^2*a13^2*C2-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a33+4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*k^2*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2+4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*k^2*x1*C2*a13*a33-2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-

k)*k*x1^2*C2*a13*a23+4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*k*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a33-2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*k^3*x1^2*a12*a33*C2+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-

k)*k^3*x1^2*a13*a23*C2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a11*a33*k^2-

a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k^3-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13^2-

a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13^2*k+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13^2*k^3+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1*a13*a33*k-

a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1*a13*a33*k^3+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k-

a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k^3+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a11*a33*k-

a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a11*a33*k^3-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k^3+4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^

2*a13^2*C1*k-4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P

1_P*H1+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13

^2*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k^3+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P

1_P*H1*k^3-a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k^3-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1*

k^3+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*a13^2*H2*k-4*log(a2)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*a13^2*H2*k^3-

4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*k^2+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k^3-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33+a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13^2*k^2+2*a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k^3-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^3-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*x1*a33*k^3-

2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1*C1*a13*a33*k+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1*C1*a13*a33*k^2-

2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k*x1^2*C2*a12*a33+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2-

2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k*x1*C2*a13*a33-

4*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k+4*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2

-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1*k-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1

*k^3+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^3*C1+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a33*k

-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a33*k^2+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*

k-a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a11*a33*k^2-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33*k^2-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^3-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k^3+

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a11*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k+a2^(2*k)*

coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33-
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a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k+a2^(

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13^2*k^2+2*a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2*k^2-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k^3+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33*k^2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2+2*a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2-

2*a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a11*a33-

2*a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a11*a33*k^2-a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^3-

4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*a11*C1*a33*k+4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*a11*C1*a33*k^2+4*coef_

C_P*a1^(1+k)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k-4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*x1^2*a13^2*C2+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*k*x1^2*C2*a12*a33-4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2+4*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*x1*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k-

4*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*x1*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13^2+2*coef_C_

P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33*k+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1*C1*a13*a33*k-

2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1*C1*a13*a33*k^2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*x1*a33*k-

4*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*x1*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*x1*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33

*k^2-2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*k-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*k+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2

*k^3+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*x1*a33*k-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a33*k+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a11*a33*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^3-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*k+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k^3

-4*log(a1)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*a33*k+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*a33*k^3-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*a11*H2*a33*k+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*a11*H2*a33*k^3+4*log(a1)*c

oef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k^3+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*a11*H2*a33*k-

4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*a11*H2*a33*k^3+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*a33*k-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*a33*k^3-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_P*H1

*a33*k^3-4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*k+4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*k^2-

4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a12*a33*x1-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a23*x1+4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k*x1^2*a13^2*C2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k^2*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a33-

4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1^2*a11*a33*C2+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k^3+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a33*k^2-

2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*a12*k^3*C1*a33+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1*k+2

*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*k+4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*a11*C1*a33*k-

4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*a11*C1*a33*k^2-2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*k^3-

4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*a13^2*H2*k+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*a13^2*H2*k^3+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13^2*k^2-2*a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k^3+2*a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-

a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^3-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2*k^2+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k^3-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a11*a33+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13^2+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*k^3*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2-

4*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33*k^3-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1*k^3+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*k^3

+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*x1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3*a33+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*k-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*k^3-
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2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33*k+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33*k^2+2*a1^(2

*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^3+2*a

1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3-a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k^3-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a11*a33-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2+2*a1

^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H1-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k^3-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k^3+

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a11*a33*k+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a11*a33*k^3-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1*a13*a33*k+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1*a13*a33*k^3)/a33/k/(-1+k^2)); 

Ut1_PP = 0.5*(-L*pi*(-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a22*a33-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2

*a23+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*a33*x1*k^2*C1*a23-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2-

2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C1+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22*C2*a33-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^4*C1*a22*C2*a33+4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*a33*x1^2*k*C1*a22+4*coe

f_C_P*a2^(1+k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a22*x1+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*a33*x1*k*C1*a23-

4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*k*C1*a23^2+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*a33*x1-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k*C2^2*a22*a33+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a22*a33-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a12*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k^2+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x

1^2*a12*a33-a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13*a23-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a12*a33+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C

2*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*k^2*a22*H2*a33

-4*log(a2)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*k^4*a22*H2*a33-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a22*a

33+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k*C1^2*a22*a33-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C2*a22*coef_P

1_P*H1*a33-a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*k*a22*a33-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^2+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2*C2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k^2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2*C2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^4*C1*a23^2*C2+2*a1^

(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*k*a23^2+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k^2-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*k*a22*a33+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*k^3*a22*a33+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+2*a1

^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13*a23-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a22*coef_P

1_P*H1*a33-4*log(a2)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^4*C1*a23^2*C2-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C1+

4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*a33*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22-4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2-

4*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23^2*x1+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1

*k^2+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a22*x1+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a

23^2*x1-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23-2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33-

4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*a33*x1^2*k*C1*a22-4*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a22*x1-

2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*a33*x1*k*C1*a23+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1+a2^(-
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2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^2-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13*a23+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a23^2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1+4*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C2*a23^2*coef_P

1_P*H1-a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*k^3*a23^2-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a12*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k*C2^2*a23^2-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*a33*x1+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1+4

*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*k*C1*a23^2+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k*C1^2*a23^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a23^2+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k^2+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C1*a23^2*coef_P

1_P*H1+a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*k*a23^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*k^3*a23^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13*a23+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k^2-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C1*a23^2*coef_P

1_P*H2+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*k^2*a23^2*H2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*k*a23^2-

a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1*a23*a33*k^2-4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*k^4*a23^2*H2-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_

P*H1*k^2-a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*k^3*a23^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k*C1^2*a23^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a23^2+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a23^2*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*k^4*a23^2*H2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a12*a33-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^2+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13*a23-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k^2-a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a23^2-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a22*a33+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a22*a33*k^2-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*k^2*a23^2*H2-4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*k^2*a22*H2*a33-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^2-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1*a23*a33+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1*a23*a33*k^2+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*c

oef_P1_P*H1*a33-2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-

a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a23^2*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a23^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a12*a33+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*k*a22*a33-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*k^3*a22*a33-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23+4*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23^2*x

1+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2-

4*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a22*x1-

2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*a33*x1*k^2*C1*a23+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2+2

*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C1+4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2+4*log(a2

)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a23^2+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*k*a22*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*k^3*a23^2+a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k*C2^2*a22*a33-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a22*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^2-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k^2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k*C2^2*a23^2-

a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13*a23+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*k^3*a22*a33-
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a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k^2+a1^(2*k)*

coef_C_P^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^2-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22*C2*a33+4*log(a2)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k^4*C1*a22*C2*a33+4

*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a22*x1+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-

k)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C2+4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a22*x1-4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a22*x1-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H2^2*k*a23^2-2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C2-4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a22*x1-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23-

4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23^2*x1-2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*a33*x1*k^2*C2*a23-

4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*a33*x1^2*k*C2*a22-2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C1-

4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*a33*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22-

4*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23^2*x1+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1+k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23+4*

log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*H1*k^4*a22*H2*a33-

2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1+k)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23+4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*k*C2*a23^2-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*a12*a33*x1+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a23*x1+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_P^2*H1^2*k^3*a22*a33+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-

2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C2-4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-

k)*a33*x1^2*k^2*C2*a22+4*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*k^2*C2*a23^2+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23^2*x1-

2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*a33*x1*k*C2*a23-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-

4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*x1^2*k*C2*a23^2+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23^2*x1+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*a33*x1*k^2*C2*a23+4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-

k)*a33*x1^2*k*C2*a22+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*a12*a33*x1-2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-

k)*x1^2*C2*a13*a23+2*coef_C_P^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*C2*a12*a33+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-

k)*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C2+4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*a33*x1^2*k^2*C2*a22-4*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-

k)*x1^2*k^2*C2*a23^2+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a22*a33-

a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*a22*a33*k^2+a2^2*coef_C_P^2*x1*a23*a33-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a23*x1+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23^2*x1+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-k)*a33*x1*k*C2*a23+2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-

k)*x1^2*C2*a13*a23-2*coef_C_P^2*a1^(1-

k)*x1^2*C2*a12*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P^2*x1^2*k*C1^2*a22*a33)/a33/(-1+k^2)); 

 

Uz1_PP = 0.5*(coef_C_P*L*pi*(-a2^2*coef_C_P*a33+a2^2*coef_C_P*a13*x1-

a2^2*coef_C_P*a13*x1*k^2+a2^2*coef_C_P*x1*a23-a2^2*coef_C_P*x1*a23*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_P*a33-

a1^2*coef_C_P*a13*x1+a1^2*coef_C_P*a13*x1*k^2-2*a2^(1-k)*a13*coef_P1_P*H2*k-2*a2^(1-

k)*a13*coef_P1_P*H2+2*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_P*a13*x1*C2+a2^2*coef_C_P*a33*k^2-

a1^2*coef_C_P*x1*a23+a1^2*coef_C_P*x1*a23*k^2+2*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_P*a13*x1*C2*k-2*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a23-2*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a23+2*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23+2*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23-

2*a1^(1+k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a23+2*a1^(1+k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a23-

2*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23+2*a1^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23-

2*a1^(1+k)*coef_C_P*a13*x1*C1+2*a1^(1+k)*coef_C_P*a13*x1*C1*k+2*a1^(1+k)*a13*coef_P1_P*H1

*k-2*a1^(1-k)*coef_C_P*a13*x1*C2-2*a1^(1-k)*coef_C_P*a13*x1*C2*k+2*a1^(1-

k)*a13*coef_P1_P*H2+2*a2^(1+k)*a13*coef_P1_P*H1-2*a1^(1+k)*a13*coef_P1_P*H1-

a1^2*coef_C_P*a33*k^2+2*a1^(1-k)*a13*coef_P1_P*H2*k+2*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a23+2*a1^(1-k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a23-2*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23-

2*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23-

2*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23+2*a2^(1+k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a23-

2*a2^(1+k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a23+2*a2^(1+k)*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23+2*a2^(1+k)*coef_C_P*a13*x

1*C1-2*a2^(1+k)*coef_C_P*a13*x1*C1*k-2*a2^(1+k)*a13*coef_P1_P*H1*k)/(-1+k^2)); 

 

Ur2_PP = 0.5*(-L*(4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*pi+2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*nu*pi-

a0^2*a1^2*nu*coef_F1_P+4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a0)*pi*coef_P1_P+a0^6*pi-a1^4*a0^2*pi*nu-

2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*nu*pi-

4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*pi+4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*pi+3*a0^4*a1^2*nu*pi+2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*nu*pi

+a1^2*a0^4*pi*coef_P1_P^2-4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a0)*coef_P1_P^2*pi+a1^6*coef_P1_P^2*nu*pi-

coef_P1_P*a0^2*a1^2*nu*coef_F1_P-
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2*a0^6*nu*pi+4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*pi+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*nu*coef_F1_P+a0^4*nu*co

ef_F1_P-a1^6*coef_P1_P^2*pi-

2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*nu*pi+a1^2*a0^4*pi*nu*coef_P1_P^2-

4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a1)*pi*coef_P1_P+a1^4*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_P-

4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*pi-

4*coef_P1_P*a0^4*a1^2*pi+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_P+4*a0^2*a1^4*pi*coef_P

1_P-2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*nu*coef_F1_P-a0^2*a1^4*nu*pi*coef_P1_P-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_P-a1^4*a0^2*pi-

2*coef_P1_P^2*a0^2*a1^4*nu*pi+coef_P1_P*a0^4*a1^2*nu*pi)/E/(-a1^2+a0^2)^2); 

 

Ut2_PP = 

0.5*(L*(4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a1)*coef_P1_P^2*pi+2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*nu*pi+a0^2*a1^2*

nu*coef_F1_P+4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a0)*pi*coef_P1_P-a0^6*pi+a1^4*a0^2*pi*nu-

2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*nu*pi-4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*pi+4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*pi-

3*a0^4*a1^2*nu*pi+2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*nu*pi-a1^2*a0^4*pi*coef_P1_P^2-

4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a0)*coef_P1_P^2*pi-

a1^6*coef_P1_P^2*nu*pi+coef_P1_P*a0^2*a1^2*nu*coef_F1_P+2*a0^6*nu*pi+4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*

coef_P1_P*pi+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*nu*coef_F1_P-a0^4*nu*coef_F1_P+a1^6*coef_P1_P^2*pi-

2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*nu*pi-a1^2*a0^4*pi*nu*coef_P1_P^2-

4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a1)*pi*coef_P1_P-a1^4*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_P-

4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*pi+4*coef_P1_P*a0^4*a1^2*pi+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*n

u*coef_F1_P-4*a0^2*a1^4*pi*coef_P1_P-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*nu*coef_F1_P+a0^2*a1^4*nu*pi*coef_P1_P-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_P+a1^4*a0^2*pi+2*coef_P1_P^2*a0^2*a1^4*nu*pi-

coef_P1_P*a0^4*a1^2*nu*pi)/E/(-a1^2+a0^2)^2); 

 

Uz2_PP = 0.5*(-(coef_F1_P^2-2*coef_F1_P*pi*a0^2+2*coef_F1_P*nu*pi*a0^2-

2*coef_F1_P*nu*pi*coef_P1_P*a1^2+pi^2*a0^4-

2*pi^2*a0^4*nu+2*pi^2*a0^2*nu*coef_P1_P*a1^2)*L/pi/E/(-a1^2+a0^2)); 

 

Ur1_FF = 0.5*(L*pi*(-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k^3-

2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*k^3+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*a13^2*H2*k^3+2*coef_C_

F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1*k-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33*k-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1*k^3+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*x1^2*a13*a23*C2-2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*k^3*x1^2*a12*a33*C2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2+4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-

4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1^2*a13^2*C2+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1*C2*a13*a33-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k^2*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a33-4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k^2*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2+4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k^2*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2+4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2-

4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*k*x1^2*a13^2*C2+4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-

k)*k*x1^2*a11*a33*C2+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*k*x1*C2*a13*a33-2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-

k)*k*x1^2*C2*a13*a23+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*k*x1^2*C2*a12*a33-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a33-2*a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k+a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a11*a33+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k+2*a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a11*a33*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^3-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33*k^2+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k^3-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2*k^2-

a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^3-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13^2*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*x1*a33*k+2*coef_

C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1*C1*a13*a33*k^2-
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2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1*C1*a13*a33*k+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13^2*k+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a

13*a23*k-a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k^3+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*

x1^2*C1^2*a13^2*k^2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*x1*a33*k+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k-a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a11*a33*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k^3-

a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k^3+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1*a13*a33*k^3+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*

a13^2*H2*k+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13^2*k^3-a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13^2*k-

a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k^3+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a11*

a33*k-a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a11*a33*k^3-a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13^2*k^3-4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a23*x1-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a12*a33*x1-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a11*a33*k^2+

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*

k^3+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k^3-a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k^3-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33*k^2+a2^(2*k

)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k+2*

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H1

*k^2-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k^3-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H1-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a13^2*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a11*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2+4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)

*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k-4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-

2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33*k^3-

2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*k+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a33*k-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a33*k^2+4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a11*C1*a33*k-

4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a11*C1*a33*k^2-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*x1*a33*k^3+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*k^3

+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1*k^3+4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*

a33*k-4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k^2-

4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*a13^2*H2*k^3+2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*k^3*x1^2*a12*a33*C2-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k^3*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*k^2*x1*C2*a13*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a33-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k^3+4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k^2*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2+4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*k*x1^2*a13^2*C2-

4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*k*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-

k)*k*x1*C2*a13*a33+2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*k*x1^2*C2*a13*a23-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-

k)*k*x1^2*C2*a12*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a33+4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a23*x1+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a12*a33*x1-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1*k+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1*C1*a13*a33*k-

2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1*C1*a13*a33*k^2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1

*k^3+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*a11*H2*a33*k^3-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k^3-

4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*a11*H2*a33*k+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*a11*H2*a33*k^3-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_F*H1

*a33*k^3-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_F*H2

*a33*k^3-
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4*log(a2)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*a33*k+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*a33*k^3+4*l

og(a2)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*a11*H2*a33*k+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*a33*k-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*a33*k^3+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33*k+4*log

(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k^3+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k+a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a11*a33-2*a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a11*a33*k^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^3+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33*k^2+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2*k^2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^3+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13^2*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k+2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*k+4*coef_C_F^2*

a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*k^2+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^3-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k^3+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a13*a23*k^3+2*a1^(2*k)*co

ef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k-2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*

k^3+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*a33*co

ef_P1_F*H1+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2-

4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k+4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2

+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*k-4*log(a2)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*k^3-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*k+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*k^3-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k^3-

a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1*a13*a33*k+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k-

a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k-

a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a11*a33*k+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a11*a33*k^3+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1*a13*a3

3*k-a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1*a13*a33*k^3-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a13^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a13^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a13^2*k^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2-

4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a11*C1*a33*k+4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a11*C1*a33*k^2-

4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*k-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-

k)*k^3*x1^2*a13*a23*C2+4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*k^2*x1^2*a13^2*C2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a11*a33+4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x

1^2*a13^2*C1*k-4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*k^2-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a33*k+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a33*k^2-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2

*k^3+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*x1*a

33*k^3+2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a12*k^3*C1*a33-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k+4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33

*k^2-4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*a13^2*H2*k)/a33/k/(k^2-1)); 

 

Ut1_FF = 0.5*(-L*pi*(a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*k*a22*a33-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1*a33+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1

*a33*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a22*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a23*x1-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*C2*a13*a23+4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-

k)*x1^2*k^2*C2*a23^2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-
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k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*k*a23^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*k

^3*a22*a33-4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*a33*x1^2*k^2*C2*a22-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-

k)*a33*x1*k*C2*a23-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*a12*a33*x1-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-

k)*a33*x1*k^2*C2*a23+2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^2-a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*k^3*a23^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*k*a22*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33+2*a2^(2*k)*coef

_C_F*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k*C2^2*a22*a33+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a22*a33-

a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a22*a33*k^2-a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a23^2-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*k^2*a22*H2*a33

+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a23^2*k^2+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a12*a33-

a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a22*x1-

2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C2+4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a22*x1-

a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a12*a33+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2+4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coe

f_P1_F*H1*k*a22*x1+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23^2*x1+4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*a33*x1^2*k*C1*a22-

a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13*a23+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2-

a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a23^2*k^2+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^4*C1*a22*C2*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_

P1_F^2*H1^2*a23*a13-

4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*a33*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22+2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*a33*x1*k*C1*a23+a1^2*coef

_C_F^2*x1^2*a23^2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*a33*x1+2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*

C1*a12*a33-2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*a33*x1*k^2*C1*a23-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a22*x1+4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*k*C2*a23^2-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23^2*x1-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*k^4*a22*H2*a33+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2*C2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a23*a13-4*log(a2)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^4*C1*a23^2*C2-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*k^4*a23^2*H2+4

*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23-

2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C1+4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23^2*x1+4

*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*

H1*k^2-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_F*H1+2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C1+

2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-k)*x1^2*C2*a12*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*k^3*a23^2-4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(1-

k)*a33*x1^2*k*C2*a22-4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23^2*x1-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C1*a22*coef_P

1_F*H2*a33-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*k^2*a23^2*H2+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_F*H1-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k*C1^2*a22*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a22*a33-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a12*a33+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a12*a33+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x

1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-4*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*k*C1*a23^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*k*a22*a33-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*k*a22*a33+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^2-a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k^2+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*k^3*a22*a33+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22*C2*a33+4*log(a2)*c

oef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33-4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13*a23-2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a23*a13+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a23*a13*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*k^3*a22*a33+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a23*a13*k^2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C2*a23^2*coef_P
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1_F*H1-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*k*a23^2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^4*C1*a22*C2*a33+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13*a23-

a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33-

4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*k^4*a23^2*H2-

2*coef_C_F^2*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a23*a13-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C1^2*a23*a13*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*k^3*a23^2+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*k^2*a23^2*H2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2

*x1^2*k*C1^2*a23^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a23^2+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^2-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13*a23-

2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33+2*a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C1*a22*coef_P

1_F*H1*a33-4*log(a2)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22*C2*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*k^3*a23^2+4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*a33*x1^2*k*C2*a22-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2*C2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^4*C1*a23^2*C2+4*log

(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1-

2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1+2*a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C1*a23^2*coef_P

1_F*H1-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a13*a23*k^2-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23+2*a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a23*x1+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*x1^2*C2*a13*a23-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23^2*x1+4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-

k)*a33*x1^2*k^2*C2*a22+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*a33*x1*k*C2*a23+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_P1_F*H2*a12*a33*x1+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-

4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*x1^2*k^2*C2*a23^2-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*a33*x1*k^2*C2*a23-2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-

k)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C2+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a23*a13*k^2+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23+2*coef_C_F*a1

^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1+a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*k*a23^2-

a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a22*a33-4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a22*x1-

4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*x1^2*k*C2*a23^2+4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23^2*x1-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*a22*a33*k^2-

4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a22*x1-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23+4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23^2*x1-

4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*a33*x1^2*k*C1*a22+2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*a33*x1*k^2*C1*a23+4*coef_C_

F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a22*x1+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23+2*coe

f_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C1+4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*a33*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22-

2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*a33*x1*k*C1*a23-2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*a33*x1-

2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a12*a33+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a22*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k*C1^2*a22*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a22*a33+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*k^4*a22*H2*a33-

4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a22*x1-a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k*C2^2*a22*a33-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a23^2-2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(1-k)*x1^2*C2*a12*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*k*a23^2-

2*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C1+4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*k*C1*a23^2-2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a12*a33-

4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23^2*x1-

4*coef_C_F^2*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1+2*a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k*C2^2*a23^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a23^2+2*a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_F*H2*a33-

2*a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k^2-
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4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F^2*H1*k^2*a22*H2*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a12*a33*k^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H2^2*a12*a33*k^2-2*a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k^2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k*C2^2*a23^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1*a23*a33*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*k^3*a22*a33-2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2+2*a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k*C1^2*a23^2-

a1^2*coef_C_F^2*x1*a23*a33+a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1*a23*a33-

a2^2*coef_C_F^2*x1*a23*a33*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F^2*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a23^2-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C1*a23^2*coef_P

1_F*H2-a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F^2*H1^2*a12*a33)/a33/(k^2-1)); 

 

Uz1_FF = 0.5*(coef_C_F*L*pi*(2*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C1*k-2*a2^(1-

k)*a13*coef_P1_F*H2*k-2*a1^(k+1)*a13*coef_P1_F*H1-2*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C1+2*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23+2*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a23-

2*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a23+2*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23-

2*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23+2*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C1-

2*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C1*k-2*a2^(k+1)*a13*coef_P1_F*H1*k-2*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C2+2*a1^(1-k)*a13*coef_P1_F*H2*k-2*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C2*k+2*a1^(1-k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23+2*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23-2*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23-2*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23-

2*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a23+2*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a23-

2*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23+2*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23-

a2^2*coef_C_F*a33+a2^2*coef_C_F*a33*k^2+2*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C2+2*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C2*k+a2^2*coef_C_F*a13*x1-

a2^2*coef_C_F*a13*x1*k^2+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23-a2^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*k^2-2*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23-2*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23+2*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23-

a1^2*coef_C_F*a33*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_F*a33+2*a2^(k+1)*a13*coef_P1_F*H1+2*a1^(1-

k)*a13*coef_P1_F*H2-2*a2^(1-k)*a13*coef_P1_F*H2-

a1^2*coef_C_F*a13*x1+a1^2*coef_C_F*a13*x1*k^2-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*k^2+2*a1^(k+1)*a13*coef_P1_F*H1*k)/(k^2-1)); 

 

Ur2_FF = 0.5*(-L*coef_P1_F*a1^2*(a0^2*nu+a1^2*nu*coef_F1_F-a0^2*nu*coef_F1_F-

2*a0^2*log(a0)*nu+2*a0^2*log(a1)*nu-a1^2*nu-

4*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*pi+a0^4*pi*nu*coef_P1_F+4*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*pi+a1

^4*coef_P1_F*nu*pi-

2*a0^2*coef_P1_F*a1^2*nu*pi+2*a0^2*log(a0)*nu*coef_F1_F+a0^4*pi*coef_P1_F-

a1^4*coef_P1_F*pi-2*a0^2*log(a1)*nu*coef_F1_F)/E/(a1^2-a0^2)^2); 

 

Ut2_FF = 0.5*(-L*coef_P1_F*a1^2*(a0^2*nu+a1^2*nu*coef_F1_F-

a0^2*nu*coef_F1_F+2*a0^2*log(a0)*nu-2*a0^2*log(a1)*nu-

a1^2*nu+4*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*pi+a0^4*pi*nu*coef_P1_F-

4*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*pi+a1^4*coef_P1_F*nu*pi-2*a0^2*coef_P1_F*a1^2*nu*pi-

2*a0^2*log(a0)*nu*coef_F1_F+a0^4*pi*coef_P1_F-

a1^4*coef_P1_F*pi+2*a0^2*log(a1)*nu*coef_F1_F)/E/(a1^2-a0^2)^2); 

 

Uz2_FF = 0.5*(-(-1+2*coef_F1_F-2*nu*pi*coef_P1_F*a1^2-

coef_F1_F^2+2*coef_F1_F*nu*pi*coef_P1_F*a1^2)*L/pi/E/(a1^2-a0^2)); 

 

Ur1_PF = (L*pi*(a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^3*coef_C_P-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^3*coef_C_P+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13*a23*k^3*coef_P1_P-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33*coef_C_P-

a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13^2*coef_P1_P+a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k^3*coef_C_P-
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a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a12*a33*k^3*coef_P1_P-coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k^2*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a33-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k^3-

coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a33*k+coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a33*k^2+4*coe

f_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a11*C1*coef_C_P*a33*k^2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*coef_C_P*k+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*coef_C

_P*k^3+2*coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*C1*a13*coef_C_P*a33*

k-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*C1*a13*coef_C_P*a33*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^3*co

ef_C_P-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2

+coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k^3*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2+coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a23*x1-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k^3*coef_C_P+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1

*k^3+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3+coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a33+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*k^2*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*k^2*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k+2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_F*H1

*a33*k^3+coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*x1*a33*k+4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*co

ef_C_P*k^2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k^2+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13^2*H2*coef_P1_P

*k-4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13^2*H2*coef_P1_P*k^3-

coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a33*k^2+2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*

k-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k^3+2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_P*

H2*a33*k-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k^3*coef_C_P*x1^2*a13*a23*C2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k*coef_C_P*x1^2*C2*a13*a23-coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a23*x1-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k^2*coef_C_P*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a33+coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2+2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k^3-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k^3+coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-

4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13^2*C2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k^2*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a33-coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k^2*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a33-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k^2*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2*a13*a23-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k^3-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k^3-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*k+2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2

*k^3+coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*x1*a33*k^3+2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1

_F*H1*k-2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3-coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a33-coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k^3*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2-coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a12*a33*x1+4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a11*C1*coef_C_P*a33*k-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1*a13*coef_C_P*a33*k+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1*a13*coef_C_P*a33*k^3-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13*a23*k*coef_P1_P+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a12*a33*k*coef_P1_P-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k*coef_C_P+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a13^2*coef_P1_P+a2

^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k^3*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*C2-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k^3*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*a33*C2-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k^3-
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2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k+2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_P*H1

*a33*k^3+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F*H1*a11*H2*coef_P1_P*a33*k-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F*H1*a11*H2*coef_P1_P*a33*k^3-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P+a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a12*a33*k^3*coef_P1_P-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13*a23*k^3*coef_P1_P+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33*coef_C_P+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13*a23*k*coef_P1_P+coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a33-

coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a23*x1+coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a12*a33*x1+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2*coef_C_P*k^2+2*coef_C_P*a2

^(1-k)*k*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k+2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1

*k^3-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k^3*coef_C_P+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*

H1*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33*coef_C_P*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_

P*H1+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k*coef_C_P-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3+coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*x1*a3

3*k+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k-

coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*x1*a33*k^3+coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a23*x1-coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a12*a33*x1-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2+4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k*coef_C_F*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a13*a23*k^3*coef

_P1_P-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*

k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k^3*coef_C_P+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*

coef_C_P*k-4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1*a13^2*C2*coef_C_P*k^3-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k+2*coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33

*k^2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a13*a23*k^3*C1*coef_C_P-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*

k-2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k^2-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33

*k^2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k+2*coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2

-coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1*k^3-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a11*C1*coef_C_P*a33*k-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2*coef_C_P-a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a12*a33*k*coef_P1_P-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k*coef_C_P+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k*coef_C_P-

4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a11*H2*coef_P1_P*a33*k+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a11*H2*coef_P1_P*a33

*k^3-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13^2*H2*coef_P1_P*k+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13^2*H2*coef_P1_P*k^3

-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*C1*a13*coef_C_P*a33*k+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*C1*a13*coef_C_P*a33*k

^2+a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a12*a33*k*coef_C_P-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*k*coef_C_P+a1^(-
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2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k+2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*

k-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33*coef_C_P-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a13*a23*k*coef_P1_P-coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a33*k-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13^2*coef_P1_P+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2*coef_C_P*k^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*k^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a13^2*coef_P1_P+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H1-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a12*a33*k^3*coef_P1_P+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*k^2

-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k

+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k+2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_P*H2

*a33*k^3+coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a33*k^2-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2-coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*k^3*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2+coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a12*a33*k*coef_P1_P-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a11*coef_C_P*a33*k+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a11*coef_C_P*a33*k^3-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a12*k^3*C1*coef_C_P*a33-

coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*x1*a33*k-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k^3-

coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1*k^3+2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2

*k-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*k^3+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1

*k+coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a33*k-a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a12*a33*k*coef_P1_P-

4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a11*C1*coef_C_P*a33*k^2+2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P

*H1*k-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3+4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*coef_C_

P*k-4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*coef_C_P*k^2-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*C1*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k+4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k*coef_C_P*x1^2*a13^2*C2-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a33-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_C_P*x1^2*C2*a12*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2*coef_C_P*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33*coef_C

_P*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H1+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k*coef_C

_P+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a13^2*coef_C_P+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a11*a33*coef_C_P+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1

*k+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13^2*coef_C_P*k-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13^2*coef_C_P*k^3+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*coef_C_P*a33*k-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*coef_C_P*a33*k^3-

coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*x1*a33*k+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a12*a33*k*coef_C_

P-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k-coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1*k-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2*coef_C_P*k^2-a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2*coef_C_P-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33*coef_C_P*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k+2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2

*k^3+coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a33*k-coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a33*k^2-

coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1*k+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*

k^3+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a13*a23*k^3*coef_P1_P+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*k*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a33+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2*a12*a33-

coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a33-4*coef_C_P*a1^(1-
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k)*k*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13^2*C2+a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13^2*coef_C_P+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a11*a33*coef_C_P*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*k^2-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*k^2*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k^3+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1

_F*H1*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a11*a3

3*coef_P1_P*k^2-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a13*a23*k^3*coef_C_P-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k+a2

^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a13*a23*k*coef_P1_P-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k+coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^3*coef_C_P*x1^2*a12*a33*C2+coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1*k-

coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*x1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1*k^3*a33+coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k

^3+coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*x1*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*H2-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k+2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1

*k^3+a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a11*a33*coef_P1_P+coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k^3+coef_

C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1*k+2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a11*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k^3-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*coef_C_P*a33*k+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1*a11*C2*coef_C

_P*a33*k^3+2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_F*H2*k-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2+coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^3*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2+coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_P1_P*H2*a12*a33*x1-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k^3-coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k^3*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*k*coef_C_P*x1^2*a11*a33*C2-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*x1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H2+4*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*k^2*coef_C_P*x1^2*a13^2*C2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a13^2*coef_P1_P*H1-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a11*a33*coef_P1_F*H1+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a12*a33*k^3*coef_P1_

P-4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1^2*a13^2*C1*coef_C_P*k+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a11*coef_C_P*a33*k-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a11*coef_C_P*a33*k^3-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13^2*coef_C_P*k+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13^2*coef_C_P*k^3+a1^2*coef_C_F*x

1*a13*coef_C_P*a33*k-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1*a13*coef_C_P*a33*k^3+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k^3)/a33/k/(k^2-1)); 

 

Ut1_PF = (-L*pi*(-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C1*a22*coef_P

1_P*H2*a33+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1+4

*log(a2)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^4*a23^2*H2*coef_P1_P+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*k^3*a23^2*coef_P1_P-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23^2*H2*coef_P1_P+2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_

P*H1-2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_F*H1

-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C2^2*a23^2*coef_C_P-a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a23^2*coef_C_P-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C1*a22*coef_P

1_F*H2*a33-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_F*H2*a12*a33*x1-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a22*x1+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2*a12*a33+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H

2*a33-
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2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a22*H2*coef_

P1_P*a33+a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k^2-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a23^2*coef_C_P-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33-

4*log(a2)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^4*a22*H2*coef_P1_P*a33-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2+2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C1*a23^2*coef_P

1_F*H2-a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2+coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23+coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a23*x1+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*k^3*a22*coef_P1_P*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a23*a13*coef_C_P-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a23*a13*coef_C_P*k^2+2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a23^2*coef_

P1_P*H2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*k^3*a23^2*coef_P1_P+4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_C_P*x1^2*k*C2*a22-

coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a23*x1+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*coef_C_P*x1^2*C2*a13*a23-

coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23+coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*a12*a33*x1-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2+4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^2*C2*a23^2-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23^2*x1+coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C2+coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_F*H2*a33*k^2-4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*x1^2*k*C2*a23^2-4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*x1^2*k^2*C2*a23^2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a23-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a12*coef_P1_P*a33-2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C1-

coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2+coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k

^2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C1+coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*a3

3*x1+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a23*a13*coef_P1_P+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a22

*x1-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a23+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23^2

*x1-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_P*H1+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_P*H1

*k^2-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*k*a23^2*coef_P1_P+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a22*x1+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C2^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a12*coef_P1_P*a33+a2

^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*coef_C_P*a33-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*coef_C_P*a33*k^2+coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23^2*x1+coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k

^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C1^2*a23^2*coef_C_P-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a23^2*coef_C_P+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P+2*coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23^2*x1+2*co

ef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a22*x1-

2*coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a22*x1-

coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*a33*x1+coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a23^2*coef_C_P-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33*k^2-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k^2-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C2*a22*coef_P

1_P*H1*a33-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22*C2*coef_C_P*a33+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^4*C1*a22*C2*

coef_C_P*a33+2*coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a22*x1+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a1

2*coef_C_P*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k^2+coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a12*a33*x
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1-coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*a13*a23*x1-2*coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23^2*x1-

2*coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a22*x1-

coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23+4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2*C2*coef_C

_P-

4*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^4*C1*a23^2*C2*coef_C_P+2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a23^2*coef_

P1_F*H2-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C1^2*a23^2*coef_C_P-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*k*a22*coef_P1_P*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a22*x1+coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-

coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k^2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23^2*x1+2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+a2^(2*k)*c

oef_P1_F*H1^2*k^3*a23^2*coef_P1_P-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a22*x1-

coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a12*coef_P1_P*a33*k^2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33-

a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*k*a22*coef_P1_P*a33-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2-

coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C2*a22*coef_P1_P*H2*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a23^2*coef_C

_P+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*k^3*a22*coef_P1_P*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*k*a22*coef_P1_P*

a33-a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*k^3*a22*coef_P1_P*a33+2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a22*x1-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23^2*x1+coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k^2-4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^4*a23^2*H2*coef_P1_P-

coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*C1*a12*a33+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23^2*x1-

coef_C_P*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a23+4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_C_P*x1^2*k^2*C1

*a22+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C1+coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P

1_P*H1*k^2-coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*k^3*a23^2*coef_P1_P-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a12*coef_P1_P*a33*k^2-

4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a22*H2*coef_P1_P*a33+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^4*a22*H2*coef_P1

_P*a33+4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*k*C1*a23^2+coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^

2*a23-2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C1-

coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a12*a33*x1+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*C1*a13*a23+co

ef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1-4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_C_P*x1^2*k*C1*a22-

4*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*coef_C_P*k^2+2*coef_C_F*a1

^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a22*x1-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a22*x1+2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*a33*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*

a23-2*coef_C_F*a1^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23^2*x1-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*C1*a13*a23-

coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*a13*a23*x1+4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_C_P*x1^2*k*C1*a22+

4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2-

2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a22*x1+coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23+

2*coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23^2*x1-

coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*k^2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23^2*x1-

coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*x1*a12*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23+coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23^2*x1-

coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*a13*a23*x1+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-
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2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1+2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C2*a23^2*coef_P

1_F*H1-a1^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a23*a13*coef_C_P+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a23*a13*coef_C_P

*k^2+coef_C_P*a1^(1-k)*coef_P1_F*H2*a12*a33*x1-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a22*x1-coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23+coef_C_P*a2^(k+1)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k^2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H2-

a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*

H1*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a23*a13*coef_P1_P*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a23*a13*coef_P1_P*k^2-a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*k*a23^2*coef_P1_P-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^2*C1*a23^2*C2*coef_C_P+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C2^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*k*a22*coef_P1_P*a33+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*k*a23^2*coef_P1_P+a2^2*c

oef_C_F*x1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33-

a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33*k^2+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^4*C1*a23^2*C2*coef_C_P+

2*log(a1)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33-2*coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23^2*x1-

2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H1+2*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C2*a23^2*coef_P

1_P*H1-a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a12*coef_P1_P*a33+coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*a13*a23*x1-a2^(-2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a12*coef_P1_P*a33*k^2-

4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C2*a22-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C2*a13*a23-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1*a33+coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_P*H2*a33*k^2-

2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a22*x1-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*

H1+4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23^2*H2*coef_P1_P+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a12*coef_P1_P*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_P*H1

-a1^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a12*coef_P1_P*H2*a33-coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2-

4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*a33*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^2*C2*a22+2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C2-2*coef_C_P*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23^2*x1+4*coef_C_P*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C2*a23^2-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_P*H2+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*coef_C_P*a33*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2+2*log(a2)*coef_C_F*x1*k^4*C1*a23^2*coef_

P1_P*H2-a2^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_F*H1+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23^2*x1-coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*x1^2*C2*a12*a33+coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*

coef_C_P*x1^2*C1*a12*a33-2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23^2*x1-

4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*x1^2*k*C1*a23^2+2*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a23

-4*coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_C_P*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22-

coef_C_F*a2^(k+1)*a33*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23+2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H

1-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C2*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1+2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C1*a22*coef_P1_

F*H2*a33-

2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C1*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C1*a23^2*coef_P1

_F*H1-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k^3*C1*a23^2*coef_P1_F*H1-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C2^2*a23^2*coef_C_P+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^3*C2^2*a23^2*coef_C_P+4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^2*C1*a22*C2*coef_C_P

*a33-a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a12*coef_C_P*a33-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a23^2*coef_C_P*k^2+a1^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a12*coef_P1_P*a33*k^2-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C1^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a22*coef_C

_P*a33-
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2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^2*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H1*a33+2*log(a2)*coef_C_P*x1*k^4*C2*a22*coef_P

1_F*H1*a33-

a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*a33

*k^2-a2^(2*k)*coef_P1_F*H1^2*a23*a13*coef_P1_P-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2+a2^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*k*a23^2*coef_P1_P+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_F*H1*a33*k^2+a2

^(-2*k)*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a22*coef_P1_F*H2*a33-coef_C_F*a2^(1-

k)*coef_P1_P*H2*a12*a33*x1+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*x1^2*a12*a33*k^2*C2+coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*x1*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33+4*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_C_P*x1^2*k^2*C2*a22-2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*x1^2*a13*a23*k^2*C2+2*coef_C_F*a1^(1-k)*a33*coef_C_P*x1*k*C2*a23-a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*k^3*a22*coef_P1_P*a33-2*coef_C_P*a1^(1-

k)*a33*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a22*x1+a1^(-

2*k)*coef_P1_F*H2^2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1^2*a23^2*coef_C_P*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef

_C_P*x1*C1*a23*a13*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2+a2^(-2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2-a2^(-

2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C2*a13*a23*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2-

4*log(a1)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^4*C1*a22*C2*coef_C_P*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a22*coef_P1_

P*H1*a33-a1^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*coef_C_P*a33+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*C1*a12*coef_P1_P*H1*a33*k^2-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1*k^3*C1*a22*coef_P1_P*H1*a33+a1^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*C1^2*a12*coef_C_P

*a33*k^2+a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k*C1^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33-

a2^(2*k)*coef_C_F*x1^2*k^3*C1^2*a22*coef_C_P*a33)/a33/(k^2-1)); 

 

Uz1_PF = (L*pi*(2*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C2*k+a2^(k+1)*coef_C_F*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23-

a2^(k+1)*coef_C_F*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23-

2*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a23+2*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a23-

a1^(1-k)*coef_C_F*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23-a1^(1-k)*coef_C_F*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23-

a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23+2*a2^(1-k)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C2-

a2^2*coef_C_F*a33*coef_C_P+a2^2*coef_C_F*a33*coef_C_P*k^2-a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*a13*coef_P1_P*H2-a2^(1-k)*coef_C_F*a13*coef_P1_P*H2*k-

2*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C1*k+a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*a13*coef_P1_F*H1+a2^(k+1)*coef

_C_P*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23+2*a1^(1-k)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23+2*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23-

a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*a13*coef_P1_F*H1*k+a2^(k+1)*coef_C_F*a13*coef_P1_P*H1+a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*a13*coef_P1_F*H2*k+a1^(1-k)*coef_C_F*a13*coef_P1_P*H2+a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*a13*coef_P1_P*H2*k-

a1^(k+1)*coef_C_F*a13*coef_P1_P*H1+a1^(k+1)*coef_C_F*a13*coef_P1_P*H1*k+a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_F*coef_P1_P*H2*k*a23+a2^(1-k)*coef_C_F*coef_P1_P*H2*k^2*a23+a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23-2*a1^(1-k)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C2-2*a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C2*k+2*a2^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C1-

a2^(k+1)*coef_C_F*a13*coef_P1_P*H1*k-

2*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C1+2*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*a13*x1*C1*k+a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*a13*coef_P1_F*H2+a2^(1-k)*coef_C_P*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23-

a1^(k+1)*coef_C_F*coef_P1_P*H1*k*a23+a1^(k+1)*coef_C_F*coef_P1_P*H1*k^2*a23-a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*a13*coef_P1_F*H2-a2^(1-k)*coef_C_P*a13*coef_P1_F*H2*k-a1^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*coef_P1_F*H2*k*a23-a1^(1-k)*coef_C_P*coef_P1_F*H2*k^2*a23-

a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*a13*coef_P1_F*H1-

a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_P1_F*H1*k*a23+a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_P1_F*H1*k^2*a23-2*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*x1*k*C2*a23-2*a2^(1-

k)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C2*a23+a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*a13*coef_P1_F*H1*k-

2*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*x1*k*C1*a23+2*a1^(k+1)*coef_C_P*coef_C_F*x1*k^2*C1*a23-

a1^2*coef_C_F*a13*x1*coef_C_P+a1^2*coef_C_F*a13*x1*coef_C_P*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*coef

_C_P*k^2+a2^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*coef_C_P-a2^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*coef_C_P*k^2-

a1^2*coef_C_F*x1*a23*coef_C_P+a2^2*coef_C_F*a13*x1*coef_C_P-

a2^2*coef_C_F*a13*x1*coef_C_P*k^2+a1^2*coef_C_F*a33*coef_C_P-

a1^2*coef_C_F*a33*coef_C_P*k^2)/(k^2-1)); 
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Ur2_PF = (-

1/2*L*(a0^2*coef_P1_P*a1^2*nu+4*a1^4*a0^2*pi*coef_P1_F+2*a1^2*a0^4*pi*nu*coef_P1_F*coef_P

1_P+8*a0^2*a1^4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*pi*coef_P1_P-2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*nu*coef_F1_F-

2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*nu*pi+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_F+2*a0^4*a1^

2*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*nu*pi-

8*a0^2*a1^4*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*pi*coef_P1_P+4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a0)*pi*coef_P1_F+a0^4*nu*coef_

F1_F-4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a1)*pi*coef_P1_F-

2*a1^6*coef_P1_F*pi*coef_P1_P+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*nu*coef_F1_P-

a1^4*a0^2*pi*nu*coef_P1_F-2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_F-a1^4*coef_P1_P*nu-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*nu*coef_F1_P+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*nu-

4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*pi-4*a0^2*coef_P1_F*a1^4*nu*pi*coef_P1_P-

4*a1^2*a0^4*pi*coef_P1_F-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*nu+2*a1^2*a0^4*pi*coef_P1_F*coef_P1_P+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*nu+2*a1^6*c

oef_P1_F*nu*pi*coef_P1_P-a0^2*coef_P1_P*a1^2*nu*coef_F1_F-a0^4*nu-

a0^2*coef_P1_F*a1^2*nu*coef_F1_P+a1^2*a0^2*nu-

a1^2*a0^2*nu*coef_F1_F+a1^2*a0^4*pi*nu*coef_P1_F+4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*pi+2*a0^2*

a1^2*log(a1)*nu*coef_F1_F-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*nu+a1^4*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_F+a1^4*coef_P1_F*nu*coef_F1_P)

/E/(a1^2-a0^2)^2); 

 

Ut2_PF = (-

1/2*L*(a0^2*coef_P1_P*a1^2*nu+4*a1^4*a0^2*pi*coef_P1_F+2*a1^2*a0^4*pi*nu*coef_P1_F*coef_P

1_P-

8*a0^2*a1^4*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*pi*coef_P1_P+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*nu*coef_F1_F+2*a0^4*a1^2*l

og(a0)*coef_P1_F*nu*pi-2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_F-

2*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*nu*pi+8*a0^2*a1^4*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*pi*coef_P1_P-

4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a0)*pi*coef_P1_F+a0^4*nu*coef_F1_F+4*a0^2*a1^4*log(a1)*pi*coef_P1_F-

2*a1^6*coef_P1_F*pi*coef_P1_P-2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*nu*coef_F1_P-

a1^4*a0^2*pi*nu*coef_P1_F+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_F1_F-

a1^4*coef_P1_P*nu+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*nu*coef_F1_P-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_P*nu+4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a1)*coef_P1_F*pi-

4*a0^2*coef_P1_F*a1^4*nu*pi*coef_P1_P-

4*a1^2*a0^4*pi*coef_P1_F+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*nu+2*a1^2*a0^4*pi*coef_P1_F*coef_P1_P-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*nu+2*a1^6*coef_P1_F*nu*pi*coef_P1_P-a0^2*coef_P1_P*a1^2*nu*coef_F1_F-

a0^4*nu-a0^2*coef_P1_F*a1^2*nu*coef_F1_P+a1^2*a0^2*nu-

a1^2*a0^2*nu*coef_F1_F+a1^2*a0^4*pi*nu*coef_P1_F-4*a0^4*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_F*pi-

2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a1)*nu*coef_F1_F+2*a0^2*a1^2*log(a0)*coef_P1_P*nu+a1^4*coef_P1_P*nu*coef_

F1_F+a1^4*coef_P1_F*nu*coef_F1_P)/E/(a1^2-a0^2)^2); 

 

Uz2_PF = (-(coef_F1_P-pi*a0^2+nu*pi*a0^2-nu*pi*coef_P1_P*a1^2-

coef_F1_F*coef_F1_P+coef_F1_F*pi*a0^2-

coef_F1_F*nu*pi*a0^2+coef_F1_P*nu*pi*coef_P1_F*a1^2+coef_F1_F*nu*pi*coef_P1_P*a1^2-

pi^2*a0^2*nu*coef_P1_F*a1^2)*L/pi/E/(a1^2-a0^2)); 

 

U = [Ur1_PP+Ut1_PP+Uz1_PP+Ur2_PP+Ut2_PP+Uz2_PP; 

     Ur1_PF+Ut1_PF+Uz1_PF+Ur2_PF+Ut2_PF+Uz2_PF; 

     Ur1_FF+Ut1_FF+Uz1_FF+Ur2_FF+Ut2_FF+Uz2_FF]; 
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